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DURING THE ORGANIZATIONAL  and planning workshop for a research network on irrigation 
management for crop diversification in rice-based systems (IMCD) held in late 1988 in 
Bangkok, Thailand, the participants agreed to establish a research network involving eight 
humid tropical Asian countries in which irrigated rice is the main crop during the wet season. 
The group also agreed to hold annual workshops to review the activities and results of the 
research network. 
In the first meeting of the IMCD Network Steering Committee held in Kuala Lumpur in 
December 1989, it was further agreed to hold the First Progress Review and Coordination 
Workshop in the Philippines during 10-14 December, 1990. With the theme "Management 
Arrangements for Accommodating Nonrice Crops in Rice-Based Systems,M  the workshop 
took off from the earlier activities of the network. 
The program of the workshop included the presentation of country reports, a session on 
special papers, small-group discussions, field visits, and the second meeting of the Network 
Steering Committee.  The country  reports  focused  on the experiences  of  the  different 
countries on irrigation management for rice-based cropping as these relate  to  planning, 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation botb at the system and farm levels. 
The synthesis of the results of the three-year collaborative project on  irrigation manage- 
ment for rice-based farming systems in Bangladesh, Indonesia and the Philippines between 
the International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI) and [he International Rice  Research 
Institute (IRRI)  were highlighted.  In  addition, another special paper discussed research and 
policy issues on irrigation management for crop diversification. The country reports and the 
special papers provided lead topics for further discussions in the small-group sessions. 
The participant countries agreed on  various plans relating to research and development, 
information dissemination and exchange, and funding and organization.  Five research and 
development areas were identified a) drainage requirement for rice and nonrice crops in 
rice-based systems; b) techniques of quantifying water demand; c) on-farm water distribu- 
tion  facilities; d) development of flexible supplemental water sources:  and  e) farmers' 
support services for diversified cropping in turned-over areas. 
The group also recommended that the present annual workshop, the workshop proceed- 
ings and IMCD newsletter should be continued; a more responsive mechanism forsoliciting 
contributions to the newsletter should be established; and a training curriculum on  IMCD 
topics should be developed and incorporated into existing training programs such as that 
conducted by IRRI. 
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It was felt that cach country should have a national conimittce or an  umbrella organization 
to ovcrseelcoordisate the activities OII crop diversificatioe. No standard objectives or rules 
wcre recnmmended but it  was suggested that the National Cominitter 011 Crop Diversifica- 
tion in the Philippines could be takcii as a inodel arid modified as necessary. 
The second meeting of  the Nctwork Steering Coininittee coiicluded with the anticipatioil 
that the proccrditigs of the worksbopwould be published. A new set ofocficers  was selected 
and plans for thr next workshop, to be held in Indonesia in September 1991, were finned 
UY. 
IIMI wishes to thank the Govrrnineiit of Japan for its generous support; it was through 
its financial assistance that this coordination workshop was pushed through. 
IIMI also extends its gratitude to the Philippiue. Natioiial Committee on Crop Diversifica- 
tion (NCCD) and the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)-supported Diversified 
Crops Irrigatioii Eiigiiireriig Project (DCIEP) of the National Irrigatioii Adininistratioii 
(NIA), for co-sponsoring the workshop aiid for making the necessary arrangemeiits during 
the workshop aiid field trip. 
Special thanks are due to Dr. Seiieii M. Miraiida (Senior Irrigation Specialist, llM1 arid 
IMCD Research  Network  Secretariat  Coordinator) who was  primarily  responsible  for 
orgaiiiziiig the workshop and to Dr. hiado  R.  Magliiiao (IIMI-IRRI Collaborative Project 
CoordiiiatorlResearcher in the Philippines) for his assistance in the coiiducl of the workshop 
and, especially, iii thr yrryaration of the workshop proccedings. 
Khalid Mohtadullah 
Director for Resenrclr 
Intrmatioiial Irrigation Maaagement Institute Opening Addresses Welcome Address 
Jose B. del Rosario 
Administrator, National Irrigaiion Administration (NIA) 
Epifanio delos Sanios Avenue (EDSA),  Diliman, Quezon City,  Philippines 
THE  HONORABLE MANUEL  Lantin, Dr.  Senen Miranda. Dr. Rodolfo Undan, participants, 
resource persons, guests, ladies and gentlemen. 
1 am very pleased  to welcome you  to  the  Philippines, to the National Irrigation Ad- 
ininistration (NIA) and more auspiciously, here, to  the Diversified Crops Irrigation En- 
gineering Center of NIA. This Center is a syinbol of international concern on  the very issue 
of noiirice crops in rice-based farming-systems a manifestation of our resolve and that of 
the Japaiiese government to inwe toward crop diversification in our irrigation systems. 
The subject of noiuice crops in rice-based  systeins is a  very  timely  topic lo tackle 
especially here in the Philippines today. Our goveriunent has embarked on a nationwide 
agrarian reform prograin so that the fanners will own the lands they till. But the average size 
of farinscontinues toshrinkand watersupplies inourriversdwindle asa  result ofwatershed 
denudalion. And rice production alone. may no longer be an  adequate source of livelihood 
froin the  limited  landholdings. In the circumstances. there  is  an urgent  need to  identify 
alternative ways for the. fanner lo earn more froin his agricultural production endeavors. 
Irrigation of nonrice crops in rice-based systems could well be just one of the prospects lo 
answer this need. 
However, hefore we can start a big prograin in crop diversification. we have to ask inany 
questions which  call Lx  suininarized into three basic queries, How?, Where? and When? 
"How?" refers to the technologies appropriate for specific irrigation standards and manage- 
inelit modes and agricultural production patterns.  '"Where?" pertains to locations suitable 
for certain crops under specific agronomic and climatic conditions and with appropriate 
physical infrastructure. And "When?" addresses the timeliness of iinpleinenting the prograin 
coilsidering  its  econoinic  viability  to  the  fanners as certaiii  crops are  influenced  by 
availability of  distinct  support services,  and  the  adequacy  of  marketing  arid  pricing 
programs. 
Indeed, we need lo learn more: a lot of work lies ahead of us. In this workshop we may 
find smne answers to our queries through the sharing of each other's experiences. 
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IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT AND CROP DIVERSIFICATION 
IN RICE-BASED FARMING SYSTEMS 
IT  IS  MY  distinct  honor to be among  the best  experts  in Asia  in  irrigation  and  crop 
diversification and other guests who are gathered at this Progress Review and Coordination 
Workshop on  Irrigation Management for Rice-Based Fanning Systems. 
I understand that this activity is the fist  of its kind jointly sponsored by the International 
Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI) and the Philippine National Commitlee on Crop 
Diversification.  It  is  appropriate  that we congratulate  the organizers  of this important 
undertaking. 1  sincerely hope  that your activities for the duration of your stay here will turn 
out to  be both productive and meaningful. 
I would like to take this opportunity to share with you some experiences of our activities 
and current efforts in increasing production and farm profits as they relate to the theme of 
this workshop, "Management Arrangements for Accommodating Nonrice Crops in Rice- 
Based Systems.v 
As  you may all know, agriculture still dominates the Philippine economy. Agriculture is 
the largest contributor to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and agricultural  products 
contribute substantially to export earnings. About 70 percent of our population living in the 
countryside depend on  agriculture and agriculture-related activities for their livelihood. In 
1989, it was determined that a rural family earns an average of  P2,401  a month. This is 
about 25 percent lower than the poverty line which is P2.700 as established by the National 
Economic and Development Authority (NEDA). 
In our efforts to make Philippine agriculture a profitable venture, irrigation and crop 
diversification are both proven to be indispensable tools. 
As  in other countries in Asia, agricultural production in the Philippines is traditionally 
concentrated on a few main crops. Benchmark surveys conducted by  the Department of 
Agriculture (DA) in 1981 indicate that the majority of Filipino farmers are monocroppers 
with rice and corn as the traditional monocrops. Recent surveys confirm that this is still the 
case with a large number of farmers. 
Monocropping may not be the problem per se. But as we face an intense race between 
population growth, spiraling prices, and food production. it becomes clear that monocrop- 
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ping is inappropriate for most of our fanners in addressing food and fiber scarcity. Under 
Philippine conditions, monocropping is inefficient as it does not maximize the use of farm 
labor or increase returns from the land. Also, it cannot provide our fanners insurance from 
the vagaries of weather, pests and diseases, and price fluctuations. 
Indeed, crop diversification finds relevance inthe  need to increase agricultural production 
and farm income. The fulfillment of this need is at the heart of the DA's plans and programs. 
Thus, in its medium-term plan, crop diversification is explicitly identified  as one of the 
strategies in pursuing its objectives. 
Mile  crop diversification is  an old  practice  in  the  Philippines, intervention by  the 
government has helped spread its use among farmers. Current estimates show that of the 
country's 3.2 M ha  of potential irrigable lands, 1.47  M ha  or 47 percent are provided with 
irrigation facilities. In some of these irrigation service areas, the National Irrigation Ad- 
ministration (NIA) has identified the following conditions which have brought about crop 








Widespread  inadequacy of water  supply  during  the  dry  season to support the 
production of the high-water-requiritig rice crop. 
Natural necrssity for vegetables as they constitute one of the components of the 
balanced diet of Filipinos. 
Inherent better suitability, as regards productivity  of nonrice  crops over rice  in 
certain soil types. 
Higher profitability per unit area of noinire crops versus rice crop, especially when 
harvest time is a particularly advantageous period. 
Mutual desire between farmers and irrigation personnel to maximize utilization of 
available land and water resources. 
Occasional very favorable price situations and attractive market facilities for the 
produce for particularly on-demand kinds of nonrice crops. 
Adeptness of farmers in the technique of selecting and growing promising high- 
market-potential nonrice crops in rice fields. 
The first official involvement of the govennnent in promoting crop diversification as a 
strategy to increase farm productivity and income began in the early 1970s. Some of the 
more notable programs which included crop diversification as a strategy are: 
1.  The Asian Rice  Farming  Systems Network (ARFSN). This was established in 
collaboratioii with  national programs to  increase the productivity  and income of 
small-scale  rice  farmers  in different rice  environments. The Philippine agency 
involved in this network is the DA. Results of ARFSN on-fann testing have proved 
that production in lands traditionally planted to rice alone caii be intensified through 
planting of a variety of crops. 
Irrigation Management for Crop Diversification  Project. This is implemented 
by IIMI in collaboration with several local institutions like NIA and DA. IIMl's 
studies are focused on: a) determining irrigation practices most likely to enhance 
cultivation of selected  diversified  crops; b) field-testing of the  most promising 
practices iii selected areas; and c) identifying various factors that may influence the 
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management and decision-making procedures at all levels for irrigation system 
with diversified cropping. 
Farming Systems Research and Development Pmject: Bicol Region (FRSDP- 
Bicol). This is a  project  of the  DA  funded  by  the United  States Agency  for 
International Development (USAID). Among the project’s prominent activities that 
started iii 1984 are: a) on-farm research on multistory cropping in coconut-based 
systems; b) cropping patteni trials and component technology tests for coconut- 
based areas, rain-fed  rice-based areas aiid open  upland  areas; c)  crop-livestock 
integration and goat production under coconut, supplemented by  pasture lots of 
improved  grasses  and  legumes;  d)  income-generating home  industry  projects 
focused on  female labor; e) cash-generatiug activities targeted towards production 
of short-term, high-value crop; and f)  multilocatioii testing and initial diffusion of 
information 011  promising enterprises and technologies. With these activities, thr. 
project  developed  several  promising  technologies,  some of  which  include:  a) 
direct-seeded rice grown in plots with sesbauia (S. oculeala) as green manure; b) 
upland crops under cocouut; c) peanut after rice; etc. 
KABSAKA: The  Rain-fed Farming  Systems  Project. Funded by the World Bank 
and implemented for a five-year period (1981-85), this project is considered as the 
first major effort to support inultiple cropping as a means of raising agricultural 
productivity in the rain-fed areas. 
3. 
4. 
There are numcrous projects carried out in the Philippines showing great potential for 
crop diversificatiou. Results of many of these projects conclude that crop diversification 
adds to the net benefits derived from the fann and we can readily say that technologies and 
experiences for increasing cropping intensity are available. 
Promotion of crop diversification and its adoption, however, are not at all simple. There 
are several problems and issues which policymakers and administrators contend with aud 
which we have just begun to address. These issues involve: a) the need to increase investment 
for research and extension; b) inadequate and poor infrastructurelfacilities for marketing of 
farlil produce; c) inadequate posthaNest fac  es; and d) availability of technologies for 
crop diversification with differcut  crops under various agro-climatic conditions. 
The other  cousidr.rations for  plaiining  and  iniplementation  of crop  diversification 
programs which  researchers  and  policymakers should give careful attention  to are:  a) 
management capabilities of farmers; b) stability of water supply; c) socioeconomic cow 
sidrrations, i.e., profitability of the eiiterprise, availability of credits and inputs; d) accepl- 
ability of new crops; e) availability of pstharvest facilities; etc. 
It is readily admitted that the economics of crop diversification are elionnous and so are 
the probleiiis that need to be solved. Needless to say, success is  linked with the overall 
socioeconomic and political spectrum and the commitment of policymakers. researchers and 
extension  workers.  It also  depends on  the  willingiiess  of  fanners  to  adopt  measures 
recommended for their benefit. To assure this, people of the community must be involved 
in and consulted on  the identification of crop diversification programs that suit their needs. 
Meanwhile, econoniic infrastructures need to be prepred to cope with second generation 
problems like marketing and distribution, resulting from increased produclioilofagricultuml  goods. 8 
I am certain that you will think through all the issues and problem confronting irrigation 
nianagerneiit and  diversified cropping systems. I hope I have provided you some helplul 
ideas in your effort to plan your activities for resolving some of the significant problems on 
behalf of  all concerned fanners. 
Thank you. Country Reports Management Arrangements for Accommodating 
Nonrice Crops in Rice-Based Irrigation 
Systems in Bangladesh 
M. A. S. Mandal 
Associate Professor and Head, Department ofAgricultura1 Economics 
Bangladesh Agricultural Universily (BAU),  Mymensingh, Bangladesh 
M. A. Ghani 
Principal Agricultural Engineer and Head, 
Irrigation and Water Management Division 
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M. Huq 
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INTRODUCTION 
AGROCUMATK  CONDITONS  AND  agronomic factors remain extremely favorable for rice 
cultivation during the wet season in Bangladesh. Furthermore, people’s extreme dietary bias 
to rice as the staple food favors the dominance of rice-based fanning systems in the country. 
Rice receives inajor support from govemmetltprogralns in ternis of input distribution. price 
support and technological  development. Seventy-two percent of the current total cropped 
area of the country is put to rice cultivation and 83 percent of  the total irrigated land is 
covered by rice. A recent estimate based on field surveys in four different agro-ecological 
regions of Bangladesh reveals that 92 yercenl of total pumped water is consumed by rice 
alone.  the  remainder being used  for  irrigating lionrice crops (Biswas 1990). Rice  also 
receives most of  the agricultural loans. In  1988-89, 67 percent of the total loan from the 
Bangladesh Krishi Bank was disbursed for rice production. 
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Extent and Conditions of Crop Diversification 
Agriculture in the country is highly diversified as it encompasses crops, livestock, fisheries 
and forestry in an interrelated fashion. The crop sector alone includes about one hundred 
crops grown in different seasons of the year. The  agricultural ceiisus of 1983-84  documented 
85 crops, which included 11 cereals, 10 pulses, 7 oilseeds, 7 cash crops, 31 vegetables aiid 
9 spices. But cereals (rice, wheat and minor cereals) occupy about 77 percent of cropped 
land,the remainder is devoted to pulses, oilseeds, cash crops, vegetables and other crops 
(Table 1). 
Tohle 1.  Disrriburion of cropped area by crop, 1988-89. 
'hdicates,  irrigated area as proportion of 8.9 M ha  net cropped area in 1987-88. 
Sonrcr: Bangladesh Bureau of Slalirticr (1 990). 
The rate of adoption ofa  few nunrice crops such as vegetables and banana is increasing, 
as these are being commercially growii in different locations of the country. For example, 
in areas such as Bogra Sadar, Gabtoli, Shibgoiij, Khetlal, Kalai. Dhaka Sadar, Mithapukur, 
Rangpur, Diriajpur  Sadar, Rajshahi, Paba, Putia, Natore,  Chandina, Comilla, and Feni, 
farmers have taken up commercial production of vegetables, especially potato, cabbage, 
cauliflower, cucubit, tomato, aiid aroid. Onion and tomato are growii widely in Iswardi, 
Pabna, while banana is adopted as  a commercial crop in areas such as Shibgoiij, Narshingdi, 
and  Kaligonj, Jhenaidah.  These  vegetables and  fruits  are mainly  disposed  of through 
domestic markets all Over the country. Some vegetables aiid fruits are exported. 
Diversification of crops in different locations of the country is possible mainly because 
a number ofhigh-yielding varietiesof vegetables are available and also because the versatile 
use of minor irrigation equipment is spreading. Current research oii  irrigated crop diver- 
sification at Bangladesh Agricultural University (BAU) reveals that the extent of irrigated 
crop diversificatioii was larger  in  shallow tubewell  (STW)  and  hand  tubewell (HTW) 13 
schemes than in deep tubewell (DTW) schemes. This is because STWs and HTWs have 
smaller command areas and have more flexibility to adjust to variable water application 
required for accommodating both rice and various nonrice crops in the same commands. 
There are also areas where other forms of manually operated devices such as treadle pumps, 
rower pumps, dug wells, and swing baskets are also used extensively for irrigating crops 
such as vegetables and fruits. 
Agencies Involved in Crop Diversification 
A number ofgovernment  and nongovernment agencies have taken up research and extension 
programs in order to promote diversified cropping. The most notable of them are: Multicrop 
Demonstration  Programme  of  the  Directorate  of  Agricultural  Extension  (DAE)  for 
popularizing  49  noncereal  crops;  Bangladesh  Agricultural  Development  Corporation 
(BADC)-sponsored Agro-Service Center for promoting vegetables, fruits, seeds/seedlings. 
fish and poultry; Horticultural Development Project of DAE-BADC-BAN; BRN-BWDB- 
IRRI-IIMI Project for improving irrigation effectiveness and diversified cropping; On-farm 
Research and Development Programme of BAR1 for diversified cropping; Crop  Diversitica- 
tion research  for improving irrigatioii water market, and Farming System Research and 
Drvelopment Project at BAU; Continuous Cropping System Management Programme of 
Bangladesh Rural Development Board and German Technical Assistance-sponsored Tan- 
gail Rural Developmeiit Project for deinoilstratiiigvegerables and fruits in the upland district 
of Shokhipur; Improved Vegetable Cultivation Program of Mennonite Central Committee 
in Feni; Changing cropping patterns with Treadle pumps under Raogpur-Dinajpur  Rural 
Service; and Canadiaii International Development Agency (C1DA)-sponsored Crop Diver- 
sification Program using mostly manually operated shallow tubewells for irrigation. 
IRRIGATION PLANNING AND OPERATION FOR RICE-BASED 
SYSTEM 
Practices in Rice Irrigation-Systems 
Irrigation is applied Ibr high yielding variety (HYV) rice production during the dry months 
of JanuaryiFebruary to ApriliMay, but in areas where winter vegetables or short-duration 
oilseeds are grown, irrigation may start in FebruaryiMarch and continue up to MayIJune. 
Planning for rice irrigation varies between lift-irrigation systems and large-scale gravity- 
cum-lift irrigation systems. For DTWs (usually 2 cfs capacity) and STWs (usually 0.5 cfs 
capacity) which are use.d for interinittent or continuous flood irrigation in the small-sized 
fragmented plots surrounded by dikes, major planning activities include decision making as 
to when to start pumps, which canal to be  repaired and to what extent, who will put how 
much land for what crop, how much land to be covered in the command area, how much to 14 
charge for water, how much dieselhfobil to buy, who will collect water fees in how many 
installments, and which mechanic to be contracted for pump repair in case of breakdowns 
and at what mode of payment. The dominant form of payment for water is cash at a fixed 
rate per unit of irrigated land for the whole season, but the rates vary depending on whether 
water suppliers or  water  users  provide  fuel.  The other  important  form  of payment  is 
sharecropping with water. where one-fourth share of the crop is charged for water. 111 a 
normal year, on average, the full requirements for DTW and STW are about 3,000 and 600 
liters of diesel, respectively, aiid the tubewell owners/managers have to purchase these with 
cash or 011 credit in several installments. 
A recent field study at  BAU  shows that in the case of HYV rice, irrigation water is usually 
applied at 2-10 day interval with 30-50  mm average net depth per application, depeiidiiig 
011 variations in soil type, climate and irrigation plan. There are canal-wise rotations, atid 
also management flexibilities to allow water to rice fields on deinaud from farmers. But the 
water sellers always prefer low-lying clay dominant plots which have high water holdiiig 
capacity. Plots with light textured saiidy soils, which require Srequeiit irrigation or those 
plots where water delivery with the existing kutcha  caiials is difficult or result in  huge 
coiiveyance losses, are gradually “screened out” of rice irrigatioii and put to wheat or other 
low-water-coiisumiiig notirice crops. This is oiie of the reasoils why tubewell commands in 
highly competitive areas undergo coiitractiou or expansion every year, resulting is  increase 
or decrease in profits from the sale of water. 
As  far as irrigation plaimiug is concerned, increased  wininarid area means iiicrcascd 
hours of pumping and increased cash requirement for meeting energy costs; but, there are 
areas where increased pumping may not produce enough water for all the command-area 
plots because of reduced discharges, especially in the hottest months of March and April. A 
recent field research study in four sites in the country reveals that overall irrigation canal 
system efficiencies were 63 aiid 54percent, respectively, for STW and DTW (Duna 1990). 
The same study also found that most of the irrigated rice and iioiirice crops were uuderir- 
rigated. 
The  Ganges-Kobadak (G-K) irrigation system, a large gravity-cum-lift irrigatioii s  ystcm, 
was designed for providing suppleineiital irrigation to aman rice growii in the WCI seasoil, 
but nowadays farmers in the G-K irrigatioii system produce two rice crops, HYV aus and 
HYV aman, and most land reinairis either fallow or is used to grow low-value low-yielding 
pulses.  The major  planning  elements involved  in such  projects  are amiual  repair  and 
inaiiiteiiaiice  of pumps,  repair  and  dredging  of  intake  channels  aiid  irrigation  canals, 
selectioii of date of initiation of pump operation aiid pump suspension. aiid collection of 
water fees which is very negligible at present. 
Modified Practices to Accommodate Nonrice Crops 
Canal network facilities of well-futictioniiig rice irrigation systems call adequately support 
the water delivery needs of both rice arid rioiirice crops in the dry seasoil without ally major 
redesign or upgrading specifically for that purpose (Bhuiyan 1989).  At the farm level. water 
application and drainage functions for iionrice crops may require some additional facilities. 
mostly in the forin of channels, but these can be iionnally handled by the farmers adequately. 15 
These additional facilities are seasonal and disappear at the beginning of the wet season as 
the land is released for rice cultivation (Tabbal el al. 1990) 
A recent field research at BAU reveals that farmers of an intensive lube-well irrigated 
area of Chandina, Comilla could successfully adapt the kutcha channels used  for flood 
irrigation to rice fields for the purpose of providing furrow irrigation to vegetable fields. 
Fanners delivered  irrigation water intermittently  from kutcha farm ditches lo furrows in 
plots in which potato was grown either as the sole crop or as an intercrop with other 
vegetables such as brinjal, yard-long bean, and bitter gourd. After the harvesting of potato, 
the ridges or furrows were leveled off through deeper plowing by tractor or country plows 
to allow land soaking and puddling for transplanting of HYV boro rice which could then be 
irrigated without difficulty by applying the usual flooding method. Such modifications of 
water conveyance structures and necessary adjustments of water delivery schedules were 
also observed  in Jhenaidoh, a relatively  dry zone where irrigated  nonrice crops such as 
potato, tobacco, papaya, tomato, brinjal and banana are grown simultaneously with HYV 
boro rice which is however grown on other plots of the same tuhewell commands (Maadal 
1990). 
Constraints/Opportunities in Management Changes 
In  Bangladesh, inost soils are well-drained and groundwater is well beyond the root zone of most 
crops grown during the dry season. Therefore, land suitability and  drainage are not major 
problems for crop diversification, except that  temporary drainage congestion problems arc 
artificially created by the unplanned construction of roads and embankments. Such congestion 
restricts or delays platiting of Rabi crops such as pulses or oilseeds in many areas, because lands 
remain too  wet to be planted. This is particularly the case in the G-K  irrigation system where 
delayed suspension of pumps in mid-November is reyorted tobe responsible for delayed seeding 
of Rabi crop  and hence damage of  these crops at malure stage hecause of early pumping in 
February (Ghani el al. 1990). 
One of the agronomic opportunities for changing irrigation management for crop diver- 
sification  is lbat a number  of  quick-growing high-yielding varieties of vegetables and 
oilseeds are available in Bangladesh. With the presently available cultivars, an opportunity 
for expanding cultivation of nonrice  crops exists mostly  in the winter and partly  in  the 
summer seasons. But to release land early in the winter inonths to facilitate timely seeding 
of the succeeding nonrice crops, presently grown photosensitive rice varieties need to be 
replaced by day-neutral to weakly photosensitive rice varieties in the wet SC~SOII  (Huq 1990). 
Besides, the very low yield potential of some nonrice crops, especially pulses and oilseeds, 
results in lower returns to farmers, compared to irrigated HYV boro rice. Both yields and 
profitability have been declining in recent years. This implies that more and more land is 
diverted to bar0 cultivatiori pushirig rionrice crops out ofcultivalioii or to cultivation iii poor 
quality soils. 
Froin a technical point of view, different crops need different methods and different 
intensities of irrigation. Biswas and Sarker (1987),  in a  pioneering paper, illustrated the 
physical  and technical  potentials and constraints of irrigating nonrice crops commonly 
grown in  Bangladesh  and  indicated  that  the  existiiig  rice-based  irrigation distribution 16 
systems are not appropriate for irrigating nonrice crops. But the level of technical adjust- 
ments needed  to accommodate nomice crops in the existing rice-based irrigation water 
distributioii system is within the fanners’ ability. The major input required for altering rice 
basin irrigation to furrow irrigation to suit line planted vegetables, and then for leveling off 
the furrows again for rice cultivation at the beginning.of the wet season is humaii labor, 
which is adequately available in most areas during the early winter months. Whatever extra 
costs  incurred  in  making such structural alterations are more than compensated for by 
savings made iti terms of reduced costs of pumping water for noiuice crop irrigation. 
A number of fmd  items such as pulses (mostly lentils), spices (onion, ginger, turmeric, 
etc.) and edible oils are currently imported, although some of these imports are not officially 
recorded. These crops have been pushed out of cultivation by  the singular emphasis on 
dry-seas011  rice production with mechanized irrigation. The prices of these crops may have 
risen recently so that the cultivation  of these crops appear lo be profitable, temporarily. 
compared to  irrigated  rice production.  But  inter-year price  fluctuations and inadequate 
transport, communication. storage and marketing facilities, restrict the expansion of these 
crops on a commercial scale. Furthermore, the farmgate prices which the growers receive 
during the harvest  are much  lower than market prices consumers actually pay.  This is 
especially  true  for potato and  vegetables  which are perishable  and  need  cold  storage 
facilities. 
The available institutional credit for nonrice crop production is inadequate, despite the 
fact that crops such as potato and leafy Gegetables need considerably more cash inputs as 
well as timely  cultural  operations and  timely  processing, and  transport  and marketing 
facilities than rice. A three-country study by Miranda (1989) also corroborates this view. 
Another major institutional constraint is that the irrigation support services such as supply 
of fuel oil, electricity, machine spare parts and repair services are virtually not available for 
irrigating crops other than HYV boro rice grown in the dry season (Mandal1988). This turns 
out to be a formidable problem for irrigation managers/tubewell owners to undertake canal 
repair or pump operation in the wet season to provide supplemental irrigation to aman rice, 
which is the major rice crop in terms of acreage and output. But a significant improvement 
in yield of this major rice crop appears to be a prerequisite for diverting lands from dry 
season boro rice lo nonrice crop production. 
The type of crops grown by neighboring farmers in adjacent plots is  also an important 
consideration for growing nonrice crops in rice-based irrigation systems. For example, the 
D-N-D Irrigation Project of BWDB is very close to Dhaka City with a good  market for 
vegetables, but the farmers ia the farming system research block of the project did not 
respond to suggestions of growing vegetables. The main reason farmers reported was that 
they were unable to protect one or two plots of vegetables from theft (Huq 1990). 17 
SMATEGIES TO ADDRESS CONSTRAINTS/OPPORTUNITIES 
Improvement of Irrigation Facilities 
The Fourth Five-Year Plan of Bangladesh has put increased emphasis on  the improvement 
of irrigation facilities. It is expected that by 199495, the tenninal year of the plan, 4.8  M ha 
(54%) of the country's 8.85  M ha net cropped area, will be under irrigation. While surface 
water irrigation will cover inore than one-third of the area, groundwater lift devices such as 
DTWs, STWs and HTWs will be the dominant forins of irrigation in the future (Table 2). 
Tuble 1.  Irrigation achievemen, ond turgds in Bonglodeslt. 
Source of irrigation 
Surface water irrigation: 
Gravity flow 


































'Fourth  Five-Year Plan. 
Socwcc:  Planning Commission (1990) 
One rncouraging feature of the proposed irrigation development is that greater emphasis 
has been put to small-scale lift irrigation devices, which offer better management oppor- 
tunities for crop diversification. Therefore, it is also not surprising that the crop diversifica- 
tion prograins ofgovernment and nongoveriiinent organizations give preference to locations 
where farinen have more access to these flexible small-scale technologies, compared to 
large-scale irrigation projecls. 18 
Improvement in Procedures and Practices 
While there will be horizontal expansion of  irrigation  facilities by  installing additional 
capacities, there are also pronounced intentions to improve irrigation perforinance through 
improved water conveyance systems, improved canal layout and alignment, and motivation 
and training offanners onappropriatewaterapplicationmethods. One ofthe improved water 
distribution systems currently being experimented is buried pipe irrigation, which allows 
greater flexibility in water management for growing rice and nonrice crops on fragmented 
plots  simultaneously.  Another  experiment  with  respect  to  improved  water  distribution 
system is  the rotational  irrigation practices  in the  G-K irrigation system aiid  the  North 
Baugladesh Tubewell  Project, which  demonstrated  feasible  cropping patterns allowing 
growing of rice in the wet season aid  nonrice crops in the dry season. One of the encouraging 
aspects of irrigated cropping patterus is that these promise higher levels of grain output prr 
hectare (Tables 3 and 4). 
Growing nonrice crops in  the winter season in sequence with ainan rice in the wet seasmi 
may be accomplished by  selecting or developiug  rice varieties which are day-neutral  to 
weakly photosensitive rice varieties so that lands put to these varieties cau be released iu 
early  October  and  adequately  dried  to  allow early  seeding of nonrice  crops.  Another 
opportuuity exists with the Flood Control and Drainage (FCD) projects which are expected 
to drain outland to the advantage ofnonrice crop production(but to theobvious disadvantage 
of natural  fisheries). Intercropping of pulses with wet-season ainaii rice provides another 
good opportunity; it is practiced iu several par& of the country. In this case, pulse seeds are 
sow~~bydrahiiigoutexcesswaterafterfloweringofamaiiriceaiidthepulseseedsgeriiiiiiate 
aiid grow within the rice fields using residual moisture. Wesari (Lathyrus Sativus) is mostly 
grown in such intercropping systems. 
DIRECTION  OF IRRIGATION  MANAGEMENT  FOR  CROP 
DIVERSIFICATION 
Research and Development 
The promotion  of crop diversification in  Baugladesh  involves research  in  two  major 
directions: irrigation management and crop development. A uuinbcr of researchable issues 
relatiug to crop diversification were suggested by  Maudal (1988). Some of the on-farin 
research studies on improved water inanagemerit practices are currently being conducted by 
the  engineering divisions  of  the  Bangladesh  Rice  Research  Institute  (BRRI)  aud  thr 
Irrigation  and  Water  Management  Department  at  Bangladesh  Agricultural  University 
(BAU), Mymensingh. Rotational irrigation practices, improved conveyance systems, water 
quality, water balance studies ofricevis-a-vis  nourice crops, and improved water application 
methods are also on the current research agenda. 19 
Research on improvement  of  crop varieties, to be  included  in  crop diversification 
programs,  is  carried out  by  the  Bangladesh  Agricultural Research  Institute (BAN), 
Bangladesh Institute of Nuclear Agriculture (BINA) and BAU. The Crop Diversification 
Program of  the government envisages long-term, medium-term and short-term research 
strategies (Ministry of Agriculture 1989). Long-term research includes hybridization tech- 
niques while medium-tern research  strategy involves collection of local varieties, and 
import and screening ofadvanced breeding lines. short-term strategies  encompass collection 
of germplasm of vegetables, spices and hits. Field research is needed for the adoption of 
improved  technology packages for the  improvement of  local varieties such as ginger, 
turmeric, onion, garlic, chili, etc. Another urgent research is the development of high-yield- 
ing varieties of oilseeds and pulses. 
Table 3.  Averoge onnual grain yield (tllza)  for selected croppingpotkrn in the Gonges-Kobodak 
Project (Phase I), Bonglodes4 1982-89 












Kheshari-BR1  -BR10 
Kheshari-BR1-BR4 
Total yield under 
recommended 










10.50 ( 9.50) 
11.25 (10.30) 
10.47 ( 9.36) 
11.51 (9.99) 
10.84 ( 9.95) 
10.85 (9.78) 
Total yield under 
11.12 (10.10)  9.63 (  8.75) 
aCrops grown in rabi (winter), aus and aman seasons respectively, i.e.,  wheat is grown in 
rabi, BR1 in aus and BR4 in aman. 
bFigures in parentheses are the rice yield (tba) for the pattern. 
Sauce : Ghani ct al. 1990.Table  4. Average annual grain yield (tiha)  for selected cropping pallern in the North 
Bangladesh Tubewell Project, Thaliurgaon. 20 
Table 4.  Average annuolgroin yield (tb)  for selected cropping pattern in the North Bangladesh 























































































Notes:  Sonalika, Balaka, Pavoii aiid Kanchaii are wheat varieties. 
BR  stands for rice variety. 
Figurcs in parentheses are the rice yicld for the panrrii 
RM  = Recommended iiiaiiageineiit 
FM  = Fanners’ riiaiiagciiicrit 
.Source: Gliani el al. 199U. 71 
Information Dissemination and Exchange 
One major area of weakness is the poor dissemination and exchange of information about 
on-station research  findings.  No  doubt, the  occasional  newsletter  published  by  the 
Bangladesh  Agricultural  Research Council  and  research  institutes act as a medium of 
exchange of ideas among the researchers, but there is no infonnation dissemination media 
for farmers. There are many innovative technologies evolved locally by  farmers but in the 
absence of communication and dissemination media  these remain unknown to farmers 
elsewhere. The Crop Diversification Program (CDP) Committee report mentions a number 
of examples such as year-round striiig bean production in Ramgarh, off-set production ol 
kachu (aroid) in Barisal, multi-harvest of potato in Bogra and mrrkllikaclrrr production with 
leaf mulching in Moulavibazar and Madhupur tracts. Another example of local innovative- 
ness is the highly intensive production of vegetables under relay cropping, intercropping, 
mixed cropping and catch cropping under tubewell irrigation schemes in Chandina, Comilla. 
Farming system research also gathers many interesting local experiences and occasionally 
organizes field workshops with the participationoflocal fanners.TheCDP committee report 
rightly  suggests the  need  for  interlocation  fanner visits  and  orientation as a  means to 
popularizing  improved methods of noiuice crop production.  The current BAU research 
project on crop diversification is planning to incorporate a farmer training and orientation 
component in the second phase in which suggested technological interventions with respect 
to improved irrigation management for diversified cropping will be tested in farmers’ fields. 
Funding 
A number of collaborative research and extension programs  for crop diversification are 
underway  at different institutesflocations mainly  with  assistance from various funding 
sources. More research and development programs towards crop diversification will require 
funds from national and international sources. 
SUMMARY 
Agroclimatic conditions in Bangladesh have favored a rice-based farming system. Rice is 
the staple food and fanners will continue to grow rice to meet coilsumption demand. But 
continuous monoculture of rice has already started showing symptoms of micronutrient 
deficiencies of soils and consequently. declines in yield levels. Irrigated rice production is 
also becoming less profitable  to farmers. So, a more logical approach would be to con- 
centrate on  growing nonrice crops ia the winter season in sequence with rice crops grown 
with supplemental irrigation in the wet season. In other words, providing options to fanners 
to grow nonrice crops such as pulses, oilseeds and vegetables with partial or full irrigation I,  __ 
in the dry season and to grow rice crops in the wet season should be a major strategy ia 
increasing fanner income and improving soil fertility. 
The most important factor that iiifluences crop diversification is the economic incentives 
for farmers to grow nonrice crops. The production of  nost  nonrice crops such as potato, 
onion, spices and leafy vegetables does involve high cash inputs and intensive agronomic 
practices but returns to farmers from these crops in most years are lower than returns from 
cotnpetiug HYV boro rice production. Therefore, to promote crop diversification. institu- 
tional support in terms of credit, price support for nonrice crops, and backup services froin 
irrigation-related agencies for storage, processing and lnarketillg are needed. To improve 
perforinanre of irrigated  noiirice  crop production, more  research  and  development  are 
needed in the field of irrigation water tnanagement and varietal development of both rice 
and nonrice crops. References 
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INTRODUCTION 
WHEN  INDIA  AlTAINED independence  in  1947 it was  importing rice to meet  its food 
requirements. In the early 1970s,  the country became self-sufficient in rice production. This 
was made possible by the introduction of new high-yielding and high fertilizer-responsive 
rice varieties and the rapid extension of irrigation facilities where rice was grown. The heavy 
investment in irrigation provided the controlled flood water environment to lake advantage 
of the full potential of the new high-yielding  rice varieties. The success of this strategy, 
however, resulted in declining fanners’ income from rice production. Growing of nonrice 
crops like sugarcane, banana, turmeric and conon increased the benefit-cost-ratio besides 
increasing the income of the farmers. Hence, the farmers started diversifying the cropping 
system to nonrice crops. 
Ricegrowingareas inTamil Naduand Andhra Pradesh increased in the 1970s butstarted 
declining in the 1980s. Rice was replaced by nonrice crops like sugarcane, banana, turmeric 
and conon. The shift to nonrice crops has takenplace in large and medium-size farm holdings 
where enough resources were available for investment. Small and marginal farmers could 
not allocate the available resources for raising commercial crops which require high capital 
investment. Wherever sugar factories are situated, even small fanners switched to sugarcane 
due to the available credit and other technical services. 
Private sector installations like sugar factories and government agencies like the Agricul- 
ture Department and Agricultural Universities are mainly responsible for crop diversifica- 
tion to nonrice crops through their consistent promotion of crops which increase fanners’ 
income and living standards. 26 
IRRIGATION PLANNING AND OPERATION FOR RICE-BASED 
SYSTEMS 
The hasic principle in any case is simply to match as closely as possible the water supply 
available with  the  water demand or soil and  crop requirements.  The planning proc.ess 
observed can he very siinple or complex, depending on the scope for manipulating supplies 
according  to the  demand.  It can be  as simple as the  fanners being  infonned  by  their 
association officers about the availability of water and the time of its distribution. Planning 
can mean estimating availability of  the future water supply and the water deniand of thr 
expected cropping pattern, and theii niatcliiiig the supply to the demand. This procedure of 
matching the available water supply and demand is routinely done in all irrigation systems. 
In rstimating the  future supply, the  factors considered by  the  irrigatioii staff include 
anticipated rainfall distribution during the different seasons by using past records; type ol' 
water capture, diversion, and storage systems used; and reliability ofbydrologic and cliniatic 
data. The rstitnatr often becomes pure gurss work  in which future supply is variablr and 
unpredictablr, as in some run-of-the-river schemes. 
The water demand is  detcnnined by estimating the cropping panrrns, the cultivatiori 
extrnt, and irrigatioii efficirncies at the on-fam and main systems. Thr efficiencics used 
arr. assumed rather  than measurrd  in all  irrigation  projects.  Based on  past  experiencc, 
tentative assumptions are made by the irrigation staff regarding the start of thr cropping 
season, the crops to he grown, length of lalid preparation time, the start of nornial irrigation 
and the end of the season. Once calculations of the supply and demand are complctcd. the 
appropriate allocation and distribution practices or other measures are considered to deter- 
mine  the  target  flows  at various levels  of  the  irrigation  system.  The  final  choice  of 
distributioii method depends very niurh on the characteristics of the physical system in ternis 
of capacity of tbe canal network, flow regulatioil availahlc and the inanagrrial capacity of 
the irrigationstaffand water users. Planning oftlie delivery sc.hedule  when done deliberately 
is norinally teniprrcd by experieiicr gained through sonie form of monitoring of the results 
of previous cultivatioii seasons. 
Before thr plan is finalizrd and operationalizcd, irrigation and other associated govern- 
nicnt officials inert with farmers or their representatives or both, to decide formally on:  a) 
the  start of  the. season; b) areas aiid  types of crops to be cultivated; c)  length  of  land 
preparation period;  d) the start of tbe normal irrigation: e) the end of  the season; and f) 
distribution method. wh~ther  continuous or interiniltent, and the niaintenance scbedulc and 
responsibilities. 
Although new tc: hnologies aid practices which can increase productivity are available, 
adoption of these te..hnologies by small-scale fanners is limited owing to the sinall extent 
of available land. Lack of incentives to invest in fanning, as it is a less profitable sector to 
invest whrn conipared to industrial and other s~1ctors,  liinib the possibilities for small-scale 
farmers to adopt new trchnologirs. CONSTRAlNTS/OPPORTUNITIES  IN  THE MANAGEMENT 
CHANGES 
Technical 
Water control is more demanding in terms of supply and removal for nonrice crops due to 
their  far stricter requirement of  soil moisture. The intennittent delivery  of limited  and 
uncertain water supply during the dry season requires greater joint management effort and. 
in tuni, effective communication between irrigation staff and the farmers. 
To  provide the necessary functional water control, regulating and measuring facilities 
have to be available to enable effective monitoring and feedback of the water supply. 
Farmers who have grown only irrigated rice throughtout are unfamiliar with agronomic 
and irrigation practices for nonrice crops. 
There are greater economic risks associated with nonrice crops than with rice. Cash and 
labor inputs can be 3 or 4 times higher for nonrice crops than for rice crops. Institutional 
credit is scarce while noninstitutioual credit carries usurious interest rates. 
Unlike for rice, unstable prices and lackoforgauizedmarketing fornourice crops increase 
the risks for farmers involved in their production. 
Low light intensity, cloudy weather and low night temperature during the rice grownlg 
period pose a  big  constraint  to diversified cropping  in  rice fields.  Inadequate drainage 
systems prevent the use of rice fields for diversified winter crops. 
Socioeconomic Constraints 
There are some economic and social constraints other than the abovementioned technical 
and environmental constraints which influence farmers’ decisions. One of these is the price 
incentives to grow nonrice crops. 
The price of rice is unchanged  for a  long period, meaning  it is  relatively stable. To 
popularize the production of noiuice crops, price incentives should be provided. A major 
breakthrough in yield improvement of nonrice crops by introducing high-yielding varieties 
and proper cultural practices are needed lo realize the full technical and physical potential 
for growing nonrice crops. 
Institutional Aspects 
The major iustitutional strength for pursuing a crop diversification program is the presence 
of agricultural  universities  which  deal  with  rice  and  nonrice  crops  and  a  number  of 
crop-based research and extension iilstitutions  in the country. Foremost of these are the 
Indian  Council  of  Agricultural  Research  (ICAR)  and  the  Tamil  Nadu  Rice  Research 
Institute. Furthermore, crop specific  extension activities are also provided by the Agriculture 
Department,  the  Oil  Seeds Department,  the  Irrigation  Management Training Institute 1s 
(IMTI),  Trichy  and  Water  and Land  Management  Training  and  Research  Institute 
(WALAMTARI), Hyderabad, the  last being  the  most  organized  institution  engaged  in 
irrigation development. Any crop diversification program needs fanners' cooperation and 
participation. 
There are, however, shortcomings of these institutions which impede the diversificatioii 
of crops to a great extent. 
STRATEGIES  TO  ADDRESS CONSTRAINTS/OPPORTUNlTIES 
Improvement of Irrigation Facilities 
In recent  years, there  has been growing coiiceni on how irrigation systeiiis designed  and 
o1ierate.d for rice crops c.ould be effectively utilized for production of irrigated dry crops. 
Many  people  are of  the opiiiioii that  the  existing irrigation  infrastructure is a  major 
cotistraiiittodiversification liorn rice. Soine agencies and authors have advocated iniproviiig 
tlir pcrtorinancc ol.the irrigation system by introducing the flexibility needed for large-scale 
crop diversificatioii witbiii the irrigation system. 




There are three diniriisioiis to achieving good performance olthe irrigation system. Tlic 
first  aiid foreinost  requisite  is the need fnr adequate water cotitrol  and flow measuring 
structures iii ihe iiiaiii system. The secotid focuses oil ineasureiiiciit at key  points in  the 
systcm  and  feedback  for  good  control.  The  third  aspect  deals  with  adequate  traiiied 
inanpower atid their coiiimitme~it  and attirude towards system operation. 
Realizing the imporlance of uiatipnwer needs, the Government of India with the assis- 
tance of the. United States Ageiicy for Iiiteniatioiial Development (USAID) and the World 
Bank has set up Watcr and Land Manageinelit Institutes and Irrigation Manageinelit Training 
Inslitutes iii 11 states for niassive in-service training of professionals to improve irrigated 
agriculture. In addition, in three southern states, the World Bank has initiated a scheme titled 
National Water Management Project (NWMP) whereiii inservice training of professionals 
and matiagemeiit staff of the system play a   no re dominant role thaii in creating physical 
infrastructure. These programs are in the riglit direction and are likely lo make visible impact 
on irrigated agriculture. 
liuiovative iiiaiiagenieiit will be  iieedrd to fuid ways to overcoine bureaucratic iiiertia and 
vested interests iit system operation.  The technical delicieides caii be corrected through the use 
of technologies already known, although there are opportunities for high-tech applications in 
telec~~iiitnunicatio~i  and regulating anangernests iii large canals. 
Improving the physical structures (hardware improvements). 
Improving the operational perforinanre of the systeiii tlirough improved manage- 
ment (software improvements). 
Augmenting the supply of watcr to thc system. 29 
Innovative management approaches will also be necessary to handle manpower training. 
There is an urgent need  to make local organizations of project beneficiaries to assume 
responsibility for project activities. Compatible government policies for adequate recurrent 
mst  financing for operation and maintenance are important for sustainability of benefits and 
of physical infrastructure. 
Component research such as case studies of improved management performance could 
yield tangible benefits. 
On-Farm Development Works  . 
On-farm development works like constructing field channels are being done through the 
Command Area  Development (CAD) program. In rice irrigation schemes, they  are not 
maintained by farmers since they are able to get water from their neighboring field due to 
field-to-field flow. But if nonrice crops aregrown, farmers will have touse the field channels 
constructed  by  the CAD program, and a  few more channels  could  be constructed by 
government agencies or group of farmers if properly motivated. This will develop in phases 
over years if rice  cultivation  is  stopped  in  the  dry  season in  any irrigation  command. 
However, some patches affected by seepage from canals may have rice crops because of the 
saturated condition of the soil throughout the growing season. 
Improvement in Procedures and Practices 
System Characterization and Mapping 
First, it is necessary lo know the individual nature of the system itself. No two systems are 
exactly alike. They exhibit individual traits. These individualities which are unique to the 
particular system must he taken into account when planning. 
The delivery system for rice crop or nonrice crop remains the same. But for the rice crop, 
water flows continuously iii all sections of the  distribution system. Nonrice ctops need 
intermittent irrigation as  excess water will severely damage the crops. Depending on the soil 
type and climatic requirements of crops, the frequency of irrigation can be decided. Minor 
branch canals can flow continuously. while rotational water delivery schedule must be done 
in minors and sub-minors. Operating the smaller canals can be  practiced  perfectly if the 
operating staff are trained in the aspects of irrigation scheduling. 
Rice irrigationsystems donot have appropriate in-fieldwater application systemsto  favor 
noiuice crops. Small field-channel drains at ridges and furrows or beds are examples of 
requirements of in-field systems for irrigated nonrice crops. These on-farm facilities can be 
dismantled during land preparation for Kharif rice production. 30 
More accurate method of prediction 
Prediction of the behavior of the monsoon is difficult and beyond human control. In spite 
ofthescientificadvancesmade  andthelargeefforfs  inthe collectionofweather  data, weather 
remains as unpredictable as ever. Over a short range of 3 to 7  days perhaps, the prediction 
may be reliable but not beyond that. This will not be helpful for irrigation. There must be 
an indication whether the precipitation through the monsoon is normal, or above normal or 
below normal even as the cropping season staw. However, since monsoon failure is to be 
anticipated and droughts are felt in cycles of years, there is need to plan ahead. 
In such conditions, Systems Engineering can be applied in an organized manner so that 
the best or optimum solution is  determined. The advantages of the systems engineering 
approach are: 
1.  It is systematic and organized. 
2.  Itisfocusedontheoverallproblemandtheinteractionsbehveenallparrsofthesystem. 
3.  It is interdisciplinary and promotes communication among all disciplines needed 
for the project. 
4.  It promotes creativity and innovative solutions. 
5.  It gives the sensitivity of selected solutions to uncertainties. 
Simulation modeling 
The two most general types of models used in systems engineering are simulation models 
and optimization models. The simulation model is used to predict the outpuis of various 
designs and operation policies. The uses of simulation models are to: a) predict; b) store 
data; c) identify  physical  and  institutional  relationships needed  in  research;  d) identify 
system objectives; and e) help in training. 
Since simulation is an extremely useful technique in systems analysis, it can be applied for 
prediction of  water supply for different crops. The simulation technique was introduced in 
Periyar-Vaigai Project, Madurai, Tamil Nadn and it is functioning well without any problem. 
Simulation allows the prediction  of impacts of decisions. In other words, simulation 
provides answers lo "what it" questions before a project is implemented or an operational 
policy ischanged. By testingpotential decisionwith simulation,  one can measure the impacts 
both qualitatively and quantitatively. The big advantage of simulation modeling is  that it 
allows the user to gain a lot of insight or experience with a system in a short period of time. 
With  the advantage of  simulation modeling, rice-bascd systems can be successfully 
diversified with crops of different water requirements. 
Participarion of farmers 
The farmers have been responsive to irrigation development and are quite conscious of the 
benefits from well-managed irrigation systems. However, they are poorly informed about 
the actual resources and the manner in which these resources have to be managed to minimize 31 
the failure in irrigated crop production. They also seem to be afraid to accept a change unless 
they are assured of the benefits they will receive. A system should be evolved by which 
organizations  are created at the &Id  level with enough freedom to function in their best interest. 
It is time that every attempt is made to increase the level of income of the fanning 
community. The farmers can be easily benefited by crop diversification. A study on the 
impact of some socioeconomic factors influencing the adoption of crop diversification by 
fanners has shown that it is fanners with larger landholdings who were more interested in 
crop diversification. Small and marginal fanners grow mainly rice for family consumption 
while the big fanners are interested in growing nonrice crops to obtain more profits. 
The caste system has had no effect on the adoption of crop diversification. Education was 
found to influence the adoption behavior of the farmers attracting them to crop diversifica- 
tion.  Cosmopolitan  and social participation was found to have an impact on fanners in 
adopting diversified cropping patterns in irrigated areas. 
Water  augmentation 
In many irrigation commands where there is scarcity of surface water, conjunctive use of 
surface water and groundwater is taking place at a rapid pace. With the introduction of high 
yielding varieties, with more exacting water requirements and sensitivity to water shortages, 
adequate and reliable water supply has become critical. Conjunctive use of surface water 
and groundwater helps to meet the water requirements of crops with respect lo both time 
and quantity. 
Table 1 shows the results of an adaptive research conducted by Anna University on the 
comparative crop yields obtained from the fields on Padianallaur tank irrigation system 
which were served by wells as supplementary sources of irrigation and from those fields 
which did not have this facility. 
Table I.  Rice area cullivored. water diverted, and crop  yield in PadioMIiur lank command (1984-8s). 
-  __ 
Area cultivated 
Number of land holdings 
Effective rainfall (cm) 
Water actually released 
through sluices (cm) 
Well water used (cm) 
Number of irrigations from wells 
Total water used (cm) 
8.27  4.05 
7  21 
1.46  1.46 
42.34  64.46 
57.04  21.16 
4 to 9  1 to6 
100.84  87.08 
f  Cro  ield  /ha 
Fanners with 









741 to 1853 
‘One  fanner who purchased water and irrigated only twice got 962 k@a. 32 
Also shown are the crop yields from the fields which utilized well water on  a limited 
scale through purchase from neighboring well owners. The difference in the total amount 
of water used by owners ofwells and those who purchased water was 13.76 cm.  Crop yields 
from  fields which did not use supplemental well water were very much lower than those 
whichusedwellwater.Farmerswerequicktoseetheimpo~nceof  havingwells, andduring 
1983-86, 9 additional wells were constructed. Considering the potential of groundwater 
resources, additional wells at appropriate spacing will be helpful to address water scarcity 
experienced during certain periods of the year. 
The conjunctive use  of water in canal commands is exemplified in the Lower Bhavani 
Project command, where zonal irrigationwith year to year rotation was followed. Under the 
zonal system, the command area is divided into two zones  (Turn  I and Turn 11)  and water is 
made available to each zone in alternate years for raising one wet crop and one dry crop. In 
the first year, "Tum I" areas were allowed to raise wet crops from 1Sth August to 15th 
December with continuous water supply. 
From 16th December to 15th April, the same sluices were operated for only irrigated dry 
crops with 10 days on,  and 10 days off. This is similarly done in the second year for "Turn 
11'  areas. 
The uncertain  and unreliable  supply of  canal  water,  particularly  in  the  dry  season 
(December-April), generally compelled the farmers to supplement the canal water with well 
water. The present method of giving water in alternate years to farmers based on  odd and 
even turn systems also induced the farmers to exploit groundwater to irrigate the crops 
mainly  in the non-turn year, when the canal supply  is not available at all.  Instead  of 
depending on  the rainfall to take one rain-fed crop, farmers switched to dry crops irrigated 
with well water. 
Crop scheduling 
The soil characteristics. the traditional agronomic practices, the seasonal conditions and the 
price structures in the market mainly decide the cropping pattern in a command. 
Farmers usually give priority to growing their own food and only thereafter think of other 
crops for marketing. Many cases inthe South have shown that farmers resort to rice cropping 
whether the soil is  suitable or not once  they are assured of irrigation. This upsets the design 
parameters of many irrigation schemes where irrigated dry crops were proposed resulting 
in modifications in the water scheduling. The Lower Bhavani Project and the Parambikulam 
Aliyar Project in Tamil Nadu State are examples of these schemes. 
In the Lower Bhavani Project Command area, water is released in alternate years to a 
rice crop and a peanut crop. When there is no water, farmers with groundwater resources 
opt for sugarcane, turmeric, conon and other crops. 
A study conducted at the Agricultural Research Station, Bhavanisagar on  four cropping 
sequences in a red sandy loam soil during 198485,  showed that a rice-based sequence with 
sesame, pearl millet, turmeric, and conon gave the highest net profit (US$2,998) with a cost 
benefit ratio of 1:lS (Table 2). This sequence could increase productivity in the region by 
174  percent. It would reduce water use for the 2-year period from 482 cm to 411 cm. 33 
Tw,o-yeor rice-bosed  cropping system yield,  wafer consumption  and  net  return, 
Bhavanisam,: India. 1984-85. 
Toble 2. 





2.  Rice(3.6) 
Sugarcane (105.9) 
Sesame (0.58) 
3.  Rice(3.4) 
Sesame (0.71) 
Pearl Millet (2.78) 
Turmeric (16.76) 
Peanut (1.56) 
4.  Rice (3.6) 
Sesame (0.72) 
Pearl inillet (2.86) 
Turmeric (15.76) 
Cottoii (2.15) 
1192  0.60  409 
2393  1.07  404 
2998  1.15  41 1 
DIRECTION  OF RESEARCH  AND  DEVELOPMENT ON  CROP 
DIVERSIFICATION 
Nuiiierous research projects related lo crop diversification are already being conducted at 
iiistitutioiis  like the  liidiaii Council for Agricultural Research  (ICAR),  and  agricultural 
universities. However, there is no coordination between these institutions and the irrigation 
management authorities to implement lhe research findings. The universities and research 
institutes should be involved  ia irrigated crop diversificatiori  research which  should  be 
iiiultidiscipliriary  and drawing  inputs from engineers, crop scientists, soil  scientists aiid 
sorioeronoin  ists. 
The inullidiscipliiiary teams that are formed at different institutcs may fonn a iiatiotial 
network  of  crop diversilicatioa  research  with  a  coordiiiatiori  c.oiiiinittee composed  of 
representatives from the individual research teains as well as from goveriunetlt implemenl- 
iiig agencies. National and iiiteriiatioiial agencies may fund the research. 34 
Multidisciplinary teaius in selected command areas under each agrocliinatic zoiie should 
undertake a detailed diaguostic analysis lobe  able to define aid  prioritize the problems. This 
is possible through the coordinated  effort of the staCf of the agricultural universities. The 
Irrigation Maiiageiiient Training litstitute could coordiuate  aud guide the entire process. 
Research  should  include  action  research,  adaptive  trials,  and systematic  programs  for 
te.chnology transfer. The selection of crops, which could he suitable substitutes in rice-based 
irrigation systems, can he doue  011  the basis of  a)  agroclirnatic requirements; h) higher 
efficieucy  of  irrigation; c) increased  retunis per  uuit of  land  and water;  d)  marketing 
facilities; aud e) availability and future prospects ofallied agro-industries. 
Action and adaptive researches may be conducted in demoustration farins and farmcrs’ 
fields. The research my  he conducted for5 years. Fundiiigrequired to carry out the research 
has to he calculated after its scope is defiued in inure detail. This will depend on the location, 
alternate crops and cropping systems, iiuinheraud size of demonstration sites, etc. To inrct 
the recurring expeiiditure,ageiicics like USAID, World Baak, etc., niay he tapped inaddiiioii 
to the existing funding agriicies. 
SUMMARY 
India attained self-suliicicucy  in rice during the early 1970s with the introduction of high 
yielding varieties and exteiisioii of irrigation facilities. This succcss, however. resulted  ill 
decliuiog farmers’ inconics and heiice they starled diversifying their cropping systc.ins to 
tioiuicr crops, which required c1iaiige.s ill plaiuiing, watrr allocatioii, operation aud iiiaiii- 
tcnance. The manage~~ie~~t  changes need consideratios of  water control, agroiioinic aiid 
irrigation  practice.s, eco~~o~~iic  risks,  iuputs, climatic requirements.  socioeconomic  con- 
straints and institutional strengths. In order to address the ahove factors, strategies will have 
lo he identified by uiidrrtakiiig  research on policy chaugcs, iiiiplerneritatioii and technical 
solutious to specific constraints hy ICAR institutions, agricultural universities and water mid 
laud uianageuient iiistitute.s  in the country. For carrying out the research, necessary funding 
may he sought froin agencies like USAID. World Bank, ctc. References 
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INTRODUCTION 
THE CONTRIBLITION OF the  irrigation Sector to agricultural development in Indonesia  IS 
significant. Irrigation does not merely stabilize and increase crop yield but also induces 
fanners to adopt improved cultural practices. Moreover, with sufficient water, farmers are 
able to use more production inputs, practice double cropping and crop diversification. Finn 
evidence of the impact of irrigation development on  food production is shown in Table 1, 
(p. 38) Figure 1  and Figure 2. 
With respectto the issue ofcropdiversification program in irrigated ricefields, technically 
it may not create a big problem to the existing irrigation systems. Irrigation systems in 
Indonesia have been planned, designed, and operated lo irrigate diversified crops since the 
colonization of the country. Therefore, the promotion  of crop diversification is just like 
restoring the existing systems to their intended functions and operations (van der Elst 1924; 
Anonymous 1986). 
In diversifying crops in irrigated ricefields, three benefits are expected from the irrigation 
aspect. First, the pressure on operation  and maintenance (O&M) of the system during the 
dry season whenwater shortages commonly occurcan  beeliminated. Second,  theimplemen- 
tation of the 0&M  program can  be carried out according to a legal basis in any particular 
area. The last benefit is the prolonging of the functional life of structures, decreasing the 
burden on the government in providing O&M cost. 
From the standpoint of the agricultural development program, crop diversification (both 
vertically and horizontally) has been chosen by the Department of Agriculture (the Direc- 
37 38 
torate General of Food Crop Agriculture [DGFCA]) as one among four basic strategies to 
achieve the objectives of a) sustaining and improving food self-sufficiency; b) increasing 
the agricultural production in order to provide raw materials for industry  and export; c) 
increasing farm productivity and value added of agricultural products; and d) increasing 
farmers' income as well as their welfare (Wardojo 1989). 
Table 1.  Areas hanested and 
IA  RCT 
'Oooha)  (%) 
4,238  60.03 
4,322  69.91 
4,329  69.78 
4,335  69.10 
4,354  71.02 
4.388  71.62 
Ids of  lowland rice, moire and soybe04 1983-88. 
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Notes:  IA  =  Total irrigatedarea. 
RCI  =  Percent of irrigated area with three rice cropslyear. 
HA  =  Harvested area. 
a  =  No data available for hawested area of lowland rice. 
Sourcer:  Statistical Yearbook of Indonesia, 1Y85, 1988; Dircctorale General of Food Crop Agriculture. 19% 
Directorale General of Water Resources Development. 1990. 
Various initiatives have been made by  the Department of Agriculture in an effort to 
promote the crop diversification program. Considering that unstable prices of food crop 
commodities (except thal of rice) became the main constraint in the promotion, a regulation 
on pricing policy for maize was drawn up in 1978. In the following year (1979),  another 
pricing policy was drawn up for soybean, groundnut, and mungbean. To make the efforts 
more effective, 17 provinces have been designated as centers for the upland crops inten- 
sification program. Three provinces have adequate irrigation facilities. Within the province, 
the intensification area is decided every year by a decree from the Minister of Agriculture 
(Pabinru  1990).  The  total  areas of upland  crops for  198811989 cropping season were: 
1,833,400  ha of corn, 716,000  ha of soybean, 338,000 ha  of groundnut, and 136,700 ha of 
mungbean. Recently, because of their high economic values, shallot and onion were also 
included in the intensification program. 39 
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IRRIGATION PLANNING AND OPERATION FOR RICE-BASED 
SYSTEMS 
Practices in Rice Irrigation Systems 
Three basic principles are attached to all aspects of irrigation practices in Indonesia. These 
three principles are: a) the status of supplemental irrigation; b) sharing of responsibility 
between the government and the farmers (groups of  farmers) as beneficiaries  to ensure 
uninterrupted  operation  of  irrigation networks, and  operation and  maintenance  of  the 
systems; and c) appropriateness of water utilization for the diversified crop. To ensure the 
application of the three principles in daily irrigation practices, a number of laws/instructions 
have been promulgated: a) Water Resources Development Law No. 11 of 1974; b) Govern- 
ment Regulation and Contribution for Operation and Maintenance Cost for Water Resource 
Development Infrastructure (No. 6 of 1981); c) Government Regulation on  Water Manage- 
ment (No.  22 of  1984); d) Government Regulation on Irrigation (No.  23 of  1984); e) 
President Instruction on Implementation Guidance of Water Users’ Association (P3A) and 
Management; and f)  Decree, Letter, or Regulation issued by the Local Government. 
Planning for the cropping season 
PlanningforthecroppingseasonisdeterminedbyArticles7,8,10,12and  13ofGovernment 
Regulation (GR) No. 2311984. These deal, among others, with the following: 
1. 
2. 
Planning for cropping season and irrigation season which shall be done not later 
than one month before the beginning of cultivation season in every irrigation area. 
Determining tertiary units which will receive water throughout the year (only in the 
rainy season), and thosewhich will receive water only in the dry season: this includes 
their location,  boundaries, and size specification of each village. 
Assigning the area for a specific agricultural program, industrial crops, and 2 other 
specific uses corresponding to the assigned status of the area with respect to the 
irrigation plan. 
Determining the time schedule of the partial irrigation for inspection and repair. 
Establishing general  rules of water allocation and distribution  in case irrigation 
water is not sufficient to meet crop requirements. 
Establishing  water  allocations  for other uses,  such  as for  sugarcane  industry, 





Planning for the cropping season in every region (province and district) is conducted by 
the corresponding Irrigation Committee, chaired by the Head of the Local Government. The 
representative ofthe  Irrigation Agency in the respective areas is the treasurer of the Irrigation 
Committee, and all related agencies (especially Agricultural Food Crop Agency) involved 
in irrigation are the members. The plan is submitted by the Irrigation Committee to the Local 41 
Government which promulgates the Local Government Regulation for cropping pattern. 
cropping season, and irrigation season in the respective areas. 
The inputsused intheplanningare: weatherdata(especiallyrainfall)andriverdschargeafter 
having been  evaluated for their  dependability, calculated irrigation requirement based on 
aopping panemmodel, calibration of measuxing devices,  and the caldated conveyance losses, 
and the irrigation schedule (Sutiyadi 1986). Otber information on the government’s policy on 
the changes of cropping areas and aop priority, and the existing physical condition of the 
irrigation canal are ako considered in the planning. 
The plan is good for one year only. It is called the General Cropping Season Plan (GCSP). 
In the implementation of GCSP, various adjustments may have to be made to cope with the 
prevailing rainfall, the availability of water or river discharge, and the existing crop at the 
beginning of the cropping season. The degree of adjustment most likely depends on the 
accuracy of planning. 
Assessing and matching water supply and demand 
The basis for the operation of irrigation systems in Indonesia is the monthly dependable 
rainfall and flow (80% probable). The assessment of water supply to match the demand is 
influenced (to some extent) by experience and intuition of the local Irrigation Comminee or 
irrigation personnel. There is no fixed rule and regulation dealing with this matter. However, 
some guidelines are available: a) A rough comparison behveen the requirement of rice 
(lowland), sugarcane, and upland crops as 41  and  1/21;  b) Some basic values of water 
requirement of rice for 11R months of land preparation (1.16 Vs),  21R months of flowering 
(1  .OO Vs),  and 1R month of ripening (0.62 lh).  Water requirement for sugarcane is calculated 
proportionally with the value for rice; c) Tertiary losses are 20-35 percent and main canal 
losses range from 10-15  percent; d)  Minimum areas which have to be reserved for the special 
program on crop intensification, or industrial crops (sugarcane and tobacco) (Sutiyadi 1986). 
When the  irrigated area is  quite large (5,000-10,OOO  ha), matching water supply at the 
beginning of the rainy season with peak demand for land preparation can be achieved by 
dividing the area into 3-4  blocks for irrigation. The establishment of an irrigation status in 
any particular area during one irrigation season, and prioritizing water utilization for the 
irrigating crop (Articles 10 aud 11 of Government Regulation No.  23/1982) reflect the effort 
to match the potential supply and the demand for irrigation. 
Allocation of  water and land area 
The allocation of water and land area under lhe current irrigation practice is rather compli- 
cated. Water allocation is updated after a certain period of time, normally 7  days (one week), 
or 10 days, or 15 days (two weeks). The time interval for updating water allocation is 
determined by the available flow discharge, the existing crops in the command area, and the 
adopted system in the irrigation scheme. An example of a 1s-day-basis water allocation 
practice is shown in Figure 3. 42 
Figure 3.  Operation of wafer  allocation based on IS-day updating interval. 
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Figure 3 reflects the involvement of farmers in the decision-making process, although 
they only provide the cropping area for the different crops. Other data which are required 
in updating the water allocation plan are: a) planned crop area (FO1) data; b) river discharge 
report.(F05) data; c) the calculated crop water requirement at tertiary oftlake (F03); and d) 
the calculated K factor. The K factor is calculated as: 
where 
.........................................  K  = (Qa - Qb)/Qc  (1) 
Qa is the available discharge, 
Qb is the sum of water losses and supplemental discharge, and 
Qc is the discharge at the tertiary offtake. 
Qa  is calculated as: 
where 
.  ............................  Qa  = (Q5 + Q10 t  Q3)P  (a13  - QS)I/s  (2) 
Q5  is the average discharge from the 1st to the 5th day of operation, 
Q10 is the average discharge from 1st to the 10th day of operation, and 
Q13 is the discharge on the 13th day of operation. 
In most cases, in the allocation of  water and land area the following factors are also 
considered:  a) the acceptable level of irrigation efficiency; b) the maximum capacity of 
conveyance and distribution canals to supply water at peak demand; c) canal safety with 
respect to the possibility of having high sedimentation rate and canal bank protection from 
damages due to overdried condition; d) opportunity to grow more rice in the whole area; 
and e) the existing crop at the beginning of the cropping and irrigation seasons. The areas 
of a special agricultural program are given priority in land and water allocation. 
In some irrigated areas where sugarcane is historically planted, the allocation of water' 
and land still follows the colonization rule. In these areas, one-third of the command area is 
assigned for sugarcane. The sugarcane area is rotated in the whole command. Consequently, 
the allocation of water and land area for sugarcane is more likely to be fued. In an altempt 
to increase the cropping intensity of irrigated ricefields, the Government of Indonesia has 
started shifting the sugarcane cultivation to the upland (unirrigated area). 
Coping with various water availability situations 
The Government Regulation No.  23 of 1984  gives the general rules for coping with various 
water shortage situations. It states that: 
1. 
2. 
The Local Government may establish the priority of irrigation water distribution in 
accordance with the local situation and condition (Article No.  13(2)). 
To prevent crop failure, irrigation water shall be assured for already existing crops. 
When necessary, distribution of irrigation water may be reduced or rotated among 
tertiary units (Article No.  13(3)). 
To meet the needs of industrial crops and food crops simultaneously, the water use 
may be  regulated in rotation on the basis of the decision of the relevant Governor 
(Head of the Local Government) (Article No.  19(2)). Rotational irrigation will be 
carried out when the normal discharge (an) is less than 60 percent. 
3. 44 
Modifiedpractices to accommodate nonrice crops 
In  principle, it may not be necessary to make major changes in the current irrigation practices 
to accommodate nonrice crops.  If minor modifications would be required, they must be 
supported by a well-coordinated development program. The program should not only be 
concerned with the technical aspects of irrigation and agronomic practices, but also with the 
influence of the socioewnomic changes as affected by adopting the new technology. These 
minor adjustments of the irrigation system management in Indonesia may take a long time. 
The most likely modifications or improvements required to provide a batter service for 
nonrice crop cultivation are: a) improving the drainage facilities, especially in the tertiary 
system;  b)  improving  the  accuracy  of predicting the possible rainfall  and river water 
discharge; and c) providing data on crop water requirements of upland craps. 
CONSTRAINTS/OPPORTUNITIES  IN  IMPLEMENTING 
MANAGEMENT CHANGES 
As mentioned  earlier, the existing irrigation systems have been  planned,  designed, and 
operated to provide  for diversified  cropping.  Accordingly, any  necessary management 
changes in the irrigation system will require only minor adjustments. These minor manage- 
ment changes can be related to the following: 
1.  The degradation of the catchment area due to deforestation and improper land use. 
High fluctuation of Oow  discharge between rainy and dry seasons causes either 
water excess or water shortage in the command area. 
The adoption of high yielding varieties (HYV) with shorter growing periods. This 
allows farmers to harvest the second rice crop at the beginning of the dry season. 
As  rainfall occurrence at this transition period is very uncertain, farmers tend to be 
more speculative as regards cultivating the third rice crop. This creates a highly 
diversified cropping paltem in the irrigated area and water in the field becomes very 
difficult to maintain at an optimum condition. 
Rice being the staple food, it is grown by the subsistence farmers at every possible 
opportunity. 
The difficulty in marketing foad commodities other than rice influences the will- 





Other minor problems result from: a) insufficient facilities to carry out operation and 
maintenance (O&M) properly; b) insufficient irrigation personnel in terms of number and 
capability; and c) more time needed by farmers to adopt the new technology for profitable 
diversified  cropping. The high economic value of nonrice crops during the last five years 
favored crop diversification. If this situation can be maintained, the minor changes in the 
irrigation management could easily be overcome. 45 
STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS CONSTRAINTS/OPPORTUNITIES 
Improvement of Irrigation Facilities 
During the four consecutive Five-Year Development Programs (Pelita 1%8/69-1987/88), 
the improvement of irrigation facilities has focused on the rehabilitation  of the existing 
irrigationsystems and the developmentofnew irrigationschemes. Massive funds were spent 
for this program as shown in  At the end of the  Pelita IV  (1983-1988), the Government 
shifted focus of irrigation development from construction to O&M. By focusing the program 
activity on O&M, the required  funds  for rehabilitation were reduced without adversely 
affecting maintenance and the service capability of the irrigation system. This policy of 
irrigation development has been continued in the Pelita V (1988/8911993-94). 
As regards crop diversification, irrigation development activity will be concentrated in 
the selected production centers identified by the Department of Agriculture, especially in 
Java. The reasons for selecting Java as a priority for irrigation development are: a) crop 
diversification needs more fertile soil than the monoculture rice crop; b) farmers are already 
accustomed to crop diversification  in the ricefield areas: c) presence of better marketing 
facilities: and d) most irrigation systems were established a long time ago. 

























































Smtrce: World Bank  Report (February 1989). 46 
Strengthening Institutional and Managerial Capability 
Aside from the physical  improvement of irrigation facilities, the government launched 
several measures  for  improving the  institutional aspecrs of O&M @PU  1987).  These 
improvements include: a) strengthening the organization of Water Resources Public Work 
Service (WRPWS - Dinas Pekejaan Umum Pengairan) to enable a more effective, efficient 
and  uniform  implementation  of the O&M plan; b)  clarifying  the right, authority, and 
responsibility of the agencies involved in the implementation of O&M; and c) enforcing the 
implementation of President Instruction No. 211984 on  sharing of responsibility for O&M 
between the government and Water Users’ Associations, and the Government Regulation 
No. 2311982 on strengthening the function of the Irrigation Committee. Improving personnel 
management,  developing  a  management  information  system  (MIS) and  a  system  for 
monitoring and evaluation of O&M are also relevant efforts on institutional improvement. 
Improvement of Procedures and Practices 
Various efforts havebeen made to improve irrigation management procedures and practices 
in diversified ricefield areas. Among these are: 
System characterization and mapping 
To implement the improvement program on the physical facilities of the irrigation system 
and to strengthen irrigation management, reliable system characterization and mapping are 
needed. These will show the physical characteristics of a system as regards the topography, 
hydrology, and soils, among others. Furthermore, the structural density and variability and 
the network panern could be easily identified. In Indonesia, only the physical characteristics 
of the tertiary system have been intensively studied so far (Pusposutardjo 1989). 
The irrigation system can be characterized according to its performance in distributing 
and supplying water over the command area. Sukimo (1989) characterized irrigation system 
performance in distributing water based on  the water status of the command area. The  water 
status at any particular time was classified as: a) suitable for lowland rice only; b) suitable 
for upland crops (nonrice crops) but needs irrigation for rice; and c) insufficient for growing 
any crop. The changes of water status with respect to time and area were monitored from 
the depth of the table. Theoretically, the method is able lo characterize system capability 
especially in the coastal area. However, large-scale trials are still needed. 
Improvement of the accuracy ofplanning 
Studies have been conducted to improve the accuracy of planning for the cropping season 
and irrigation season.  The studies covered  the  hydrological  aspect  of  rainfall  and the 
estimation of crop water requirement. 47 
Hydrological studies of rainfall include the determination of the minimum number ofrain 
gauges per unit area, and the prediction of the start of the rainy and dry seasons. Masruki 
(1987)andHadiani(1989)concluded  thatoneraingauge wassufficienrtocoverone tertiary 
block with an accuracy of 90-95 percent (area of a tertiary block ranges from 100 ha to 150 
ha). For hilly areas or in inland areas, the accuracy would slightly decrease especially during 
the transition seasons. 
Another study related to rainfall showed that 300-400 nun of cumulative rainfall ac- 
counted for the driest days at the beginning of the rainy season could be used as the time of 
the beginning of the cropping season (Anonymous 1986). Provided 15 years of serial rainfall 
data are available, this cumulative rainfall could be predicted by extrapolating its variogram 
value (Hadiani 1989). 
Studies on  crop water requirement have been conducted in several irrigation schemes, 
from areas of 700-800 m elevation down to coastal areas. In addition to estimating crop 
water requirements of different HW  of  rice and nonrice crops, the assessment of suitable 
methods for estimating crop water requirement under limited available data was also done. 
Results from these studies were compiled by Pusposutardjo (1986) and submitted to the 
Directorate General  for Water Resources Development (DGWRD) for use in irrigation 
pracfice. Other studies on crop water requirement were also conducted by Syamsiah and 
Fagi (1986) for mungbean.  Sukirno el al.  (1986) for rice, corn, mungbean and peanut, 
Hermantoro (1985) and Syamsuddin (1985) for stringbean and red pepper. Studies on crop 
water requirement of other crops are still continuing. 
Simulation and modeling 
Taking advantage of the availability of computers, several crop yield-water use models have 
beendeveloped. Three models havebeen tested for their application in planning the cropping 





CRPSM (Crop Yield Simulation Model) developed by  DAEIGMU in 1982. This 
model is continuously being improved and at present has the capability to handle a 
crop  yield-water userelationship of 11 upland (nonrice) crops (Pusposutardjo 1990). 
RADYM (Random Simulation Model) developed from CRPSM has the capability 
to simulate the most possible planting date of crop, with minimum water require- 
ment. 
AGWAT (Agricultural Water Demand) developed by the Institute of Hydraulic 
Engineering, DGWRD (Suryadi et al. 1989). The model was developed to predict 
agricullural water demand in a large area of a water resources development project. 
By integrating AGWAT model with another model (RIBASIM) it could be used to 
study the impact of actual water supply on agriculture in the Cisadane-Cinamuk 
Integrated Water Resources Development Project (Hatmoko et al. 1990). 
The latest model, the Rice Yield Model as Affected by Excessive Water developed 
by Arif (1989). This model is still new and intended for irrigated rice in areas with 
potential excess water problem. With a little modification this model might also be 
used for other crops. 48 
Farmer participation 
A pilot project on irrigation development using the farmer participatory approach was 
carried out in Madinn Irrigation project from 1983184 to 1987188. The objective of the 
projectwas to study the farmer participation process in irrigationdevelopment. Lessons from 
the project would be very useful in developing a strategy for involving farmers in irrigation 
development programs.  The involvement of farmers in irrigation development enhances 
their sense of belonging which could result in a smooth turnover of the system to them. 
DIRECTION  OF IRRIGATION  MANAGEMENT  FOR CROP 
DIVERSIFICATION 
Research and Development 
Minor problcms in irrigation management for crop diversificatioii  can be  considered as 
associated problems in the technology transfer process of farming and irrigation practices. 
In this case, technology transfer means a process of translating ideas into action. The process 
comprises a series of activities, which are interconnected and represent the contribution of 
agencies involved in the process (Holt 1988). 
Adopting the concept of  technology  transfer, the basic strategy  to solve the  minor 
problems in water management for crop diversification by a) defining the steps for achieving 
the objectives; b) the responsibility of each agency and its expected role in every step of the 
process; and c) the linkage between agencies. At present, the settlement of minor problems 
in irrigation management for crop diversification is far removed from the basic strategy of 
technology transfer. Most personnel  in the agencies involved  in the crop diversification 
programs and irrigation management do not realize that these minor problems are deeply 
rooted in  the complicated interaction between technical, economic, and social aspects of the 
farming system as a whole.  The diagram of technology transfer is shown in Figure 4. 
Observations on research activities dealing with irrigation management improvement 
indicate that the linkage mechanism between researchers, researchers and the agencies as 
interested  parties and between  the  involved agencies, is the weakest line in technology 
transfer.  Because of the poor linkage, many research findings in irrigation management 
seemed unutilized. 
Garret (1985) and Hess (1985) pointed out several benefits from good linkage with 
research. These are: a) avoiding the possible conflict of  iriterest (in tenns of  financial, 
material, academic status, promotion, or prestige); b) having the same perception on the 
importance of the problems and their expected contribution in solving the problem; and c) 
effective and efficient use of the available resource. Technology transfer shows that a close 
linkage among agencies should not only be in the implementation of the program planned, 
but should start from the earliest step in the planning process. 49 
Figwe 4.  Framework of recltnology transfer in irrigation monagemenr. 
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Considering  that  problems  in  irrigation  management  for crop diversification  cover 
various technical, economic, and social issues, the suggested steps lo address the problems 
could be as follows: 
1.  Establishiiigthe framework of technology transfer process in irrigation management 
improvement, starting from basic research until the utilization of the new technol- 
ogy. 
Establishing the institutional linkages on a basis which can accommodate partner- 
ship and cooperation. 
Establishing a definite workplan covering at least a 3-5-year program. 
2. 
3. 
An initial research activity could be a one-year program on the inventory, review, and 
documentation of the previous research. If time allows, the activity can pursue the screening 
of proinisiiig research finding. In the second year, a coordinated research program on the 
various steps of technology transfer could be started. 
Funding 
Funds available for conducting research in irrigation management iniprovcment are very 
limited. Without a well-planned program, and well-structured  implementation. it may be 
difficult  to  achieve  the  objectives of  the  research.  Based  on  similarities  in  irrigation 
tnaiiagen~cnt  practices and problems, a regional collaboration would be helpful to address 
the funding problem. In conjunction with this, international sponsorship is required. 
SUMMARY 
Irrigation management problems of crop diversificatioii in Indonesia are considered minor, 
because the existing irrigation systems have been developed and operated for diversified 
crops  in  ricefield  areas.  Although  the  problems  are  considered  minor,  they  are very 
complicated  in  nature.  These  problems  are  deeply  rooted  in technical-socioeconoiiiics 
interaction between  irrigation management practice and the crop diversification farming 
system. 
Great opportunities for developing crop diversification and improving irrigation manage- 
ment practice can be gained by having a well-planned  program  and well-structured  im- 
plementation of research. An integrated approach in technology transfer is suggested for 
adoption.  International sponsorship of regional  collaboration in  irrigation management 
development programs is required to address the funding problems. References 
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INTRODUCTION 
THE RICE LANDS of Malaysia, tolaling 0.6  M ha  are broadly classified as either granary or 
nongranary  areas.  The granaries  comprise 8 large and  contiguous  irrigation schemes, 
covering 210,000  ha and  producing more than 65 percent of the country's total output; and 
it is in these granaries that further developine.nt of rice production will bt. concentrated. 
The nongranaries are either rain-fed or have been provided with irrigation facilities to 
ensure that they are cropped at least one seasou in an year. Following the review of the rice 
production  policy  and  concurrent  with  agriculture  diversification  strategies,  the  11011- 
granaries have been redesignated as diverse crop production areas in contrast 10 the granaries 
which are monocropped with rice. 
In line with this decision, a feasibility study 011  crop diversification and rationalization 
was carried out under theTechnical CooperationPrograin between thegoverninents oflapan 
and  Malaysia (ANON  1990a). The study focused  on  the  nongranary  irrigated areas of 
Malaysia comprising 924scheines, totaling 130,100  ha. 
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The  purpose ofthis paper istohighlightresul tsofthestudyand tooutlinecurreut practices 
and issues related to rice-nonrice rotation in selected irrigation schemes origiiially designed 
arid operated lor rice cultivation. 
SCHEME CHARACTERISTICS 
The liongranary irrigated schemes are scattered all over the country (Figure 1)  and their sizes 
vary from less than 50  ha to over 200 ha. They are located along and adjacent to the main 
river systeitis and thus share the same water resource within the catchment. The soil textures 
in more than 60 percent of the schemes are either heavy clay or clay. The type of schemes 
are eithergravity, pumping, inundation. controlled drainage ora coiiibiilation of these. Morr 
thaii 73 perccnt are eillicr gravity or puinpiiig or a coiiibiiiatioii of he  two. 
DESIGN CRITERIA 
Depending 011 the scheiiir sizr, caiial density varies from 20 to 60 inha. A fariii offtake is 
provided for every 4 to 12  ha of  farm lot. Canal capacity ranges froin 0.9 to 2.4 lis. For 
pumping  sche.mes, operation timr  is  usually over  a  period  of 8-16 hours daily. Watrr 
distrihution is rotational and on-fami from firld-to-field. 
The drainage systciii is designed lo remove excess water  aid  Ilood within 48  hours for 
total subnirrgence and 72 hours for partial submergence. A 3-day rainfall duration for 1 iii 
5 yrars returii intrrval is uscd for thr dcsigii giving Uows ofahout 9 Ik. Drain deiisity ranges 
from 1 to 20 inha aid  OIIK drainage offtake serves hetween 4 to 12 ha. 
CURRENT STATUS 
Onr ofthernajor probleins ofrice areas is underutilization. Outoltlie 924 irrigatioaschemes, 
305 (91,000 ha) are completely idle and in ailother 250 schemes (34,000 ha) inore than 50 
perceot of their irrigahle areas are 1101  utilized during the main season. Factors leading to 
such situations arc many and intcrrelated. Uneconomic Iarin holdings, labor shortage, aging 
ricc farmers, diflirulties iii mechanization, inadequate water resources duc to dcvclopmcnl, 
low productivity and low reniuneralion froiii rice are snnie examples of these factors. The 
incideiirc  iiiechaiiisrn of  idlr land  is  illustrated  in Figure  2.  In soiiie. areas, in order to 
wercoiiie these problems, larnicrs, cilher on their own initiative or assisted by the govrrii- 
Iiirnt,  havc  startrd  lo practice  diverse  crop  production  instead  of  the  traditional  rice 55 
Figure 1.  General locarion ond dirtribution of  irrigated rice areas in  Molaysiu. 
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Figure 2.  Incidence mecltnnisrn of idle hnd. 
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monocropping. However, the extent is still small and up to 1987 only 6  percent of the total 
irrigated areas have been diversified. Nonetheless, indicationsare that farmers have adopted 
appropriate technology and this trend is increasing. With the current government emphasis 
and support, it is anticipated that diversification of other rice areas will be accelerated. 
CROP DIVERSIFICATION 
Crop diversification of the irrigationschemes in Malaysia takes a broad definition covering 
changes in seasonal and annual cropping pattern, multiple cropping. conversion  to per- 
manent tree crops, mixed farming inclusive of livestock rearing and aquaculture but not 
totally eliminating rice production where it can be shown that this is still the best choice. 
In this context, the study has established 8 categories of  diversified land-use of the 
existing irrigation schemes as showu in Table 1. 
Table 1.  Categories of diversified land use in nongranory  irrigafion schemes 
Converted to high value crops (e.g. vegetables, tobacco) 
Converted to tree crops (e.g. oil palm, fruits) 
Rice-Upland crop rotation 
GrazingLivestock rearing 
Positively maintained for rice 
Present situation maintained for social reasons until predetermined period 
As can be seen, Category 3, where rice-upland crop rotation is proposed, fits the IMCD 
Research Network’s general definition of diversified cropping in rice-based systems. 
The categorization procedure is based  on 7 key factors: water resources availability, 
farmers’  intentions towards rice  cultivation  and  diversification, land  suitability,  soil 
suitability, crop profitability, crop marketability and investment performance. 
Using data obtained  from the inventory survey and the socioeconomic survey, each 
scheme was evaluated on  a step-wise procedure and its category identified. The procedure 
was repeated for various possibilities pertaining to the key factors such as profitability of 
crops and the best category; the one with the highest investment performance is termed the 
super category. The distribution of super category by number of schemes and area is shown 
in Table 2. None of the schemes under livestock and aquaculture categories was classified 
as super, primarily because of poor profitability and marketability. 58 
A study on selected schemes to  evaluate the feasibility of Categories 1,2  and 3 was also 
carried out as these require some form of physical structural and non-structural adjustments 
to  the existing system. In all cases, the feasibility was found to be positive. It is interesting 
to note that for Category 1 where conversion to high-value crop is proposed, the study 
recommended that this be introduced gradually by initially implementing Category 3. This 
is to allow time for the traditional rice farmers and system operators to adapt themselves as 
well as adopt appropriate technology for the change in cultivation system. Thus the potential 
of crop diversification based on Category 3 has increased to 193 schemes totaling almost 
20,000 hectares. 
Table 2.  Disrribution ofsuper caregory by number ofschemesfor each coregory of  land use and 
roroloreo. 
1  144 
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*See Table 1. 
Swrrcrr:  'Government of  Malaysia (1990). 
'Estimated  from irrigation database (Depanment of Irrigation and  Drainage, Malaysia). 
In general, Category 3 schemes are those with inadequate water resourres for rice during 
the dry seasou but enough  for upland  crops. The farmers here are willing to diversify 
production, the land arid soils are suitable fornonrice crops and profitability, marketability 
as well as investment performance are shown to be positive. 
CASE STUDY AREAS 
Focusing  on  Category  3,  salient features of its successful  implementation  and  current 
prartires with potential for adoption in future projects are summarized. These were based 59 
mainly on case studies of  three schemes, namely, the Bachaug Irrigation Scheme in Malacca 
State in the South-West, and Bendang  Kekabu  and Bendang Pauh both in the State of 
Kelantan in the North East of Peninsular Malaysia. 
Bachang Irrigation Scheme 
This is a pumping scheme with a single earth main canal constructed in 1950. Water source 
is the Malacca  River.  Besides the pumping station, a control drop, a check structure and 
several offtakes form the complete system. The system commands 140 ha of rice land. It is 
operated and maintained by the Department of Irrigation and Drainage (DID). Water supply 
is generally reliable with the occasional low flows during the dry season. Between 1985 and 
1989, only 72 ha remained under rice. Of the balance, 45 ha were devoted to asparagus, 
tobacco, melon and vegetables. Those planting these upland crops still include rice in their 
rotation although not in an alteniating sequence. The development of crop diversification 
was initiated by the fanners themselves. Most are third generation farmers and have formed 
a loose form of cooperative association. 
Bendang Kekabu and Bendang  Pauh Irrigation Schemes 
Although the schemes are in different locations within the State of Kelantan, there are many 
common features. Both are groundwater pumping schemes. Bendang Kekabu was con- 
pleted in 1989  and Bendang Pauh in 1986. The water yield is said to be good but supply is 
limited by the pump capacities running at the maximum of 70 11s.  The conveyance canal 
uses precast U-shaped concrete sections each ranging from 3.7 in to 4.5 m in length. The 
cross-sectional dimensions range from 0.3 m width by 0.3 m depth to 0.92 in width by 0.92 
m depth. The minimum bed level  is  set so  that the whole storage in the canal can be 
discharged by gravity into the fanns. To cater for head losses and command, the canal 
sections towards the pumping source have to be elevated above the ground level. Concrete 
boxes are provided atjunctions and changes in flow directions. Both systems were designed 
and constructed by the DID based on  suppleinentary rice irrigation requirements during the 
main season. 
The rice-tobacco rotation is practiced in Bendang Kekabu scheme (ANON 1990b). The 
system  construction was  financed  by  the National  Tobacco  Board  (NTB) which  also 
organized  fanners for tobacco cultivation  and marketing channels. The operation and 
maintenance costs are borne by the farmers themselves through deductions during sale of 
produce. 
In the Bendang Pauh Scheme, rice-tobacco-vegetable rotation ispracticed. Rice is planted 
over 50 ha  and the tobacco and vegetables, over 8 ha. Group farming is organized by the 
local Area Fanners’ Association. Extent of tobacco growing is controlled by the NTB by a 
quota system while vegetable growing is governed by prenegotiated contracts. 60 
Other Schemes 
Other schemes  considered in formulating  generalities and salient features of cropdiversitica- 
tion are the Tanjung Minyak Scheme in Malacca, the Kampung Kijang Badang in Kelaiitaii 
and the Pinang Tunggal in Penang. 
SALIENT FEATURES OF RICE-UPLAND CROP ROTATION  IN 
IRRIGATION SCHEMES 
Towards formulating system planning and implcnienlatioii criteria for crop diversification 
projects in other areas, the following features of cur~ent  practicrs are summarized. 
Farmer Organization Models and Institutional Support 
Farming objectives are commercially oriented. Farmers either have an  infoniial yet cohesive 
organization, or are organized in groups led by government agencies such as the NTB, Area 
Farmcr’s Association  and the  Department  of  Agriculture  (DOA).  Existing  agricultural 
suppo~I  services provided by the Ministry of Agriculture and its agencies are still necessary. 
Technology development and transfer are through lead and resourceful farmers as well as 
through  the  Malaysian Agriculture Research  and Development Institute (MARDI) and 
extension services of the DOA. Thc Federal Agriculture  Marketing Authority (FAMA) 
assists whenever necessary in securing marketing outlets. 
Crop Choice 
Profitahility and marketability are imporlant factors for crop selection (Rabman et al. 1990). 
Rice  is  maintained  in the  rotation  because  of  upland  crop sensitivity to  waterlogged 
coiiditioiis and rain drop darnage during the rainy scason. Another reason is that the cultural 
practice  requiring flooded field conditions helps to  control weed, remove diseases  and 
palhogrris iii the soil. 
Location and Extent 
Diversiried cropping areas are located adjacent to water sources such as canals and drains 
and where farms are contiguous. Soil texture ranges from sandy loam to clay loam with clay 
content not exceeding 40 percent and the Carin elevation ranges from 0.3 m lo 1  m above 
surrouiiding rice fields to reduce risk of waterlogging or flooding conditions. Water supply 61 
reliability controls the extent of diversification within an irrigation scheme. Predetermined 
production targets to ensure profitability and a reasonable market is another limiting factor. 
On-Farm Adjustments 
The upland crops are planted on raised beds in order to improve drainage conditions in the 
root zone. To complement canal and drain storage, farm ponds have been constructed in 
some areas where  short-term but frequent  droughts  occur.  Where  possible,  shallow 
groundwater wells have also been developed. 
Waterdistributionto fami  plots is through farni ditchesconnected to farm offtakes. Being 
nonpermanent and crudely constructed,water loss from these ditches due to leakage,seepage 
and overtopping can be high. Reconstruction after the rice season and subsequent main- 
tenance are a potential source of conflicts between farmers since the ditches need to pass 
through lands belonging to different owners. There is a need therefore for formal construc- 
tion of these on-farm distribution systems, especially where crop type and water requirement 
schedules differ between farms. 
In some cases, farmers have resorted to constructing their own pipe system or the use of 
collapsible hoses. However, portable pumps are necessary to account for the hydraulic head 
losses. 
On-Farm Irrigation Practices 
Furrow and basin irrigation methods are quite common. For furrows, water is diverted from 
the head ditch by blocking the flow with earth. Three furrows are irrigated simultaneously. 
Supply is cutoff when the water level at the end of the Surrow is 100 mm below the top of 
the bed. 
For the basin irrigation method, water is allowed to pond within the plot boundary to a 
level 100 mm below the top of the ridges. The water is then lest to stagnate for about 2 hours 
before being released. Alternatively, it is left overnight to allow complete infiltration into 
the soil. 
For light irrigation just after planting, a portable single nozzle sprayer attached to the end 
of a flexible hose is also used. With pumps becoming a standard equipment for the individual 
farmer, sprinkler and drip irrigation are becoming popular. Although their capilal cost is 
higher, it provides flexibility for water management, thus stabilizing production. 
Irrigation intervals vary between 4 and 6 days. The decision to irrigate is based on  visual 
and physical inspection of the soil moisture conditions and leaf turgidity. Morning wilt in 
tobacco leaves is indicative of water stress situation. For some vegetable farmers, irrigation 
is provided daily except if it rains overnight. 62 
Main System Adjustments 
Water storage appears to he an important criterion. This allows instant water availability 
and lead time before the arrival from the main supply source. Some sections of  the earth 
caiials were deepened to increase storage capacity. For precast concrete canals, the construc- 
tion is such that all water is available by gravity flow. 
Forlarinssituatcdclosetocanalsand farawayfromthemaiiidrains,thecanal  full supply 
levels were purposely lowered out of coinmalid in order lo facilitate drainage, although this 
necessitates the use of pumps for irrigation. 
Operation and Maintenance 
As for rice, rotational  upp ply system is still practiced without adverse effects to the uplaiid 
crop aiid negative  reactions from farmers.  Main  pump operation is  also inaiiitained for 
periods of between 8 to 16 hours daily. However, it is reported that system operators need 
to operate control gates inore often to regulate flows during peak demand periods. 
Where  farmers operate their own pumps or pay for the  system maintenance.  water 
maiiagement is improved since pumping is an added cost of production. In a way, systeiii 
oprrators vic.w this as aii indirect cost of water to the farmers. 
During drought. water supply is strictly controlled. The decision as to the. time  and 
duration of supply is  made by the DID atid farmers are duly forewarned. In the Bachaiig 
Scheme, the farmers then organize theinse.lves by allocating a fixed period for pumping hy 
each fanner. During the allocated time, usually 1  day, all pumps are loaned to that particular 
farmer. 
General 
On the whole, the present divcrsilicd schemes do not require inajor physical structural aiid 
 ions structural adjustments. There are 3 main reasom. First, the size and the total number of 
schemes involved are relativcly small. Second, the area diversified within a scheme itself is 
small arid judiciously located in relatioii to soil type, water availability. accessibility  and 
iopngraphy. Third, the farmers are small in number, well-organized and continually sup- 
ported hy the government. 
FUTURE DIRECTION AND RESEARCH NEEDS 
Malaysia is fully committed to crop diversification iii the  nongranary areas. In the  rccexit 
National  Seminar on Crop Diversilication (ANON 1990c), scvcral conclusions that are 
retlrctivr of Suture directions were made: 63 
1.  The broad policy framework now in existence for crop diversification needs to be 
translated into a more defmitive implementation plan. The modus operandi has to 
be  developed for specific situations. 
Emphasis must be given to supportive activities such as planning, training, opera- 
tion, farm credit, production and marketing. Marketing is particularly critical with 
respect to outlets and price stability. 
The institutional framework to ensure or sustain farmers' participation needs to be 
carefully developed. The present inclination is towards central management systems 
or mini-estates. This seems to be a better approach as opposed to  individual farming 
which is harder to organize and manage because of divergent views of individuals. 





The immediate plan is to implement a pilot project in Kulim Irrigation Scheme to convert 
55 percent of the total irrigable area of 3,223 hectares for the cultivation of upland crops. 
The elements of research, monitoring and evaluation to be emphasized here include system 
design and management criteria,  socioeconomic aspects of  farmers'  organizations and 
production technology. Meanwhile, MARDI continues to do research on component tech- 
nologies related to upland crop production on rice lands. Examples of such research are 
water table management, suitable irrigation practices, techniques of on-farm waterdelivery, 
mechanization and agronomic practices. In research, development and implementation, 
there is already a close link between MI  and DID. 
CONCLUSION 
The scale of current crop diversification on rice land in Malaysia is small. The impact on 
irrigation management is minimum. As such, for the moment, there is no monitoring and 
evaluation in the operation of the irrigation systems for diversified cropping. No  major 
physical, Structural and managerial adjustments have  been  imposed on the system but 
nevertbeless crop diversification has been successfully practiced. Minor adjustments that 
were enforced and have potential application elsewhere include: 
Reducing flow to below FSL so that a canal can function as a drain as well. 
Deepening a canal to increase storage for pumping. 
Acquiring portable pumps to provide flexibility in water management by farmers. 
Having stable, reliable and predictable water supply to be augmented whenever 
necessary by farm ponds and tubewells at farm level. 
Improving on-farm conveyance systems by using concrete-lined canals or pipe 






Irrigatiori system management will not be complex enough as to be restrictive to cfiictive 
crop diversification iE 
1.  The scheme is small. 
2. 
3. 
Malaysia is now gearing up for crop diversification on  rice  land. As  this proceeds, 
complexities in irrigation management and production are expected to be encountered. The 
following strategies are to be adopted: 
Crop diversificatioii is on  a small scale withiii a scheme. 






Identification  of suitable schemes within the nongranary areas based  up011 water 
resource,  physical  condition,  marketability, and  agroiioinic and  socioeconomic 
criteria. 
Implementing pilot projects for represeiitative schemes. 
Coordinated  multiagetlcy  implementation  programs with  strong participation of 
farmer’s associations in an  integrated approach. 
Research on, and development of system design and management, socioeconomic 
aspects of farmers’ organizations and production technology on rice land. 
Collection of basic data and illformation to establish a comprehensive  database on 
the nongranaries and rain-fed rice fields as the first  step  towards a master plan on 
crop diversification. Acknowledgements 
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INTRODUCTION 
NEPAL IS  PREDOMINANTLY an agricultural country.  Its geophysical and  agroecological 
conditions vary considerably in many aspects which have direct and specific effects in the 
agricultural production systems. Approximately 18 percent of the total land area is under 
agricultural use while pasture lands account for about 14 percent. The agriculture sector 
employs more than 90 percent of the country’s economically active population. Livelihood 
is earned through fanns and forests by almost 95 percent of the total population of 18 M. 
Contribution lo gross domestic product from the agriculture and allied sector is about 60 
percent of the total national income. 
The country’s 147,181 sq. kin. land area is physiographically divided into three distinct 
agroecological zones, namely mountains and highhills, midhills (including valleys) and 
plains (Terai and Inner Terai). Agroclimatic  and socioeconomic variations between and 
within the agroecological zones are considerably wide especially with respect to rainfall, 
temperature, soils and their fertility status, sunshine hours, topography (local terrains and 
terraces), agroinfrastructural facilities like irrigation, agricultural support (mainly credit), 
inputs (seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, agricultural tools and implements), storage facilities, 
markets and transportation. In order to make use of these vaned situations and available 
Cacilities for the rational development of the country, it is divided into five development 
regions consisting of 14 administrative zones and 75 districts. As  the development regions 
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and physiographicand agroecological regionsrun perpendicular to each other,each develop- 
ment region consists of all three physiographic regions which provide equitable scope of all 
types of agro-based development. On the basis of these development regions, a specific 
development  strategy has been adopted  and  the agricultural development  activities are 
prioritized as follows: 
Region  Priority areas 
1.  Mountainsbighhills 
2.  Midhills 
3.  Plains  Food grain development 
Out of the tolal cultivable land area of about 2,641,000 ha  almost 85 percent is used for 
food grain production. Rice ranks first in area (43%) and production followed by maize 
(22%) and wheat (15%). The remauiing 20 percent of  the cropped area is planted to cash 
crops such as  oilseeds, pulscs, potato, jute. sugarcane and tobacco. Yield ofmajor food crops 
has not been increasing in all the agroecological zones (Fig. 1). However, some cash crops 
like sugarcane and  yotato have  exhibited  increased  yields.  These show that  increasing 
agricultural production by improviiig the technology and infrastructural facilities has vast 
potential. However, prohle.ms do exist, which impede the rcalizalion of this potential. 
pastures and livestock development 
Fruits and forest development 
Problems in the Agriculture Sector 
Soil Serlility has been deteriorating mainly due to erosion, imbalanced use of chemical 
fertilizer aiid nonreplacement of soil riutrients iricluding organic matter. The laner problem 
is found to be more acute in the hills, where animal waste is also used for fuel purposes iu 
domestic cooking. 
Irrigated areas have increased steadily, but most of the irrigation is supplemeuted by rain 
during the inonsomi season thereby causing acute water shortage during dry periods (winter 
andsummer). It isestimakd that oi~yabout  Wperceiitofthe total cultivatedarea isat present 
undrr irrigation. Thus agriculture has remained dependent on rainfall, especially the mon- 
soonal. In spite of  these and other associated problems,  the country's  agricultural  front 
appears lo be marching ahead. enhancing agricultural production through the adoption of 
innovative farming techniques including crop diversification. 
Rice-Based Farming Systems 
Rice is the predotninant crop grown in the country hut other crops are also grown during the 
dry season, following rice. In l'act,  this is not a new approach or innovation in Nepal. It has 
heen iii practicc Snr several decadcs ill niost parts of the country. There are several reasnus 
iordiversified croppiiigpractices. Soineofthe  promineut ones can be enumerated as follows: 69 













Almost all of ihe irrigation development works so far completed and/or nearing 
completion are rice-based and rainfall-supplemented. 
Subsistence-level farmers cannot meet their needs from rice alone and hence adopt 
diversified fanning practices. 
Coarse grained rice generally yields greater output thau fine grained and scented 
ones. But the former is not exportable and even donlestic prices are low. However, 
the trendappears tohechallginginrecentyears.Far~ners,therefore,liketoget  higher 
yields from the coarse rice and rotate it with other crops. 
The  possibility ofexpartinghigh yicldingrice beingless and fanners’ option togrow 
high-value scented fine rice being limited. diversification automatically follows 
when short-duration rice is grown. 
Nepal’s rice lands mostly  fall  in the upland plateau  (rim), Terai and Inner Terai 
plains, midhill valleys and river basins. These areas are climatically suitable for 
growing other crops including rice without disturbing the traditional  rice fields. 
Hence, farmers naturally  grow other crops for their needs and lands are not leA 
fallow. 
The returns  from vegetables and other high value cash crops are inore profitable 
than those from the traditional rice crops. Thc  expenses incurred by the Nepalese 
fariners are mostly met through the earnings from their farins. Hence, the fanners’ 
choice to get more from their farms by  diwrsified cropping. 
Fanners’ movement from one place to another is difficult due to lack of means of 
transportation. Rcstricted and limited inovement naturally compels fanners lo grow 
all the food coinmodities required by them so that their needs are satisfied from their 
farm produce. This has given rise to subsistence farming practices. 
Gradually expanding irrigated areas and iiinovative agricultural research aiid exten- 
sion methodologies have also greatly helped farmers adopt diversified cropping in 
the rice-based irrigated as well as rain-fed areas. 
Increased literacy  among the village people and the iotroduction of agricultural 
courses in the high school curricula have helped the younger generation of farming 
corniiiuni1ic.s to know more about cereals other than rice, aiid vegetables and their 
importance in their daily diet. 
SectordAgencies Involved in Crop Diversification. 
In general, farmers theinselves are the principal agents involved in crop diversification as it 
has heen an age-old practice in the country. However, systematic and organized government 
agencies involved in this program are the farming systems and research outreach divisions 
under  the National  Agricultural  Research  Committee (NARC)  and  various  other crop 
commodity research programs including Pakhribas and Luinle Agriculture Centers. Agricul- 
tural Development Bank/Nepal (ADBm)  also participates in the program by providing loaiis 
to the farmers for diversified cropping in rice-hased and other areas. Other foreign donor 
agencies engaged in the agricultural research and extension sector and rural and coinmunity 
development activities are directly or  indirectly iiivolved in helping fanners  grow diversified 
crops with a view lo modifying and improving the existing cropping practices. I  I 
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IRRIGATION PLANNING AND OPERATION FOR RICE-BASED 
SYSTEM 
Table Zshowsthe present status, potential and possibilitiesofcrop diversification, especially 
in the large irrigation project areas of the country. As  explained in the table, the area under 
the large irrigation projects has been classified as year-round. Other classifications indicate 
intensive development, inomcon irrigated, extensive development, command area develop- 
ment, etc. All of these projects are located in the Terai plains where rice is a base crop but 
the growing of crops other than rice during winter and spring is possible and farmers have 
been growing crops on the basis of available water and their  food grain requirements. 
However, subsistence-level farmers dogrow crops other thaii rice even in rain-fed conditions 
rather thau keeping land fallow. 
Nepalese farmers are not free from technical, socioeconomicand institutional difficulties 
because agricultural production is a combined process of  irrigation and crop management. 
These activities are handled by two different ministries. These two  government agencies, 
the Ministry of Water Resources (MOWR) and the Ministry of Agriculture (MOA) do  not 
have a similar organizational setup which has resulted in several coordination problems. 
Hence, irrigated  farming is not fully coordinated.  Better results can be expected and 
obtained when the two most  important components (agricultural  researchlextension and 
irrigation developrneiillinaiiagnnent) for agricultural  production are interlinked and  ac- 
tivities work  in smooth coordinated  fashion. In fact, Nepalese  farmers are still unable to 
realize the genetic yield potential of the crops they have been growing. The water resources 
need to be harnessed and utilized for crop production in a more efficient manner. 







Irrigation projects may not  have been designed  to  match the fanners'  cropping 
practices. 
Manpower for irrigation development is inadequate. 
Farmers' awareness of their need is not guided by competent technical back-stop- 
ping. 
Training programs for the farmers as well as for the technicians of both irrigation 






Landholdings are fragmented, scattered and marginal. 
Land reform policy is not effectively implemented resulting in unequal distribution 
of agricultural lands. 
The younger generation’s negative attitude to the fanning profession and agricul- 
ture. 
Returns from farm produce are low and it is  difficult to maintain the minimum 
economic status of the fanning community. Price control of various agricultural 
commodities has lo be instituted and implemented. 
Personnel engaged in the agricultural and irrigation project planning, development 
and implementation are not motivated in their respective professions. 
The  waterrights need to be  well-defined and equitable distribution has to be assured 












Linkages and coordination among the various institutes and fanners engaged in 
agricultural production systems are ineffective and weak. 
Fanners do not have a sense of ownership of  the irrigation projecIs that benefit them. 
Water Users’ Groups are not treated as legal entities. 
Voluntary participation of beneficiary fanners in the management of the irrigation 
and agricultural system is not widely accepted. 
Donon’ and recipients’ interest5 are not identical to the development of the system 
in totality. 
Specialized skills and knowledge of the respective government departments are not 
properly delivered to the field level to ensure better production. 
Human resources, which constitute a key element, are not given due consideration 
in the developmental and managerial activities. 
”he management of the scarce resources to the optimum level, to increase agricul- 
tural production as a key eleinent is not given due emphasis. 
Opportunities 
With a view to solving the constraints of different magnilitudes and nature, the concerned 
government agencies have taken various steps. Some of these are as follows: 
Agriculture Sector 
The Department oCAgriculture (DOA) has set up regional agricultural training centers in 
the five development regiom. These are separate for the bills and the Terai. In addition to 
the 5 regional agricultural  directorates and  75  district  agricultural  offices the Farming 74 
Systems and Outreach Research Division (FSORD) arid crop commodity research program 
have been separately and in collaborationhelping farmers by conducting training, field days, 
fairs and  field trials to demonstrate the improved technology  011 agricultural production 
including crop diversification in irrigated and rain-fed areas. The Agricultural Development 
Bank/Nepal (ADB/N) and the Agricultural Inputs Corporation (AIC)  have also been paying 
special attention to those areas with high production potentials and crop diversification arid 
cooperating with DOA’s aclivities for inaxiiniziug and diversifying agricultural production. 
The ADB/N’s Small Farmers’ Development Program (SFDP) has become the most popular 
and beneficial institution especially in areas where subsistence-level fanning has been the 
only profession of the people. la fact, the SFDP has been able to penetrate and extend its 
activities  into far arid  remote  areas of the  country. Formation  of cultivators’ groups in 
different  units  has helped  SFDP to expand  its program  and linked  it to  farmer group 
formatioil and loan distribution for production aud marketing. 
Irrigation Sector 
In the past, the govermnciit orgaiiizatioii for irrigation was scattered  in various ministries. 
Different miiiistrics were handling irrigation development programs aiid the end users were 
not deriving tlie full benefits of these developments due to lack of coordinatiou. Realizing 
this fact, His Majesty’s Goveriuneiit (HMG) restructured its bureaucratic organizations iii 
1987 and put all the. uniLs rcsponsible for the developmcnt of irrigation facilities under the 
direct administrative control ofthe MOWR aid  the Dcparlmciit of Irrigation (DOI) is now 
the responsible government agency for the iiistitutioiialized irrigation development  in the 
country. In additioii lo 5 regional irrigation directorates, 75 district irrigation offices (DIO) 
have  been  established  for  irrigation  system  development  aud management.  Farmer- 
Managed Irrigatioii Systems (FMIS) also get due technical as well as financial support. At 
present, a bottom-up approach in the irrigatioii projects’ plauniiig is being followed which 
provides farmers’ participatioii  in sclectiiig the irrigation projects and sharing the cost of 
construction through Water Users’ Groups (WUG). Demand-driven irrigation projects are 
prioritized if these projects are technically feasible. The DO1 has created a  Research and 
Training Branch (RTB) and a System Managemeut Branch (SMB) to provide guidance and 
to technically train  and help thc farmers financially  in irrigation  research, training  and 
management  activities  in line with the MOA’s crop research, maiiagerneiit and farmer 
training. A central coordioating committee consisting of  DOA, ADBIN and DO1 has been 
limned in order to monitor and provide integrated guidelines for the irrigation and agricul- 
tural agencies in formulating and implementing action-oriented, nerds-based agricultural 
and irrigation programs. STRATEGIES  TO  ADDRESS  CONSTRAINTS/OPPORTUNITIES 
Issues 
Most of the irrigation schemes in Nepal have been designed and constructed to supplement 
the rainfall for monsoon rice. In the last few decades, efforts have been made to persuade 
the farmers to grow wheat as a second crop in winter (dry season) and the operation of the 
systems has been adjusted and/or amended accordingly. Donor agencies assisting in the 
development of irrigation schemes during the last ten years have been insisting on the need 
to adopt cropping  panerns  for  year-round  irrigation  except  during canal closures  for 
maintenance works. This has been planned for a few schemes where a continuous water 
supply is assured. 
The costs of production for rice and wheat are higher than the farm gate prices of the 
products, and the profit margin for the farmers has declined in recent years. This has resulted 
in noncultivation  of a second or third crop during the dry season. However, subsistence 
farmers are still encouraged to grow crops that suit the condition. It is necessary now to 
introduce profitable cash crops like sugarcane which have a ready market. 
In  Nepal,  most  of  the  cultivable  land  has  already  been  brought under cultivation. 
Demographic pressure in the hills has pushed migration of people from the hills to Terai 
creating a problem of forest encroachment for cultivation. On the other hand, most farm 
lands are not utilized to the extent possible for intensified cropping. The agencies concerned 
need to intensify their efforts to prevent encroachment of the forest and the underutilization 
of the cultivated lands. There is also a greater need being felt to optimize the farm income 
from the existing land and available water supply. The question is how to use the land 
year-round. The concensus is that wherever the soil and climate are suitable, the introduction 
ofnonrice crops must be encouraged if the farmers’ socioeconomic conditions are favorable. 
The following issues need to be addressed to encourage fanners to grow nonrice crops 








Farmers should be assured of the water supply required from the canal. 
Economic price support and markets must be available for the agricultural products. 
Special technology and extension services should be made available. 
In many systems, dry->eason water availability is generally inadequate and so the 
water supply has to be augmented. Conjunctive use of groundwater and surface 
water is a possibility. 
The available water supply needs to be  operated and managed through the con- 
veyance system which would need more control structures to raise full supply levels 
in order to divert water into the offtaking canals or tertiaries to irrigate diversified 
crops. 
Most systems lack on-farm development works which have to be  completed for 
proper water management. 
Water User Groups have to be formed or weaker organizations strengthened  to 
encourage adoption of diversified crops in an organized manner. 76 
Prospects 
In Nepal, out of the total cultivated land  of 2,641,000 ha  only 2.06 M  ha  is  potentially 
irrigable (groundwater irrigation included) evidently due to rnountainous terrain and dif- 
ficult geography. At present about 930,000 ha is under some kind of irrigation. Traditional 
farmer-managed  irrigation  systems  (FMIS)  irrigate  670.000  ha  whereas goverument- 
operated systems irrigate 260,000 ha. Besides, farmer-operated shallow tubewells (STWs) 
irrigate 64,000 ha and government-operated deep tubewells (DTWs) irrigate 16,000 ha. It 
is estimated that there are over 17,00OFMIS, 16,000 STWs and 220 DTWs. 
The FMIS still play a very vital role iii irrigated agriculture as these systems produce 
almost 45 percent of the grain (cereal) needs of the country. These systems operate and 
perform better than the government-operated  systems which  are generally of large and 
medium scale. Efforts are now being made to improve the performance of such systems 
through users'  organizations, and  involvement  of beneficiaries in  the management  and 
operation of the schemes. But the country's terrain, remoteness and transport problems are 
constraints in attracting farmers to increase the cropping intensity. Existing marketing and 
prices for the products also hinder the introduction of nonrice crops. 
Although the dry-season flow available in most irrigation canals can merely cover 25-35 
percent of the command area, nonrice dry-season crops can easily be planned. However, 
this will need suitable adjustment in water management and O&M schedules. The increase 
in cropping intensity will create labor employment opportunities during nonrice seasons and 
population migration and encroachment of forest areas will be decreased. 
To start pilot projects for diversified cropping, tubewell irrigated areas are best-suited 
because ofbener  management and control ofwater. The following characteristics make them 
suitable for piloting: 
1. 
2.  Demand-based operation is possible. 
3. 
The canals are small; similar to a water course or a tertiary. 
Individual farm  can grow designed crops. Water can be managed in  each farm. The 
uninterested farmer will not be bothered with water deliveries as is the case with 
traditional flooding type of irrigation. 
Action Required 
Before any program is launched  or attempted some questions need to be addressed: for 
example,  "How much area in  the existing scheme is suitable for low water requirement 
crops?" and "What additional facilities or regulating structures are needed to be installed to 
operate the system?" Besides agronoinical aspects, like what crops are suitable for the soil 
and for the season and whether that would attract farmers motivated by profitability, should 
also be considered. Beforeany extensive program is launched, the introductionofdiversified 
crops should be tested first on  pilot levels like in the Farming Systenis Research (FSR) sites. 77 
Strategy 
In order to introduce diversified crops in rice-based irrigation systems, action research is 
needed to establish appropriate irrigation methods and procedures and to bring awareness 
to the government officials and the farmer community of the vital need  for diversified 
cropping inthecontextofNepal’slandconstraintwherethere  isnomorescope  forexpanding 
croplands. The only viable option for the country is to intensify the cultivation of existing 
croplands, most of which are being cultivated by  small and poor farmers. 
The research would also provide guidance to the irrigation managers for plamiing the 0 
& M and management of irrigation and drainage systems that have potential and prospects 
for cultivating suitable diversified crops. 
DIRECTIONS OF CROP DIVERSIFICATION 
ThrgoveriunentofNepal has been considering for a long time the diversification ofcropping 
practices in view of the existing crop production situation in the country. Nepal has beeu 
encouraged by the research and experieuce gained by the national program in the country, 
namely, the FSORD  under the NARC and the research findings of other countries that have 
proved that with assured irrigation water, two  to four crops could be grown successfully in 
a unit of laud in a given year. To augment the program of crop diversification. the objectives 
and priorities set by the government are as follows: 
1.  To grow different varieties and types of crops in different parts of the country on 
the basis of suitability based on soils, climate, available irrigation, transportation, 
export potential and local market. 
To increase agricultural production by growing two  or more crops, mixed, relayed 
or rotated. 
To iucrease the land productivity by diversified cropping practices. 




Priorities for Crop Diversification 
In order to achieve these objectives, His Majesty’s Government (HMG) has been allocating 
funds and facilities lo further enhance and develop research capability and generate com- 
patible innovative technology. 78 
Research and development 
The formal government  program on crop diversification was  initiated  by the Cropping 
Systems Program (CSP) of the Integrated Cereals Project (ICP) funded by the United States 
Agency for International Development (USAID) through the International Agricultural 
Development Services @ADS)  m 1972. This was the first systematic govenunent approach 
under the DOA to initiate and introduce cropping system studies in selected hills and Terai 
sites lo test component technology basically for rice-based cropping systems in irrigated and 
rain-fed  conditions. The CSP has evolved several rice-based  cropping palterns  for the 
different levels of production potential for irrigated and rain-fed Terai and hill conditions 
and FSORD is testing the diversification possibility for the hills. (Appendices 1  and 2). 
At present, Nepal’s agricultural research activities are handled by  NARC througb its 
several crop and vegetable research programs. In addition to the FSORD  and its various 
location-specific testing sites in the hills and in the Terai, prominent research programs 
operating at present are for rice, wheat, maize, potato, sugarcane, jute, oilseeds, pulses and 
grain legumes. The FSORD also closely collaborates with national research programs for 
rice, wheat, vegetables, potato, etc., to evolve newer technology  for crop diversification. 
FSORD is  the  main  government  organization  responsible  for the  crop diversification 
research  activities  and  its principal  mandate  is  lo generate compatible  technology  for 
diversified rice-based cropping systems. The main thrust of FSORD has been to institution- 
alize the  Farming Systems Research  (FSR)  approach  to help develop and  disseminate 
environment-specific technologies relevant to farmers’ socioeconomic needs and priorities. 
Information dissemination and exchange 
The Agricultural Communication Division (ACD) of the MOA is the principal organization 
responsible for information exchange and technology dissemination. The Central Agricul- 
tural Training Division and Manpower Division have a distinct role in the agriculture sector 
while the RTB and SMB  are extension-oriented programs in the irrigation sector. Apart from 
this, regional  agricultural directorates  and  district agricultural  offices have very  sound 
information dissemination systems. However they are still to be developed and strengthened 
in the regional irrigation directorates and district irrigation offices as these are relatively 
newer ones. However, with the passage of time, RTB and SMB  are expected to pick up these 
responsibilities at a faster pace and in more extensive areas. 
Funding 
Various international donor and lending agencies and domestic services like HMG, ADBM 
have been  allocating  enough  funds for  rcsearch  and  extension  of crop diversification 
undertaken by  FSORD, RTB, SMB for technology generation and dissemination through 
farmer training and system managemcnt. As discussed, the crop diversification activities in 
Nepal in the future will be a much bigger program, possibly with IIMI’s research network 
assistance. 79 
SUMMARY 
The paper tried to visualize the existing situation in the country, practices being followed at 
present  and efforts being made to  improvc and modify thein  in the changing context of 
agricultural crop research  and irrigation development and management and extensioii of 
both the se.ctors. 
The  industrialization and urbariization processes are on the rise in thc plains. The pressure 
on  land for industries and agriculture is inore in the Terai than in  the hills due to population 
migration. On  the one hand, cropping intensity is far less than the. actual potential even in 
irrigated areas. Tkrefore, the govcrunient’s efforts to  niaxiniizc  croppiiig inteiisity  arid 
diversify cropping practices are very inurh a felt need today than ever before. On the other 
hand, it is an urgent need to protect the environment. inaintaiii and increase the soil fertility 
by checking erosion and land degradation and create the necessary atniosphere so that the 
people could realize and feel the government’s effort for the balanced development of all 
the regions, especially with irrigatioii and crop management facilities. 
In  order to nieet the increasing needs of the farmers in the rural areas. the government’s 
efforts lo implement the changed irrigatioii development and nianageincnt policy through 
the  participatory  and sectoral  approach  and  crop  research  and  divcrsificatioii  and  its 
extension through farming systeins and outreach research approach will go a long way  in 
acliiwing the goals by addressing thr farmers’ problems and coiistrainb and solving thrni 
in a coordinated and ii1tegrate.d maiuier, especially in the field of irrigation niaiiagenieiil  in 
the rice-based crop diversification activities. References 
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Some of the recommended cropping patterns under different levels of production potentials 
for irrigated and rain-fed areas, in both Terai and hill conditions. 
A.  Terai 
1.  Rain-fed lowlands with low production potential 
a)  Rice-wheat-fallow 
b)  Rice-lentil-fallow 
c)  Rice-mustard-fallow 
d)  Rice-chickpea-fallow 
Irrigated lowlands with high production potential 
a)  Rice-mustard-maize 
b)  Rice-maize-maize 
c)  Rice-maize-mungbean 
d)  Rice-wheat-mungbean 
e)  Rice-wheat-dhaincha 
f)  Rice-wheat-Callow 
g)  Rice-wheat-ricc 
2. 
B.  Hill 
1.  Rain-fed lowlands with low productioll potential 
a)  Rice-broadbean-fallow 
b)  Rice-oat-fallow 
Rain-fed lowlands with medium production potential 
a)  Rice-wheat-fallow 
b)  Rice-fallow-maize 
c)  Rice-broadbean-maize 
d)  Rice-oat-maize 
Rain-fed lowlands with high production potential 
a)  Rice-wheat-makc 
b)  Rice-potato-maize 
Irrigated lowlands with high production potential 
a)  Rice-wheat-rice 
b)  Rice-wheat-mungbean 




81 Appendix 2 
Cropping pattern trials being undertaken by FSORD at different FSR  sites for the identifica- 
tion of coinponciit technology for crop possihlc diversification. 
Locatiun  Cmpping Pattern 
Patan in Baitadi  Rice-wheat-fallow 
(Far-westrni hill) 
Koljaliari in Rukuiii 
(Midwestern hill) 
Puindihliundi in Kaski  Maizeifiiiger millet-niustard 
(Westerii hill) 
Nalduiig ia Kavrr  Rice-wheat-fallow 
(Central hill) 
Khaitdari in Saiikliuwasahha 
(Eastern hill)  riceilentil-maize 
Ricc + maize-wheat + niustard 
Rice-wheat-seshania spp. and 
Notr:  These are the improved and modified practircs introduced over the farmers’ existing 
pattrrlls. Management Arrangements for Diversifying 
the Inherently Rice-Crop-Based 
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Asskiant Adminlsiraior  for Systems Operaiwn &  EquipmniManagemnr 
Nationallrrigaiwn Adminkiraiwn (NIX),  EDSA, Diliman, Quezon City 
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INTRODUCTION 
IN  WE  PHILIPPINES, attention to crop diversification in rice-crop-based cropping systems 
started in the seventies when researchers began to focus on  developing appropriate technol- 
ogy and strategies for optimizing small farm productivity. A pilot multiple cropping project 
by the Univenity of the Philippines at Los Banos (UPLB) in cooperation with the Interna- 
tional Development Research Center (IDRC) studied the adoption and  impact of some 
intensive cropping pallems. The project succeeded in introducing production technology for 
some vegetables and upland crops in rice-based and cam-based systems. 
The Rainfed Agricultural Development Project (RADP) in Iloilo Province and, conse- 
quently, the "KABSAKA"  (literally,  "bounty in the farm") program were successful in 
promoting the International Rice Research Institute URN)-developed technology for the 
production of two rice crops and an upland crop in the same area within a 12-month period. 
The foci were on  crop intensification and crop diversification in both rain-fed and irrigated 
areas. Nevertheless,  diversification was by  then only in  the form of a third crop, i.e.,  an 
upland or nonrice crop, in areas where the norm  was a single rice crop a year. It was strongly 
felt that there was still much room for increasing small-farm productivity and profitability. 
In the  eighties, the establishment  of  the  Regional Integrated  Agricultural  Research 
System (MARS) in the Department of Agriculture (DA) led to the vigorous technology 
verification type of research activity in all provinces ofthe country. Banking on  the previous 
success of the "KABSAKA." most, if not all, of the technologies (which were verified  in 
83 84 
on-farm trials) aimed at crop intensification and diversification not only in  the rain-fed 
rice-based environments but also in the partially irrigated and fully irrigated environments 
as well. At this point, it can be stated that there are already developed technologies on the 
production of nonrice crops as  alternatives to or supplemental to rice for most of the regions 
of the country. However, adoption is not as widespread in irrigated rice systems compared 
to that in the upland or rain-fed systems. 
Ricelands, particularly the irrigated lands, are an already intensively used production 
resource,  but  in  the  face  of the  increasing population  problem  and  the  limited,  if  not 
decreasing, land and water resources, optimized and sustainable utilization of these resour- 
ces becomes necessary. Crop diversification, although nota new practice to some upland as 
well as lowland farmers, still has vast potential, especially in lowland irrigated areas. 
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55,455  69,818 
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53,500  32,285 
18,611 
15,633  36,100 
13,348  21,337 
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Irrigated Rice-Based Farming Systems 
In the country, 9.00 M ha  are identified as arable land of which, 3.13 M ha are considered 
as a potential irrigable area. Of this potential irrigable area, an aggregate of 47 percent (1.47 
M ha) is already provided with irrigation facilities (Table 1). Of this irrigation service area, 
621,000 ha are served  by  the  government-managed  national  irrigation systems (NIS), 
696,000 ha are under the farmer-managed communal ‘rrigation systems (CIS) and 152,000 
ha  are benefited by  private  pump irrigation  systems (PIS).  In the NIS, mean cropping 85 
intensity is only about 134 percent per year, i.e., 74 percent during the wet season and 60 
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Many existing irrigation systems in the country are beneficiaries of improvement from 
irrigation operation support projects. These projects are principally aimed at increasing 
cropping intensity in the existing irrigation service areas.  In addition to these projects, 
diversified cropping systems (DCS) or the planting of noiirice crops during the dry season 
in rice-based irrigated areas are seen as corollary measures. 
Driving Factors in Crop Diversification 
Acting singly or severally, the following factors are identified as significantly influencing 
crop diversification (planting of nonrice crops) in the country: 
1. 
2. 
Inadequate water supply during the dry season to fully support the production of the 
high-water-requiring traditional crop of rice. 
Increasing demand for vegetables and other noiuice crops as a result of increasing 







Inherent better suitability of nonrice crops than rice on  certain soil types. 
Higher profitability per unit area of nonrice crops as  against the rice crop, especially 
when harvest time is at a particularly advantageous period. 
Strong desire among farmers and irrigation personnel  to maximize utilization of 
available land and water resources. 
Occasional occurrence of windfall prices and attractive market situations for the 
produce from particularly on-demand kinds of nonrice crops. 
Adeptness of some farmers on the technique of identifying and growing promising 
high-market-potential and high-profit-potential nonrice crops in rice fields. 
Generation, verification, and piloting works on cropping intensification and crop 
diversification technology in a number of sites in the country. 
The decision of farmers to raise nonrice crops, particularly  in irrigated areas, remains 
highly motivating as a consequence of the above factors. It is also a result of encouragement 
given by government technicians. This is, ofcourse, with the exception of a few farms where 
a contractgrowing scheme is established between a fanners' group and a sure market. 
Extent of Crop Diversification 
Actual hectarage planted lo nonrice crops in irrigation service areas is not yet  "closely" 
monitored, except in the limited areas where irrigation service fees are settled by the farmers 
concerned and the "commercial plantation" areas (e.g..  those located a1 the Lasang River 
Irrigation System in Davao del Norte Province and in the Siluay River Irrigation System in 
South  Cotabato Province) having irrigation  sewice contracts with  NIA.  Monitoring is 
hampered as the individual areas actually planted to nonrice crops are small and widely 
scattered. 
The actual extent planted to nonrice crops in the NIS service areas is, however, estimated 
to be about 6,000 ha. Aggregate potential area suitable for nonrice crops cultivation based 
on land class types within the NIS service areas is estimated at 186,000  ha. This indicates 
that where water is adequate, farmers tend to raise rice rather than nonrice crops. Obviously, 
the bulk of the volume of produce from nonrice crops comes from outside the service areas 
of irrigation systems. 
Agencies Involved in Crop Diversification 
Theagencies which havebeen in the forefront ofcropdiversificationactivities in the country 
are the Philippine Council for Agriculture, Forestry, and Natural Resources Research and 
Development (PCARRD), DA, IRRI, various state colleges and universities (SCUs) like 
UPLB, Central Luzon State  University (CLSU), Mariano Marcos State University (MMSU), 
Isabela State University (ISU), the Visayas State College of Agriculture (ViSCA),  etc., 
International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI), National Economic and Development 
Authority (NEDA) and NIA. 87 
The Philippine Rice Research Institute (PhilRice),  created in 1985, also implements a 
national research and development program on improving and sustaining rice and nonrice 
crop production and crop diversification in the country. 
In  essence, line government agencies, th~  state colleges and universities and locally based 
international institutions work together for the promotion of crop diversification. 
Recently, the National Coinminee on Crop  Diversification  (NCCD), composed of 14 
representatives from various concerned government and private institutions, was created. 
The committee is mandated to: 
1.  Coordinate the formulation, development and implementation of a compreheiisive 
program on crop divcrsification in the country to include research, development, 
training and extension. 
2.  Facilitate the provision of necessary technical, financial and other support services 
for the implementation of such a program. 
3.  Formulate and recommend policies. 
4.  Serve as a link between the national program and other related programs within as 
well as outside of the country. 
PLANNING FOR AND OPERATION OF THE SYSTEMS 
Practices in the Rice-Based Systems 
Planning for the cropping season 
Three main plans are usually prepared for the opcration and maintenance (O&M) of NIS. 
They include the composite cropping plan (CCP), aimual activity network (AAN) and the 
system management plaa (SMP). These plans are also developed for the CIS and the PIS 





These plans serve as guides for the systems’ O&M pusomiel is  the execution of their 
tasks duriiig the irrigation season. They also guide the fanners and provide the necessary 
information to prepare theirown farm plan and budget. Croppingcalendarsofmost irrigation 
systcins reflect only the rice-rice panern. Major reasons for this may include the following: 
Target schedule for the execution of the various farming activities and irrigation 
stages. 
Extent and locatiou of the  irrigation-programmed areas in a particular cropping 
sc.ason. 
Value of design operation water duty at any given time within the irrigation period. 
Schedule for the carrying out of the various O&M activities for the system. 
1.  Most irrigation systcins in the country WC~K  designed for rice alone. 88 
2.  The fields planted lo nonrice crops are usually outside the area programmed for 
irrigation in a particular cropping season, generally mixed with rice fields in small 
patches designed on farmers' initiative. 
Production ofvegetables and other nonrice crops under irrigated conditions receives 
low priority in most of  the irrigation system due, presumably, to lack of adequate 
skill and knowledge to handle it. 
3. 
Assessing and matching water supply and demand 
The CCP enforced in a particular irrigation system is also the plan used in detemlining how 
many hectares of the system are to bc prograinmed for irrigation service for every cropping 
season. This is done by dividing the projected available streamflow during the "land soaking 
stage," by the calculated net water duty (i.e,, the estimated effective rainfall) of this stagc. 
Well-designedcroppingcalendarandpattern,anda  well-derivedwaterdutyvalueare knowii 
as important prerequisites to a water supply well-matched to demand. 
Projectedstrraiiitlows are taken from feasibility reporlsand froinrecordsofobservalions 
made during the period (5-7 years, usually) of project conslruction. Dah collected in the 
course of system operation are also considered therein. 
Severe irrigation water shortages occasionally occur. This is usually brought about by a 





Lower-than-normal  actual streamflow level  in run-of-the-river  systems, in par- 
ticular, although reservoir-led irrigation systems are equally adversely affected by 
it. 
~)wer-thaii-expected  actual effective rainfall in  service arcas duc to erratic climatic 
pattern. 
Higher-tI~a~~-programllled  actual  irrigation-served  croplxd  area  due  to  farmers 
taking the risk of planting rice eveii iu areas which are unprogrammed for irrigation. 
Higher-than-needed actual irrigation divenions in certain headgates partly due to 
farmers' desire to maintaill a high water level ill their fields or to irrigate upper-lying 
croppcd areas. 
Allocation of water supply and land area 
The area programmed for irrigatioii service is only about 82 percent of the perceived service 
area of the irrigation system.  The programmed  area  is  usually  limited  by  the standing 
agricultural  and land development status of  the service area. Some areas are still to be 
developed from second growth forests (e.g..  parts ofthe service area of the Andanan River 
Irrigation Systems in Bukidnon Province). During Ihe dry season. Ihc area programmed for 
irrigation  service  is  only about  65  percent  due  primarily  to  inadequate water  supply, 
particularly of the direct diversion type. 
The actual irrigated area for both seasoils ranges from 83 to 93 percent of the programmed 
area and the actually benefited area (harvested with relatively good crop yields) is only 80 89 
to 90  percent. During the wet season, there is a relatively adequate water supply from both 
irrigation and rainfall. At this time when thewater supply is abundant, farmers usually prefer 
the planting of rice. They do not prefer nonrice crops because of their susceptibility to 
damage from likely inundation and waterlogging. 
Coping with low water availabiliiy situations 
When the water supply falls critically low and becomes inadequate to  fully serve the standing 
rice  crop, several measures  are employed by  irrigation officers to cushion the impact. 




Rotation of the irrigation water supply schedule by section of the main canals or 
long lateral canals, with the cooperation of the farniers. 
Suspending or stopping irrigation water delivery to standing rice crops which are 
planted in areas unprogrammed for irrigation service. 
Regulating actual water diversions at canal headgates and turnouts according to 
planned levels so as to avoid undue water deprivalion in areas at the lower reaches 
of the systems. 
Augmenting the system’s water supply with water that is pumped (usually supplied 
directly to farms with standing crops) from creeks, rivers and/or wells. 
Inducing rainfall  through  cloud seeding (done  in  coordination with  concerned 




Encouraging farmers to shift to cultivation of nonrice crops from rice crops is not yet 
aggressively done by irrigation staff. Lack of adequate skill and knowledge in the cultivation 
and irrigation of nonrice crops is still a serious limiting factor in this regard. 
Changes in irrigation implementaiion strategies 
There are still no major changes in NIA’s planning, designing, and operating procedures 
that are focused at  accommodating DCS but there are several policies and strategies directed 
toward this goal. The policy established five years ago to implement a reduced irrigation 
service fee (ISF)  rate for nonrice crops, i.e.,  only 60  percent of the prevailing rate for rice, 
was envisioned to encourage farmers to diversify their farms. The response of the farmers 
lo  this incentive is, however, rather sluggish. They continue to prefer cultivating rice crops 
in imgated areas even at comparatively higher ISF rates. 
The “1990-2000  Corporate Plan of NIA,”  however, includes promoting accelerated crop 
diversification in irrigation service areas as  one ofits  new thrusts. This is aimed at increasing 
cropping  intensities  though maximization  of  the use  of the  available land  and water 
resources.  The Diversified  Crops Irrigation Engineering Project (DCIEP)  implemented 
through the project-type technical assistance and grant-aid programs of the Japan Intema- 
tional Cooperation Agency (JICA) is the first concrete move of NIA toward cropdiversifica- 90 
tion. The project is currently  formulating planning and design criteria for project-type 
irrigated nonrice crop  production farms. A training program to hasten the institutionalization 
of crop diversification in NIA is also being prepared. 
Two medium-scale conventional irrigation projects of NIA  (one each in the provinces of 
Cavite and Tarlac) have vegetable production as one of their components. The nearness of 
the service areas of these projects to urban centers in addition to suitable soil and climatic 
types comprise the main factors considered in this arrangement The production scheme 
selected in these projects focuses on individual household farm holdings (HF) and covers 
an aggregate potential area of 36,800 ha. Experiences in carrying out this project component 
will provide invaluable information in future undertakings on  crop diversification. 
On irrigated areas where lands and climate types are suitable for DCS, the farmers 
practice the following to accommodate nonrice crops: 
1.  They plant their wet-season rice crop early, e.g.,  usually within the first month of 
the irrigation season. This enables them to plant the succeeding nonrice crop also 
relatively early, to avail of the favorable soil moisture and relatively high prices for 
their produce. Early crops usually get into the "sellers' market" situation. 
They allot the high lying rice fields of their farms for the cultivation of nonrice crops. 
These areas are difficult to irrigate due to their high elevation but are the ones least 
prone to waterlogging. 
They supplement irrigation water through pumping from wells or creeks. This gives 
them a dependable source of irrigation water even if their farms are located in the 
lower reaches of the system. 
2. 
3. 
Arecent study of IRRI revealed the fcasibility of growing a nonricecrop(corn) alongside 
lowland irrigated rice fields during the rainy season with good crop yields. The only field 
manipulation needed under this mixed croppins system is the establishment of 1-m deep 
narrow trenches along the border rows of the nonrice (corn) plot to check the incidental 
shallow water table.  This scheme has  a high  potential  for adoption by  the  farmers to 
accommodate noiuice crops. 
STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS CONSTRAINTS/OPPORTUNITIES 
Studies conducted  in  the  country  have identified  a  number  of  stralegies  that  can be 
considered to effectively irrigate rice and nonrice crops under a mixed cropping system. 
These strategies are grouped into hvo categories: improvement of the irrigation facilities, 
and improved procedures and practices. 91 
Improvement of Irrigation Facilities 
Recommended  works on this aspect are focused on effecting better water control  and 
measurement as these are prerequisites in the implementation of an efficient water distribu- 
tion plan. Construction of new irrigation systems and rehabilitation andtor improvement of 
existing ones are, of course, continuing to be carried out by NIA. Rehabilitation works are 





5.  O&M equipment. 
6.  Watershed. 
Standing criteria for these rehabilitation works are, however, not yet directed at accom- 
modating the requirements of DCS referred to above but just to rebuild the older systems 
and make them more efficient and effective in meeting desired functionality. They, none- 
theless, are supportive of the thrust to promote crop diversification in irrigation service areas 
as both water control capability and water supply availability render the imgation effort 
more efficient. 
Physical facilities of irrigation system: canals, structures and roads. 
Farmer-irrigators' associations: formation, training, mobilization and participation. 
Irrigation staff: training and experience exchange. 
Irrigation office facilities: communication and office equipment, parcellary maps, 
and O&M manuals. 
Improvement in Procedures and Practices 
Under this aspect, the following are the recommendations: 
1.  More detailed characterization of the agro-hydrological and physiographic proper- 
ties ofirrigatioii systems  for use as inputs to computer-aided mapping, determination 
of the suitability of DCS and improved water allocation. 
More accurate methods  of  predicting  streamflows and  rainfall  to ensure more 
realistic irrigation delivery schedules by using the incomplete gamma distribution 
function (IGDF). 
Expanded utilization ofgroundwater even in service areas of run-of-the-river system 
through drainage reuse dams and water pumps drawing water from creeks and wells. 
Scheduling planting earlier than  normal to  avert crop damage due lo the usual 
late-dry-season scarcity ofwater supply and tomake use of early-dry-season  tail-end 
rains. 
Mustering greater participation of farmers or fanners' organizations in the develop- 
ment of system operation and maintenance plans to ensure their better cooperation 





Location-specific research studies are being conducted in earnest to  generate more data 
useful  in the promotion of crop diversification in rice-crop-based  irrigated areas and in the 
improvement of the O&M of irrigation systems to accommodate nonrice crop cultivation 92 
therein. IIMI, out of its collaborative research projects, has already evolved a recommen- 
datory set of innovative schemes on the operation of irrigation systems. 
DIRECTION OF CROP DIVERSIFICATION 
Research and Development 
The Medium-Term  (1987-92) Philippine  Development  Plan  (MTPDP)  stipulates  crop 
diversification as a strategy for  increasing  farm productivity  and encourages expanded 
research aiid development (R&D) activities thereon. Efforts in crop diversification should 
be intended to support  the objectives of attaining food security and minimizing the country’s 
dependence on traditional export commodities like sugar and coconut. For this reason, new 
and  potentially  viable  agricultural  crops based  on  comparative  advantage  should  be 
promoted in all regions. The  substitution of appropriate crops in areas where traditional crops 
are no longer economically viable should be initiated. 
The development of production systems supportive of nontraditional crops, as well as of 
complementary processing activities for the conversion of primary commodities into high- 
value products (e.g.,  coffee, cacao, rubber, etc.) that are in demand both domestically and 
internationally or that have market development potentials, should be given priority. 
A comprehensive review, is  1988, of past accomplishments on R&D showed that there 
was still a lack of informatioil on crop diversification in relation to irrigation. This informa- 
tion deficiency rested  on  two issues: water management  and socioeconomics for crop 
diversification. The following aspects were recommended for consideration under  the area 





Trials, in farmers’ fields, ofnew and modified water application methods; 
Case studies of small successful irrigation units or systems to determine their merits 
for promotion. 
Generation of more data needed in system design, planning and operation. 
Verification of doubtful information or data on  irrigation system design, planning 
and operation. 
Under the area of socioeconomics, the following were recommended for consideration: 
1.  Characterization of  the various factors affecting crop diversification in different 
locations and field conditions. 
2.  Determination of the factors that encourage fanners to engage in crop diversifica- 
tion. 
3.  Comparison of financial returns of promising nonrice crops in a single location and 
across locations. 




Identification of the support services necessary for crop diversification. 
Assessment of the market potential of selected crops aud characterization of existing 
ones. 
The MTF’DP  suggests that R&D activities in this sector should be concentrated on the 
development of low-cost and low-input technologies for  fwd crops, the production of 
traditional and nontraditional export commodities, and the development of natural resources 
conservation and management systems. Current efforts in rain-fed and upland areas should 
be sustained and expanded. 
Advanced technologies  should be applied  in  diversifying agriculture  and  increasing 
soil-crop yield  per  unit of  input.  Biotechnology, nitrogen  fixation. water  conservation 
technologies, and multiple cropping offer distinct possibilities. Resources for R&D in these 
areas should be further augmented and mobilized. 
Research  institutions in the country are well aware of these  needs and the expanded 
participation  of the  private sector  in  this regard, just like in the  development  of better 
varieties of diversified  son-rice crops, labor-iiile~isive-substi~te  farm  implements, etc., 
should be encouraged. PCARRD should continue providing overall direction along these 
lines. 
lnformation Dissemination and Exchange 
The NCCD, as one of its responsibilities, is obligated to provide direction and initiate thc 
exchange of information on crop diversification among the various institutions involved 
using the following bra  and media: symposia, workshops, seminars, and printed material. 
Individual agency-initiated efforts to effect information exchange should, of course, be 
encouraged and pushed through. Development, printing, and dissemination of newsleners, 
pamphlets  and  booklets on the  various  aspects  of  crop diversificatiori  should  also  be 
aggressively undertaken. 
The NCCD should likewise maintain, through IIMI, close linkage and all-out partiripa- 
lion in  the  activities  of the  Regioual  Research Network on  Irrigation Management for 
Rice-Based Farming Systems. Attainment of this strategy will, of course, depend on the 
operationalization of corresponding thrust on the part of the Network. 
Funding 
Much financial resources are chaiuieled by government agencies to research, developrneiit 
and  promotional  activities on crop diversification. Pertinent multidisciplinary  program 
should be formulated by the NCCD and offered for funding by the government and froin 
traditional spoiisoriiig agencies for implementation. Currently, foreign institutions like JICA 
and  the  United  States Agency  for  International  Development  (USAID)  provide  some 
















Inadequate water supply during the dry seasoil is identified as one factor, among 
seven othen,  which tends to push diversified cropping systems (DCS) in the country. 
In the National Irrigation Systems (NIS), only 1 percent of the  irrigated  area  is 
presently devoted to diversified cropping out of an estimated potential of about 30 
percent. 
The Department of Agriculture (DA) together with at least 11 more institutions is 
involved in the promotion of crop diversification in the country. 
In the irrigation systems of the country, except those with vegetable production 
componcnts, nonrice crops are still not considered in the planning of operations. 
Programmed area  for irrigation  during  the  dry  season is traditionally  based  011 
predicted streamflows as against calculated net operation water duty. 
Irrigation  water  shortages  are  believed  lo  be  rooted  in  erratic  predictions  of 
streainflows  and rainfall, and caused by unscrupulous farining practices like plant- 
ing in unprogrannned areas and excessive water diversions. 
Progranuned area lor irrigation iii NIS is only 82 and 65 percent during the wet and 
dry scason, respectively, due to inadequate watcr supply, development status of the 
area and other factors. 
Encouraging farmers to shift from rice to irrigated noiuice crop cultivation to help 
alleviate recurring watcr sliortages is not  yet extensively done due to  know-how 
deficiency. 
Formulation of technical criteria for project-type nonrice crop production farnu in 
irrigation service areas is one of  NIA’s rolcs in  tbe promotion of crop diversification 
in the country. 
Suggested research studies on water inanageinent for crop diversification deal with 
the generatioil and verification of inore data 011 the planning, design and operation 
of irrigation systems. 
On the aspect of socioeconomics, recoinmended  research direction addresses the 
characterization of the various factors that tend to hinder or promote crop diver- 
sification. 
Crop diversification is recognized  by  the  national  govern~nenl  as a  strategy in 
enhancing farm productivity. and research and development (R&D)  works thereon 
are pronioted. 
In  addition to pursuing current thrusts and schemes, expanded participation of the 
private sector in R&D oii crop diversification should also be explored and tapped. 
Exchauge of inforination an crop diversification should he, as usual, vigorously 
pursued and related multidisciplinary projects should be evolved and undertaken. References 
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INTRODUCTION 
SRI  LANU Is  a 65,600-square-kilometer island with a population of just over 16 million. 
Seventy-five permit of the yeople are engaged directly in agriculture or related activity. 
Tea, rubber, and coconut are the main foreign exchange earners. Until the full impact of Sri 
Lanka’s recent development effort was felt, considerable sums of  money were spent to 
import rice and other subsidiary food crops. 
Sri Lanka is divided into three main agrocliinatic zones, based on  the annual rainfall and 
its distribution (Figure 1): the dry zone with an  annual rainfall of less than  1,905 mm, the 
intermediate zone with 1,905 mm to 2,540 mm, and the wet zone with over 2,540 mm. 
Sri Lanka’s irrigation systems fall into two categories, which are basically differentiated 
by their command areas: major irrigation systems with a command area of 80 ha or more, 
and minor irrigation systems with command areas below 80 ha. 
Most of the irrigation schemes, including the Mahaweli areas, are concentrated within 
the dry zone owing to the abundance of land, sparse population and the shortage of  water. 
Solar radiation is the most favorable factor for crop production in the dry season, whereas 
olher climatic factors have a mixed effect. 
The precipitation having a bimodal pattern influences crop production mostly in the dry 
zone. The major rainy season (rainfall around 950 mm), maha, occurs between mid-October 
and midJanuary, and the minor rainy season(rainfall around 360 mm), yala, occurs behveen 
late March and mid-May. Although the total rainfall in yala is sufficient for short rain-fed 
crops, the maill problem lies in the spatial and trmporal distribution of the rains. Long, dry 
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spells are coininon within the seasoii and the high wind velocities towards the laner part of 
the season inake crop husbandry virtually impossible. Therefore, any type of cultivatioii 
during the yala  season in the dry zone  needs irrigation whether within rice lands or on 
highlands. 
Diversification during the maha season is somewhat difficult owing10 the conditions lhat 
prevail in the area duringthisperiod.The cloudy skies, highraiiifallaiidverywetsoilscreate 
unfavorable conditions for other field  crops unless they are established before the high 
rainfall period and after adequate drainage facilities are provided. Since rice can survive 
such conditions, it thrives during the inaha season. 
The yala season is relatively niore favorahle for Other Field Crops (OFCs)  or nomice 
crops, which can withstaud  soil moisture  stress for  short periods better than rice.  The 
consu~nptio~i  of water by  OFCs is  inuch  less  than  ricr  during  lheir  growing  period. 
Evapotraiispiratioa increases to ahout 6.0 intn per day in yala coinparrd to 3.5 inin per day 
in maha. Thus crop water requirements also increase during yala. Under such conditions rice 
nrrds niore frequent irrigation, and in a water scarce situation, yields of rice become very 
low and unecoiiomical. If irrigation water is not guarantccd, the farmers, due to  the high risk 
involved, use only a low level of inputs as a measure of economy, thereby not expecting 
high yields and high profits. 
Under  yala  conditions  therefore,  the  cultivatioii  of OFCs becomes inorr  profitable. 
Furthermore, it allows a greatrr area of land to be cultivated with the same ainount of water 
than whrii rice is cultivated. However, thr major soil group in the dry zone, Reddish Brown 
Earths (RBEs) or Rlrodustalls and their associates, play a key role in growing OFCs. Sudden 
high inteusity rains, which arc very coninion during tlie yala season, lead to slaking, surface 
sraliug, erosion and teiriporary  watcrlogged  condilions.  On  the  other hand, a  fcw days 
wilhout watrr will inake the soil very hard and unworkable. Both these extreiiies advrrse.ly 
aficct OFC  cultivation. On-farin drainage as well 9s system drainage ticilities are important 
wlirii growing crops other than ricr 011  irrigated ricr lands. 
Continuous desiccatiiig winds during the latter part of the yala season, incrrases thc crop 
evapotraiisporalioii to a peak brtwerri 6 and 7  niin per day. This inakes it nrcessary for the 
crops to have derpcr root systems for better absorption of water. Thus, even though the plant 
may haw  suitable characteristics for cropdiversification in  rice fields, physical impediments 
also play a major inhibitive role. 
Conditions during the yala season are very favorable for bioniass productioii if provided 
with adequate aniounts ofnutrientc and water. Yet, the major constraints to be considrred 
arc thr exteiisivc and prolifrrating weed growth which smothers the crop if uncontrolled, 
aiid the associated pests and diseases. Tlic soils of thr dry ZOIIC carry a high population of 
disrase organisms and soil-borne pests. Yet, equally prevalent are the symbiotic organisms 
which iiicreasc thr yield, such as in leguntirious crops. 
Tlir  traditional cultivatioii  panern  in the  old  villages  in  the  dry zone, prior  to  tlir. 
dcvclopmrnt of  setllernrnt schemes, was to store water from the monsoonal rains in the 
villagr tanks and use it for rice cultivation. There. was also a unique cultivation arrangement 
knowu as bellrmn practices iii these old villages. In a hethina system, the volume of water 
available in a village tank dictates thr land area that could be cultivated. This land area is 
llrcn dividrd anlong thosc in  the villagr, based 011 the anlount of land that each one has. Thc 
old (purana) villagrs were eritirrly dependent oii the rains for tkir  cultivation. 100 
However, the assurauce ofwater availability for a successful season is higher in the major 
irrigation schemes compared to the minor irrigation schemes. Every year, the land area left 
fallow is higher and the harvested area is lower in minor irrigation schemes, the problem 
being aggravated in the dry yala seasoo. Table 1  gives details of the cultivable and harve.sted 
areas under major and minor irrigation schemes. 














































In the  latc  1960s,  thc  Exteiisioii Division  of  the  Department of  Agriculture  (DA), 
recognizing the nccd for crop diversifiratioii in  ricc fields ill yala. to enable the farmers avoid 
tlic risk of ricc crop losses and obtain higher iocomes. embarked on the initial testing of 
OFCs in inajar irrigation schrines. After these pioneering efforts, the rice-based  fanning 
systems  in  major  irrigatiaii  schemes took  on  a  new  dimension  under  the  Acceleratcd 
Mahawcli Development Project (AUDP) when Systcin H of AMDP successfully carried 
out a program for thc cultivation of OFCs in rice fields during yala. The  Amcx is a uotr on 
tllc progress of crop diversification in the Mahaweli projects. 
At present, farmers in System H grow a full rice crop during the maha season followed 
by OFC cultivation in well-drained soils and rirc iii poorly drained soils during the dry yala 
scason. This rice-based cropping system is being gradually iiitroduced lo other areas where 
water scarcities occur, lo e~iahle  the farmers get better incomes. Table 2 gives the dctails of 
rice and OFCcultivation siiice 1984  in Mahaweli System H and in the majoriminor irrigation 
scbcmcs outside Mahaweli. The security situation in the coutitry in 1988 and 1989 had an 
adverse effcct on OFC cultivation ill certain areas. 101 
The  details of areas under crop diversification in some  of the major irrigation schemes 
during yala 1990 are given m Table 3 together with the extent under rice in these schemes. 
Comparison ofexfenis (ha)  ofrice and OFCs in Mnkaweli System H and in oikr  major 















‘Information from some districts not available. 






























mlo, 1990. Progress of Crop Diversification 
Crop diversification in rice fields in Sri Lanka has developed to its present position due to 






The gradual banning of imports of subsidiary food crops starting in the early 1970s. 
Higher economic benefits for farmers through higher net returns and cost benefit 
ratios with better product prices on some OFCs, compared to rice. 
Frequent water  scarcities in  the low rainfall  season yala, in most of the major 
imigation schemes. 
Better extensioii sewices and improved communication between farmers and agen- 
cy officials. 
Institutioiial  support  for crop diversification  mainly  through  greater  interest 
generated for irrigated crop diversification among policymakers. 
Agencies Involved in Crop Diversification 
The following sectors are involved in crop diversification in Sri Lanka: 
Irrignrion. Basically, the coiitrol of  regulatory and coiiveyance structures as well as their 
maintenance in the major irrigalion schemes outside Mahaweli is handled by the Irrigation 
Departmrnt (ID) wliilc the Mahaweli areas come under lhe Mahaweli Economic Agency 
(MEA). The activities of the ID arr expanded through the Irrigation Management Division 
(IMD) which is responsible for looking after the iiitcrests of farrnersmainly through farmers’ 
organizations. Within thr minor irrigation schrmrs, niaintenaiice of the reservoir and other 
structurrs and the  coiitrol of watcr are basically  thc responsibility  of the Department of 
Agrarian Sewices @AS). 
Agricdrwe. The MEA has its own agricultural staff for extension and farmer training and 
an  efficient agricultural input system for the Mahaweli areas. The basic agricultural policy 
adopted by the Mahaweli is the national agricultural policy. 
The DA carrirs out the cxtrnsion work  in the rest of  thc country through an intensive 
iiclwork of trained  exlension workers. It is also responsible  for  all agricultural research. 
Agrochemicals. fertilizer, machiucry and iiiipleinents are sold through the retail outlets of 
the Departinrnt of Agrarian Services (DAS) located in the Agrarian Sewice Centers set up 
if1 strategic placrs throughout the country. 
Credit nnd insrrrunce. Several public and privatr banking institutions extend credit facilities 
to farmers. viz.,  Bank  of  Ceylon, People’s Bank, Rural Banks, Hanon National  Bank, 
Commercial  Bank. Crop insurance is effected through the Agricultural Insurance Board 
(AIB), a state organization. Due to their bureaucratic approach and lack of finances, the AIB 
crop insurance schemes have become failures. 103 
Marketing and pricing. A  number  of state sector institutions  such  as the  Cooperative 
Wholesale Establishment (CWE), Department of Marketing Development (DMD), Paddy 
Marketing Board (PMB) and Multi-Purpose Cooperative Societies (MPCS) are instrumental 
in the marketing and pricing of produce. In addition, the private sector plays a key role in 
marketing and pricing, a role which the state sector has failed to play. Floor prices are fixed 
by the government for some farm products, to encourage farmers to get a better income and 
to encourage the cultivation of these crops. 
Mulwweli (a speck! case).  Within the Mahaweli areas, irrigation, agriculture and other 
support services are all provided by  the MEA. This enables a bener coordination of all 
activities  in relation  to the  services  and  inputs  necessary  for  agricultural  production. 
Although marketing and pricing are not handled by  the MEA, it provides infraslructural 
support sewices such as storage space, transport to better markets, and arranging of forward 
contracts with interested buyers, etc., for the benefit of the farmers. 
IRRIGATION PLANNING AND OPERATION FOR RICE-BASED 
SYSTEMS 
Practices in Rice Irrigation Systems 
Planning  for tlre cropping season wirliin Maliuweli areas. Planning for rice irrigation in the 
Mahaweli  project5  is  started  60 days  before  the seasan using  the  rainfall  and  inflow 
probability  values based on data  of  the past 30 years. Closer to the season, necessary 
adjustments are made to allocations to each area and within the area, from the main system. 
This is possible due to the reliable information and communication system that is in place, 
as well as the continuous monitoring and evaluation at each level of management within the 
Mahaweli on  irrigation, agriculture and lands. The weekly progress is monitored specifically 
for agriculture and irrigation to enable necessary adjustments to be made at  the system level. 
Usually,themaha seasondoesnot posemanyproblemsofirrigationforricecultivationsince 
the demand for water is met by rainfall and supplementary rotational irrigation towards the 
end of the season. 
In  the  Mahaweli  areas, the  opportunities  for and  the canstraints to  cultivation are 
discussed in a series of  preseasonal meetings of smaller fanner groups, organized by the 
MEA staff, where consensus is rrached through effective communication and dialogue. 
The Water Panel (W),  which consists of  all senior officers of  the departments and 
sections involved in irrigated agriculture in the Mahaweli downstream areas and those which 
benefit  from  Mahaweli  water,  meet  once  in the  preseason  and  confirm  the  Seasonal 
Operational Plan (SOP) which has been formulated at all levels, starting with the fanners in 
the field. The WP has jurisdiction oVer all areas that receive Mahaweli water at some stage. 
The logistical backup and database  for the WP is provided by  the Water Management 
Secretariat (WMS), which operates at a higher intersystem level and plans and monitors 
very closely all activities in the cultivaliori areas covered by the WP. 104 
Planning for the cropping season outside Mahaweli areas. Outside the Mahaweli areas, the 
siluation is entirely different, where individual reservoirs or run-of-the-river systems  (diver- 
sion schemes) have to manage their own systems and resources. They may have to depend 
entirely on the rainfall in their own catchment and its runoff. Planning officials have to wait 
until the reservoir is filled to a certain level so that at least selected areas could be irrigated. 
Farmers would like to  cultivate with the minimum risk and therefore, even though the 
officials propose tostart cultivation early with the first rains, they will not initiateany activity 
under water scarce situations. The allocations ofwater are made only after ascertaining the 
availability of water in the reservoir. 
Under the Irrigation Ordinance, each irrigation scheme should hold a kanna (seasonal 
cultivation) meeting, immediately before the start of the season, to decide on the dates to 
begin and terminate the water issues for cultivations, which croplcrops are to be cultivated 
and  other calendar  deadlines  for various  activities related  to  cultivation.  Farmers  are 
informed of the available resources (mainly water), opportunities, options and expected 
problems at these meetings, and they are allowed to take decisions on the above aspects. 
Once the farmers agree on the dates and other matters, the decisions taken are confirmed. 
The basic organizational structure for planning a cropping season in the major irrigation 
schemes is the Project Conimittee, which comes under the program for Integrated Manage- 
ment of Major Irrigation Schemes (INMAS). A Project Manager coordinates the functions 
of the  line  departments if that  irrigation  scheme comes under  the management of the 
Irrigation Management Division (IMD) ofthe Irrigation Department. Otherwise the Govern- 
ment Agent (GA) of the district is entrusted with these functions. 
At the district level, program planning, implementation and monitoring are supported by 
the District Agricultural Committee (DAC), chaired by the GA  and consisting of the district 
heads of all the line departments. They meet once a month. The progress of cultivation, 
supply of inputs, marketing of produce  and other field problems are discussed at these 
meetings. 
Policy guidelines, decisions, and directions for the program are sent by  the Central 
Coordinating Committee at national level comprised of the secrelaries of the Ministry of 
Land, Irrigation and Mahaweli Development and the Ministry ofAgricultural Development 
and Research as well as the Heads of  the Departments of Agriculture,  Irrigation, Land 
Commission, and Agrarian Services and the slate banks. 
The main functionsofthe Project Committee are to formulate and implernenta cultivation 
program taking into account availability of water for the maha and yala seasons, to ensure 
the proper distribution of water, arrange timely provision of inputs and marketing fac 
arrange operations and maintenance programs for the irrigationsystem and organize farmer 
participation. 
Assessing and matclring wufer  supply anddemand. The Mahaweli areas have the necessary 
assessing  and  matching water  supply and  demand.  In areas  outside 
esandstaffareseldomavailable forthe measurementandcontrol ofwater, 
monitoring  of activities,  etc.,  to  carry  out  these  programs.  The absence of sufficient 
hydrological data and its unreliahility when available, are common to most major irrigation 
s  c  b  e  m  e  s . 
In the case of rice irrigation, management arrangements are not as effective yet to supply 
the optimum on-farm water requirement with respect to space and time although the total 105 
quantity may have been supplied. On-farm supply may be either continuous or rotational or 
both. It is very seldom based on the agronomic requirements of the plants. This apparently 
is due to  the incapability or shortcomings of the delivery system and/or the reluctance of the 
management to take on extra responsibilities. 
Allocation of water and land areo. Allocation of the land during yala  is  usually for rice 
cultivation in poorly drained soils which occupy the bottom of the valley or the catena. 
Although there is no legal requirement to do so, rice farmers are compelled to adhere to this 
drainage class due to the restricted issue of rotational water during yala. In Mahaweli, every 
effort is made to get as many farmers as possible to grow OFCs in well-drained soils in order 
to be able to cultivate as large an area as possible.  The bethma system, referred to earlier, 
has also been tried out successfully in System H. Under this system, water is issued for 
cultivation only under selected distributary channels which are close to the source of water. 
Even in these distributary channels, the poorly drained soils at the tail end are not taken up 
for cultivation. 
Modifiedpracfices fo accommodate nonrice crops.  In changing to OFCs from rice during 
the yala season, the Mahaweli system can generally cope with the planning needs since they 
have a god  base ofpast hydrological data and performances. In the areas outside Mahaweli, 
such support information is not fully available for accurate planning. allocation ofwater and 
operation of their irrigation systems. Due to this shortcoming, the farmers have little faith 
in the system, or in the management, As a result, the allocation of land and water by the 
management has to wait until the season has almost begun, by which time the farmers have 
very limited options. 
Some irrigation systems do not have the necessary infrastructure and adequate canal 
delivery capacity to supply intermiltent flows for irrigating OFCs, although in some of the 
major irrigation schemes, the delivery system has been subsequently modified to cater to 
such requirements. 
A major setback in accommodating OFCs in almost all the major irrigation schemes is 
that adequate drainage facilities to convey excess water from a heavy downpour have not 
been  provided. Even if  the on-farm drainage facilities are provided,  OFCs may  suffer 
substantially due to lack of surface drainage facilities. However, the undulating landscape 
provides for natural drainage in the dry zone where most irrigation schemes are situated. 
Adequate on-farm drainage facilities are also necessary for OFC cultivation. On-farm 
land preparation has to be carried out within a shorter period for OFCs compared to rice, as 
relative dryness of soil is necessary. Consequently, the water requirement for land prepara- 
tion is less for OFCs where only soaking to an optimum water content is necessary before 
working the soil. Unlike flat bed cultivation of rice, the method of seed bed preparation 
recommended  and adopted for OFCs is the raised bed system. Farmers may  adopt the 
recommended method or deviations from it such as flush basin flooding and broad bed and 
furrow systems, depending on their ability tobear the costs, and socioeconomicexpectations. 
The difficulty in demarcating the land precisely between the different drainage classes 
poses problems for officers as well as farmers. In addition, no precision leveling is done 
before farmers are given land. Seepage is very bigh along unlined canals resulting in an 
elevated groundwater table. The narrow moisture range of workability of reddish brown 
earths. which is the dominant soil group in the dry zone, is a constraint to promoting OFCs. 106 
Only a few OFCs are tolerant to high soil moisture levels. No short duration varieties of 
OFCs with high productivity have been identified. Although some farmers have mastered 
the cultivation of OFCs  in rice fields, the majority have yet to improve their field agronomic 
practices. 
The requirement of cash and labor inputs is higher for OFCs compared to rice and the 
majority of farmers are not financially capable of investing or undergoing the risk of such 
investment. Institutional credit is not available to most farmers who have been rendered 
uncredihvorthy due to weak monitoring by the banking agencies. Noninstitutional credit is 
available at any time, but at very high interest. 
Farmer participation in management is an important aspect when scarce water has to be 
shared  rationally  under  rotational  issues  of  irrigation.  Some major  setbacks  for  such 
collective action are land tenurial problems such as leasing, subletting and other related land 
transfers, where the temporary occupant is not interested in participating in making improve- 
ments to or maintaining the system. 
Low and unstable market prices as well as a lack of organized marketing Structures and 
storage facilities are hindrances to the development of OFC cultivation. The unpredicted 
and unplanned importation of locally produced crops leads to low market prices. It is also 
important that farmers are made aware that uniformity and high quality of their produce are 
important aspects of marketability. 
As empirically observed, it should be noted that social nonns and rituals also have a 
bearing on most of the decisions taken by the farmers. Auspicious dates and times, festivals 
and  religious observance days, become  a  constraint  to  effective  implementation of a 
cultivation program. 
STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS  CONSTRAINTS  AND OPPOR- 
TUNITIES 
Improvement of Irrigation Facilities 
Amore accurate database for all the major irrigation schemes based on  rainfall probabilities, 
mean rainfall and inflow values should be developed so that effective planning could be 
done. This will help the management to take into account the different scenarios of water 
availability and plan accordingly for water and land allocation. As a result, there will be 
better integration of management and farmers. 
Canal capacities have to be improved to deliver water up lo the tail end in equal quantities. 
This would entail better regulation and control measures and better maintained structures. 
Improvements in Procedures and Practices 
System clurrncrerization  andmapping. Identification and mapping of different  drainage classes 
of the soil in the command area under the field channel, with fair accuracy, may help the 107 
fanners as well as  the management to decide, ahead of the season, what crops to be grown, 
what cultural practices to adopt, etc. Improvement of the monitoring capacities is important 
for the effective control of water at every stage of delivery to the on-farm turnout. 
Simulation modeling. The rainfall-intlow-capacity modeling based on past available data 
will be of significant benefit for predicting water availability and cultivable areas. 
Simulation modeling to find out thevarious input requirements, including water for OFCs 
based on the varieties and age classes of the different crops together with the ratio of OFC 
to rice on tumont and distributary-channel bases would help the management to make 
effective decisions. In addition, they will help project the effective cultivation of marketable 
produce and provide other information which will help farmers obtain better incomes. 
Participation of  farmers. One way of  improving system management is to improve com- 
munications between themanagement and farmers as well as allowing fanners to share the 
responsibilities of management at least at secondary and  tertiary levels. This will make 
fanners aware of the conditions which lead to management decisions and help create a better 
understanding. 
Where leasing and other land tenurial problems occur, the temporary occupant should be 
invited to farmer group meetings and  the  importance of sharing water resources in  an 
equitable manner explained to him. Regularizing such practices may be of advantage when 
attempting to solve farmer-participation problems. However, research has to be carried out 
to ascertain the best approach to such regularization. 
A successful  start has been made,  in  an  informal manner, in  the  Kimbulwana  Oya 
Irrigation Scheme where farmers have effectively participated in the management of the 
system. 
Water augmentation. Most irrigation systems cannot cope with long-duration OFCs during 
the yala season, due to water scarcity. Most short-duration crops available are not high 
productivity crops and do not have high market prices. On the contrary, high productivity 
crops such as chili (long duration) and onion  (requires frequent irrigations) need extra water. 
Farmers who grow high productivity crops should obtain additional requirements of water 
from a shallow well, which should be dug in their field and which will get water from canal 
seepage and groundwater. 
Cropscheduling.  The main objective ofcrop  scheduling should be to match the duration of 
the different crops to the period ofwater availability and to take advantage of limited water 
resources. In addition, crop scheduling to obtain stable market prices is of paramount 
importance when farmers are encouraged to go for commercial agriculture. Any manage- 
ment changes should be for the sustainability of the system. An additional income could be 
obtained from a crop of short duration, established immediately after the maha season (as 
has been successful in Mahaweli System H early this year), taking advantage of the residual 
moisture (Annex). Sandwich cropping, as it is called since it is between two  cropping 
seasons, will help to stabilize the market and increase the cropping intensity as well. 108 
On-farm irrigationpractices. Although technology is available for on-farm irrigation and 
drainage for OFCs, most  fanners deviate from  the recommended  practice  of  seed bed 
preparation due, to the need for higher investment. Land prepared for this purpose can be 
used only for a single season. It also requires a considerable amount of labor during a period 
of peak labor demand. Therefore, it is necessary to consider an OFC/OFC cropping system 
in well-drained soils instead of a rice/OFC system. at least for a few years, until the soils 
require a different cropping system. This will allow farmers to make a one-time investment 
in seed bed preparation for OFCs and save such expenditure each succeeding season. 
Farmer training. The training of farmers is an essential component of any crop diversifica- 
tion program. Such training must be supported by experienced and effective trainers, good 
training material and other infrastructure requirements. The achievenrents in the Mahaweli 
project and  a few other irrigation projects in crop diversification during the last few years 
is mainly due to the active involvement of the extension workers (field assistantsikruslii 
viyaprhi niladiaris), who were well trained and dedicated to extension. 
Cropping for  furiire local and foreign markets. The expansibility of OFCs is limited due to 
the national requirement of rice as  the staple diet and the limited domestic demand for OFCs. 
Overproduction may result in the collapse of  the domestic market with irreversible reper- 
cussions unless export markets could be found early. 
Other  field crops grown  locally  do not  have a large  export market unless they  are 
processed into the products the export markets demand. Farmers should be made aware of 
the quality and type of products that the export markets take in, and their profitability if a 
diversification program is to be successful and sustained. 
Alternatively, new crops for international markets should be tested in the dry zone for 
suitability and higher incomes. The Mahaweli Authority has been successful to some  extent 
in this respect, where private entrepreneurs are actively cultivating exportable crops like 
gherkins, asparagus, and strawberries. Sri Lanka’s continued presence in the export markrt 
for a long period depends  OII its ability to compete with other countries. On the other hand, 
there is another school of thought which says that eventually it will be best to introduce crops 
which could feed the local market at  a price lower than that for rice or wheat. This can help 
to replace a considerable quantity of the staple diet with a lower cost food. Cassava, sweet 
potatoes, and other yams which come under this class of  crop, are already being growii in 
smaller areas under irrigation in rice fields. Import substitution will save foreign exchange. 
Instead of short-duration OFCs, another alternative cropping system would be to intro- 
duce semi-perennial crops that do not require as much water as rice and thus, can survive 
no-water-issue  periods.  Banana,  which  is  grown  successfully  under  irrigation  in  Uda 
Walawe. and some other fruit bearing trees come under this category. After a few years of 
semi-perennial crops, rice can be cultivated  for a short duration. This system does not, 
however, earn much foreign exchange for the country as export crops would. 
Extension services. Extension  services should be able lo cater to  the growing need  for 
technical and financial information for fanners  who will be turning more and more towards 
commercial farming. 109 
DIRECTION OF CROP DIVERSIFICATION 
Research and Development 
Stretching the limited water available during the dry yala season over a larger extent has to 
be the key issue in crop diversification. At present, land utilization, using the available water 
resources, is not at  an optimum. It is  either underutilization of land or overuse of water where 
available. The records of water use in most irrigation schemes show high usage both at 
ex-sluice and on-farm. On the other hand, the annual cropping intensities for two  consecutive 
seasons are as low as 150 percent. 
Crop diversification in  Sri Lanka  is supported by  a number of  agencies for various 
reasons, but mainly to contribute to the GDP and for import substitution. There is a growing 
awareness among the planning agencies on the need for crop diversification. For further 
acceleration of crop diversification the following aspects are important. 
Agronomic aspects. The technology available for irrigated OFCs in rice  fields is  fairly 
adequate at present. The trend during the last few years on net retllnis of some OFCs is of 
a diminishing pattern due to diseases, pests and the high unit cost of labor and other inputs. 
Research should be directed towards developing comparatively high yielding varieties 
of crops to overcome the increased cost of production. In addition, these varieties should be 
of short duration to minimize any risk of water stress. 
Pure seed material of the varieties suitable for the situation  should be available to enhance 
the income of every farmer. Hybrid varieties, which will give a uniform crop and thereby a 
higher marketability, are of paramount importance in this respect. 
Research on  different cropping systems involving various OFCs  which may complement 
each other on resources requirements will be advantageous to farmers. Finding a wide range 
of crop combinations suitable for irrigated rice lands will give the fanners bener options. 
Researchshould beconducted on  reducingcostsofcultivationofOFCs,through  optimum 
use of  resources and minimum  use of costly  inputs and eveii mechanization wherever 
possible. 
New crops and new avenues should be explored for the local as well as export markers. 
Development of value-added products of processed food made from traditional and non- 
traditional OFCs should also be explored. 
Irrigation aspects.  Simple methods  should be developed to assess  the field  irrigation 
requirements for different cropping systems and crop combinations. Suitable water applica- 
tion methods should also be explored. 
The  water requirements for land preparation under different systems of seed bed prepara- 
tion have to be reassessed. 
Macro-drainage systems have lo be designed for all the irrigation systems, the majority 
of which do  not have proper drainage systems. 
Methods to distribute water equitably among fanners as well as within a fann (on-farm) 
have to be  evolved. The present distribution panem necessitates high irrigation which has 
attendant social problems. 110 
Farmer participation in irrigation management has to be looked at closely. This is now 
the government policy in Sri Lanka. Where and how best farmers can participate  in the 
management of their delivery system have to be analyzed. At present, farmer participation 
is effected through farmers' organizations at various levels, perceived as needed by farmers 
and donor agencies. It is opportune lo study whether another concept is needed under Sri 
Lankan conditions, at what levels and in what form. 
Marketing aspects. Stable prices and marketing support services havr to be analyzed  to 
ascertain the factors which will give the optimum rate of growth without a  crash in thc 
market. In the meantime. cropping during the off-season lo "catch" high prices should also 
be explored. 
Credir nndfinancialaspects. Credit facilities should be available to all farmers irrespective 
of their  creditworthiness.  How these  fariners could  be  made  creditworthy  should he 
analyzed. Monitoring of disbursements and repayment of credit are key issucs neglected by 
most of the credit giving agencies. This is something which policy planners should focus 
on. Acrop insurance scheme for other field crops is necessary. 
Dissemination and Exchange of Information 
Dissemination and exchange of information  should be more effective  in  respect of the 
various subjects related to crop diversification such as irrigation, irrigation management, 
agronomy, marketing and finance. This process should not only be vertical but  horizontal 
as well and both aspects should be of a reciprocal nature. 
Funding 
There is a growing awareness, among the planning agencies, ofthe seed for crop diversilica- 
lion.  The institutions already active in  this respect  will  continue to carry on with  their 
projected programs with a gradual and careful increase in activities. These institutions will 
continue lo accommodate and expand the support for research and development, cxtension, 
marketing, etc. 
It is unlikely that at present the country can afford to disburse funds for various studies 
required for crop diversification, except for obtaining the services of professionals. Funds 
are required for research 011 various aspects including irrigation, agronomy, socioeconomics, 
marketing, extension and training of officers and fanners, where special studies and projects 
have to be undertaken and information has to be collected and documented. Research and 
extension  are of importance  towards the  integrated  fanning  systems approach, where 
riceiOFC cultivations in irrigable lowlands and the farming activities on highlands will 
complement each other for stabilized incomea, in the context of the small farmer. 
Finally, the importance of coordination at national level cannot be overemphasized if the 
above requirements are to be fulfilled. Acknowledgements 
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Progress of Crop Diversification in the 
Mahaweli Projects 
Jayantha Jayewardene 
THE ACCELERAlED MAHAWEM  Development Programme (AMDP) has made every effort 
to diversify its cropping programs from rice to Other Field Crops (OFCs) in all its project 
areas. (See map which  shows the AMDP Projects  [p. 1241.)  This effort,  from modest 
beginnings a decade ago, achieved its best results in yala 1990 when diversified cropping 
in all Mahaweli projects produced crops valued at Rs. 1,797,026,500 or US$44,935,662. 
Diversification to OFCs in the Mahaweli projects which have rice-based irrigation systems, 
was undertaken to increase settler incomes and to make better use of the land and water 
during the dry period. 
Detailed below are some of the areas in which significant diversification progress has 
been made. 
Intermediate Season 
With the objective of giving the fanners in System H an additional income, the Mahaweli 
Economic Agency  (MFA)  organized  a  short-duration  cultivation  in  the  fallow period 
between themaha 1989/90and the yala 1990seasons. Pulses wereencouraged as  theirwater 
requirement was less and the growth duration and cultivation costs low. 
Soon afler the maha 1989/90 rice harvest in System H, an extent of over 100 ha was sown 
with soybean, cowpea, and green yam. With no  tillage the seed was just dibbled into the soil 
in an effort to use the residual moisture in the field. This meda or middle cultivation, also 
called sandwich cropping, proved a success in terms of farmer enthusiasm, farmer incomes 
and agricultural production potential capability. It is hoped to increase the area under this 
type of cultivation after the maha 1990/91 harvest as well using the experiences that have 
been gathered in the past effort. Most farmers made over USS370 per hectare (Rs 6,000 per 
acre)  from this cultivation. These successful cultivations gave farmers the incentive and 
confidence to cultivate more OFCs in the yala season that followed. 
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Figure 2. TheAccelerared Mahaweli Developmenr Programme, Sri Lanka. 
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Big onion. Though the Mahaweli planned a large scale cultivation of big onion in Systems 
B, C, G, and H. a shortage of reliable seed caused a setback to the planned program. The 
MEA, however, made special arrangements to make seed available to the farmers kom  other 
sources. With difficulty, especially  in terms  of  the credit facilities necessary  for seed 
purchases, adequate quantities ofseed were purchased from the private sector, their viability 
tested and cultivated by the Mahaweli farmers. 
A total of 4,210 metric tons of big onion from 566 hectares, valued at Rs35,785,000 or 
US$894,626were to be harvested from the Mahaweli areas this yala season. Special training 
sessions on  the storage of big onion were organized for the farmers, as such large quantities 
cominginatoncewouldcauseaglutinthemarket,  resulting inlowpricesandwaste through 
spoilage. 
Chili. System H has established itself as the largest chili producing area in Sri Lanka. Chili 
was one of the first crops encouraged under the Mahaweli Diversification program that 
started in System H in 1980. Now, System H produces nearly 50 percent of the country’s 
chili. In yala 1990 season, 9,330 ha of chili valued at Rs.  612,990,000 or US$15,324,750 
were cultivated in the Mahaweli projects. The total production was 13,622 metric tons. A 
variety of diseases, including leaf curl, affected production but the yields harvested were 
satisfactory. 
Gherkin. In the last four years, the export of gherkin from the Mahaweli projects, mainly to 
Australia and some European countries, has grown very fast. The 1990 yala  season saw 
export  orders  for gherkin valued  at  Rs 22 M.  The Mahaweli  fanners are  now  quite 
experienced in the cultivation of gherkin having grown it over the last four years. Since this 
is a fast-growing crop and the project has to be harvested at the correct time, it is a very 
labor-intensive crop. Family labor is  utilized intensively. In spite of Sri Lanka’s growing 
export trade in gherkin no  research has been carried out yet by the Department of Agriculture 
on this crop. 
Banana. The cultivation of banana under irrigated conditions has become popular in some 
of the Mahaweli aieas, especially the Uda Walawe Project in south Sri Lanka. The reddish 
brown earths which are well-drained have promoted the change, together with the high 
profits that can be achieved by this crop. 
Earlier, banana was planted with the onset of the maha monsoon rains and the plant went 
through some stress in the following dry yala period, to bear fruit during the next maha 
season. Small bunches were produced due to the stress experienced during the intervening 
yala season. 
The Mahaweli Economic Agency introduced banana cultivation under irrigation with a 
view to increasing the incomes of the fanners and also to counter a water shortage in the 
tail-end sections of the Uda Walawe Project. The area under banana has increased from 205 
ha in 1985 to 801 ha in 1989. High profitability, low labor input, a low water requirement 
and tolerance to drought make banana a popular crop. It also has the potential for intercrop- 
piug with cowpea, chili, green gram, and onion in the initial stages and later with ginger, 
turmeric and yams. 116 
Banana requires a considerable amount ofmoisture  which has tobe  met by supplementary 
irrigation. Farmers in Uda Walawe use mainly furrow irrigation though some farmers have 
used flood irrigation which has caused water waste and lodging. Proper rotational water 
issues, 5-7 days initially and 7-10 day issues after 6 months are resorted lo. Proper drainage 
is an important factor in the cultivation of banana under irrigation. 
Irrigation 
The Mahaweli irrigation systems have been designed for a rice-OFC cropping system. One 
of the main yala season cultivation problems in the Mahaweli, as elsewhere in the country, 
is the lack of adequate water. With diversification to OFCs, it is possible to cultivate a larger 
extent of land with the same quantity of water. The water requirements of each of the other 
crops are  different and, therefore, rotational issues of water have to be extended accordingly. 
In poorly drained soils in the bottom of the valleys, only rice call he grown due to stagnation 
of water. 
Effective rotational water issue systems have been worked out and are being imple- 
mented. These have worked fairly well as close monitoring of water issues is being carried 
out within the Mahaweli projects and at the macro Mahaweli system level as  well. Management Arrangements for Diversifying 
Rice Irrigation Systems in Thailand 
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INTRODUCTION 
RICE IS THE  most important crop in Thailand. It is the main staple food of the population, 
and is ranked fust in tenns of land utilization, planted area. number of farmers and export 
earning income. 
Presently, out of the 23.65 M ha of agricultural land, 11.87 M or 50.19 percent is rice 
land (Table 1). Of the total 4.97  M fanners, 3.85 M (77  percent) are rice fanners. Out of the 
total area of rice land, 9.5 M  ha  were planted as the main crop in 1985/86  and 0.853 M  ha 
as the second crop in 1989. 
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Region  land(Mha) 
North  5.443 
Central  5.434 
Northeast  9.732 
south  3.038 
Whole Kingdom  23.648 
Tbe rough rice output has varied  from  16 to 18 M tons a  year for the main crop and 
around 2-3  M tons for the second crop, making a total output of 20-21 M tons a year (Table 
2). Normally, 13 M tons of rough rice are consumed domestically and 7-8 M tons rough rice 
or about 4-4.5 M tons rice are exported yearly. 1989 was an exception, when rice exports 
reached a record  high of 6.04 M tons, accounting for 40 percent of the world market, and 
earning an income of 44,802.5 M bahts. 
Thailand has been recognized as the world’s largest rice exporting country, leading  the 
U.S.A. Vietnam and Pakistan. During the last five years, the average yield of rice was 
1,843.52 kgha for the main crop and 3,692.85 kgha for the second crop. In terms of  total 
rice land, the main crop, rice, accounts for 93 percent while the second crop accounts for 
only 7 percent. 
In Thailand, rice could be grown in any part of the country. but SO percent of the total 
area planted to rice is in the northeast, 22 percent in the north, 21 percent in the central region 
and 7 percent in the south (Table 3). However, most of the rice planted land in the northeast 
is in the plateau, saline and sandy areas, and relatively unsuitable for rice. In addition, the 
northeast region is dry with rain occurring in 80 days or less of a year. Here, only 0.62  M 
ha or 6.41 percent of the agricultural area is irrigated. Agricultural practices heavily depend 
on the weather and face high risks. As a result, the productivity of rice sown in this area has 
been lower than that in other parts of the country. 
Only 4.12 M ha  or 17.42 percent of the total agricultural land is irrigated, (Table 4). 
Irrigation is concentrated mostly in the central region with 2 M ha  or 48.62 percent of the 
total irrigated area. 
111  1957, the Chao  Phraya  Dam  was completed  and  equipped  with  its main water 
distribution system. The system, at the tertiary level, was started in 1963 with ditches and 
dikes designed for wet-season rice cultivation. The land consolidation program was initiated 
as a pilot project in 2,000 ha with support from the Goverment of theNetherlands. The master 
on-farm development program was launched in 1974 and expanded in 1982 to cover 0.63 
M ha. 
In 1969, high-yielding varieties of rice, which are non-photo sensitive, fertilizer respon- 
sive, and short-maturing were sown in the irrigated areas, as the second crop during the dry 
season. 
Rice land 
Fieldcrops  Others 
Area  Agricultural  (M ha)  (M ha) 
(M ha)  land 
2.712  49.82  1.881  0.850 
2.2%  42.25  1.644  1.494 
6.175  63.45  2.150  1.407 
0.687  22.61  0.036  2.315 
11.870  50.19  5.711  6.066 11Y 
























































Such developments have made the central region the major rice bowl of the country 
producing large surpluses for export. New technologies for higher yields and lower produc- 
tion,costs make Thai rice competitive in the world market. 
Since one-third  of  the  rice  output  is exported,  world  market  prices  have  strongly 
influenced  domestic prices. Overprotectionism and high export subsidies implemented in 
many countries have caused a decline in the world market price of rice. 
Crop diversification programs havebeen launched in the central irrigated rice-based areas 
in Thailand in 1968 when a severe drought occurred. In some areas, the second-crop rice 
was grown while in others, low-water-requiring cash crops were introduced. Since then, the 
second-crop rice production has been regulated and limited to one crop every two  years. 
Irrigation is alternately provided to each side of a canal. 
The Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives (MOAC) heads the Committee for Dry 
Season Crop Production Acceleration. Before the beginning ofthedry season, the commitlee 
plans the production targets for rice and other cash crops, the amount of water supply and 
the markets for those crops. In the past, diversification was not quite successful, owing to 
the nonfamiliarity of rice farmers to prices and market demands for other crops. 
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Table 3.  Main-crop rice production by region. 
Planted area (Mma) 
North  2.129  2.135  2  140  2.041  2.260 
Central  1.964  2.009  1.954  1.947  2.004 
Northeast  4.571  4.773  4.601  4.152  4.670 
south  0.602  0.593  0.576  0.513  0.565 




I  Yield (kpjha) 
2,393.14  2,389.23 
2,175.15  2,241.91 
1,524.61  1,548.71 
2,357.48  2,215.49 
2,231.18  2,317.92 




I  1,559.80  I  1,573.36  I  1,526.04  I  1,245.61  1.546.90 
1,864.34  I  1,885.38  I  1,814.91  I  1,770.46  1,882.51  1 g:e  kingdom 
I  Production @l  ton) 
5.095 
Central  4.272 
Northeast  6.969 
0.939 











Table 4.  Irrigatedoreo in 1988. 121 
IRRIGATION  PLANNING  AND COOPERATION  FOR  RICE- 
BASED SYSTEMS 
The Chao  Phraya and Maekloiig Irrigation projecls are the two largest irrigation projecu in 
Thailand. This report is  mainly about the Chao Phraya Irrigation Project, the larger of the 
two which covers approximately 2.5  percent of the whole irrigated area in Thailand. 
Water Management System in the Chao Phraya River Basin 
Large-scale  development  of  irrigated  agriculture in  the  Chao Phraya  Delta, the  largest 
granary of Thailand, started at the begirilliilg of the 20th century aiid  has continued  lo 
function  under the  Royal  Irrigation Department (RID)  for almost a century. Thus, the 
irrigation and drainagesystemsin the delta vary: somebeing fairly recently constructed have 
been operational since the last three decades while others are about 90  years old. Some of 
these structures were constructed at the lower left bank in the 1930s, at the lower right bank 
in the 1950s aiid at the upper delta in the 1960s. The Chao Phraya Dam (diversion dam), 
Bhuinibol Dam (storage dam) aud Siikit  Dam (storage dam) were completed iii 1957, 1964 
and 1972, respectively (Figure 1). 
Bhuinibol Dam and Sirikit Dam were CoilStNCted to secure supplementary irrigation water 
in both  wet and dry  seasoils aud  to suppri the  Chao Phraya Project  for  flood control, 
aavigatioa, hydropower generation, and salt water intrusion control as well as for domestic 
water requirements. The key diversion structure in Chao Phraya Basin is shown in Figure 2. 
Tnday,  the  water  supply  from  both  dams caiiiiot  meet  the  increasing demands  for 
dry-season rice. cropping, industrial development, and urbanization. 
Water Allocation System in the Chao Phraya River Basil1 
The water allocation system in the Chao Phraya River Basin follows a nearly pyramidal 
organization with the O&M Head Office in the RID Headquarters at the top, followed by 
field offices, regional offices, project management offices and respective tennitial organiza- 
tion. The basic concept ofa  water management systein is depicted in Figure 3. 
The RID O&M Head Office, after receiving data/infonnation from the field office via 
radio, makes aiialyses and judgements. Instructions on  water distribution at the irrigation 
canals aid operation of the facilities are sent back to each field office. 
The project eiigineers assigned to each project office are responsible for the control of 
several branch offices. In each brauch, a water master is responsible for an area of about 
16,000 ha. Several zoneinen assist the water master. One zoneinan covers an area of 160 to 
240 ha. 
The present water allocation system was developed by the Canadian consultants, Messrs. 
Acres & Co., Ltd. oil the basis of the aforesaid field-level system, and has been operational 
since 1982. This systeiii  has eiiabled the  collection of data/information available at the 122 
zoneman level to the Water Management Center of the RID Headquarters. Information flow 
in the Water Operation Center (WOC) is schematically shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 2.  Key diversion structures in Choo Phroyu Bosin. 
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Assessing and Matching Water Supply and Demand 
The  total irrigation demand for the Chao Phraya River Basin is computed on a weekly basis. 
The computed total demand is combined with the releases required for the Bangkok Water 
Supply and the needs to maintain river navigation and saliiuty control. An estimate is made 
of the quantity of uncontrolled inflow expected to enter the system over the coming week 
and the net demand on the reservoir is computed by  subtracting the estimated quantity of 
uncontrolled inflow from the gross demand. 
The net demand value is conveyed to the Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand 
(EGAT) and it becomes the target reservoir release for the coming week. EGAT is free to 
release water during each day in a patteni suited to electrical demand requirement, with the 
understanding that the meaii release over the week will be in accordance with the IUD’s 
request.  In  deciding the  amount for the dry seasoil the  reservoir  capacity at the  end of 
November should be considered (Figure 5). 
Irrigation Water Use for Chao Phraya Delta 
The water resources of the Chao Phraya Delta are the water releases from the Bhuinibol and 
Sirikitreservoirs, uncontrolled side flows, and direct rainfall in the Delta. Kiu  Lorn Reservoir 
in Wang River and other reservoirs in the basin only function to supply water to their own 
irrigation areas. 
The amount of water received from resources of the Chao Phraya Delta from 1977 to 
1986 is shown in  Table 5. 
Table 5.  Amount of wafer recervedJroom  resource^ of the Della 
Available water 
Total  10,000  15,900  25,900 
flow at Nakhon Swan  and Rama VI Barrage. 
bFrom July to December. 
‘From  January to June. 
Water released from reservoirs amounts to 3,800 to 6,200 MCM or 25 percent to 90 
percent of available water, during the wet and dry season, respectively. Side flows are not 
expected during the dry season especially from January to April, and most of the irrigation 
during this period depends on water released from the reservoirs. Figure 5.  Combined storage of Blurmibol nndSirikif reservoirs. 
I 
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Water Balance in the Chao Phraya Delta 
The relationship between available water and water consumption in the Delta is shown in 
Table  6.  The  consumptive  use  and  the effective  rainfall  for crops are  estimated  in a 
simulation model. It can  be seen that available water is fully consumed in the dry-season. 
Storage of river flow and rainfall in the wet season is effective for extending dry-season 
crops. River flow in 1979 was less than in other years even in the wet season. 






























































:nuke  Release  Con- 
area  I  I sumo- 
MCM) x  (MCM)  (MCM; 
7,790  6,299  8,652 
2,772  2,217  4,597 
6,010  24,771  8,460 
5,343  I  3,268  1  6,142 
7,118  3,890  8,553 
1,967  3,370  3,183 
6,819  22,507  8,573 
q535  3,627  6,375 
7,319  15,009  8,645 
4,428  2,750  6,679 
7,374  8,747  8,621 
4,963  I  2,413  I  6,493 
3,387  20,332  8,609 
4,906  2,636  6,501 
7.798  6,528  8,759 
4,343  2,424  5,930 
7,054  14,701  8,820 
4,398  4,802  5,470 
6,990  4,813  8,588 
4,184  3,056  5,709 











































































Water Shortage in Dry Season Cultivation for Chao Phraya Delta 
At present, water in Chao Phraya River Basin is completely utilized to cultivate the rice 
fields (320,000-480.000  ha) in the dry season. In collaboration with the IUD and Acres 
Company, the rice cultivation area in the dry season is determined considering the storage 
of Bhumibol and Sirikit reservoirs at the end of November and the necessity to maintain the 
water levels of both reservoirs at allowable levels (Figure 6). In the release of water from 
the reservoirs the maximum benefits have to be considered. 
Due to water  shortage  for rice cultivation  in the  dry  season,  increasing  irrigation 
efficiency will increase the cultivated area. Increase in irrigation efficiency requires better 
water management and related factors such as technology. 
Possibility of Nonrice Crop Farming in the Greater Chao Phraya 
Project 
The major crop grown in the Greater Chao Phraya  Project is rice because farmers still 
consume rice as their staple food while selling surpluses to generate income. If the farmers 
will grow nonrice crops instead of rice, the irrigation system will be affected, especially the 
capacity of  the  canal, water control and  irrigation slructures. Moreover, water  control 
operations for nonrice crops will need more manpower. As such, the government has to 
consider: 
1.  Improving the main canal delivery of irrigation projects, including irrigation net- 
works and on-farm facilities for nonrice crop fanning. 
2.  Organizing water user groups for operations which should be implemented by the 
IUD in the imgable area. 
3.  Strengthening cooperation among the Department of Agriculture, Department of 
Agriculture Extension, Ceniral Land Consolidation Office, Bank for Agriculture 
and Agricultural Cooperatives. 
Planning for the Cropping Season 
Background.  After the construction of the Chao Phraya Dam in 1957, the water stored has 
been used to support rice cultivation in the irrigation project area of  1.2 M ha. However, 
because of the limited storage, the total irrigated area in the rainy season was only 0.88 M 
ha. This was increased to 0.98 M ha with the completion of the Bhumibol Reservoir in 1964 
and Sirikit Reservoir in 1971. In 1970, farmers started dry-season rice cultivalion of 48,000 
ha in Tung Chao Phraya and this increased to 0.48 M ha during 1981-1984. The increase in 
irrigation  area  causes water shortage as the storage  is limited.  Therefore,  the water is 
distributed alternately each year so that all farmers at  the upper part of the projectwho receive 
waterundergravityareabletofarmequally.1n  1987,the irrigationarea OfTungChaoPhraya 
was decreased from 0.48 M ha to 0.4 M ha. However, during 1988-1989 the price of rice 
went up and this stimulated fanners to grow dry-season rice in an area exceeding the target 130 
area. This caused severe water shortages and improper water management. Consequently, 
the following criteria were set to alleviate the constraints: 
Figure  6.  Typicd  dry-season cullivation area reducfion in relotion lo storage level. 
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The  area which was not cultivated for rainy season rice is given fust priority for dry 
season irrigated rice. 
The area which suffered natural disaster with damage of more than 50  percent is 
given second priority. 
The area which is the next in turn for irrigation is given third priority. 






With these criteria, target areas and reasonable rotational water distribution are deter- 
mined. However, the problem ofwater shortage cannot be eliminated. This was compounded 
by  the  fact that Thailand  experienced drought  for four consecutive  yean resulting  in 
diminished water reserves.  The problem of water distribution often arises with stronger 
competitioii for water among farmers. A possible solution is to alter the practice of rice 
production to cultivate other cash crops that require less water and give higher returns. 
Therefore, a proper cropping system must be planned for both rainy and dry seasons. This 
includes the identification of crop boundaries. 
The laud use record of Chao Phraya Project indicates a small area, estimated at 6 percent 
of the rice area, that has been used for upland cropping. Upland crops are mostly cultivated 
on the upper part of the project along the naturally raised bank of the Chao Phraya River 
where irrigation is done by gravity and the soil is well-drained. The major upland crops 
grown are mungbean, soybean, peanut, sugarcane and watermelon. Soybean is grown and 
consumed fresh or  sold to the local market or to the central market in Bangkok. It is observed 
that upland cropping is practiced in some areas. In relation to rotational water distribution, 
fanners grow rice on  the land to be irrigated and upland crops on  the lands not scheduled to 
be irrigated. 
The situation  gives some idea  of  the  changing patteni  from rice  cultivation  to the 
cultivation of other cash crops. Alternative crops were selected according to their physical 
suitability and marketing potential. At the begiuning, fanners were supported with produc- 
tion technology, inputs and price information. They were also informed of the limitation of 




Introducing cash crops such as soybean, maize, etc., to replace dry-season rice. 
Maintaining upland crop area, and preventing it from being used for dry-season rice 
by providing farmers with gwd  varieties of peanut and mungbean seed which give 
higher yields and income. 
Procediire.  The yearly workplan includes the following: 
1. 
2. 
The irrigation area is determined in proportion lo the amount of water reserved for 
both rainy-and dry-season cropping. 
The cultivation period  is set by adjusting the growing period of the rainy-season 
crop to that of the dry-season crop. The irrigation period is also adjusted to match 
the cropping schedule. 
The cropping plan for the whole year is  formulated to meet the requirements of 
topography, soil, water, and seasons. 
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4.  Farmers are organized to ensure the start of planting operators at the same time, 
regulate irrigation tiiniiig and reduce couflicts among farmers. 
As upland crops such as soybean, peanut, muiigbean, maize, sesame, and vegetables were 
introduced, many problems surfaced as fanners were 1101 familiar with these crops. Technical 
assistance and other support services were therefore provided. These were: 
1. 
2. 
3.  Introduction of herbicides. 
4.  Introduction of postharvest technologies. 
5. 
The cropping schedule of each crop was adjusted to start the growing seasou uot later 
thaii December, especially for soybean. maize aud peanut, with a view to harvesting in April. 
This would obviate harvesting duriug the rainy seasonand the aneudaiit problem ofaflatoxin 
in peauut and maize. 
Iiistruction to farmers on lalid  leveling and proper land preparation, particularly, 
ridging. 
Iutroduction of drainage canals around and inside plots. 
Coordination with the. private sector for marketing. 
CONCLUSION 
The diversification of crops in Chao Phraya Project can be prarriced  in a small portioii of 
the project area during the dry season as farmers in the projrct area prefer rice to other crops. 
The fanners do not want to reduce their rice area. Besides, the project area is mostly lowlaiid 




3.  Introducing crop production techuology. 
4. 
Specifying the upland crop area for diversification by  creatiug produrtion zoues. 
Adjustiiig the water allocation system in a manner consistent with the production 
zoues. 
Coordinating with thc private sector for marketiiig aid  eusuring reasonable prices. Summary/Highlights of Papers/Discussions: 
Country Reports 
THE  EIG~  PARnCIPAnNG countries presented their experiences on irrigation management 
for rice-based cropping as these relate to planning, implementation, monitoring and evalua- 
tion bothat the systemand farmlevels. Constraintsandopportunities for cropdiversification 
and  activities related to research and development (R  & D), information exchange and 
dissemination, and funding and organization were discussed. Tbe direction in which these 
activities were beaded was highlighted. 
Bangladesh 
In Bangladesh, the agroclimatic conditions favor a rice-based farming system. Rice is the 
staple food and farmers will continue to grow rice to meet consumption demand. However, 
irrigated  rice production is becoming less profitable and growing nonrice crops such as 
pulses, oilseeds and vegetables with partial or full irrigation in the dry season becomes a 
major strategy to increase farmers' income and improve soil fertility. 
Tbe most important factor that influences crop diversification is the economic incentive 
to farmers in growing nonrice crops. To promote crop diversification, institutional support 
is needed in terms of credit and price incentives for nonrice crops, back-up services from 
irrigation-related agencies, and storage, processing and marketing of nonrice crops. More 
research and development are needed in the field of irrigation water management and varietal 
development of both rice and nonrice crops. 
Government subsidies on farm chemicals and cost of power have been a major issue. 
Officially, there is a minimal subsidy on  fuel and pumps and a subsidy of about 40  percent 
on  chemical items, but none on fertilizers. 
Strategies by  which  the government  convinces  the  farmers  to plant  nonnke  crops 
considering that returns on rice are higher, are: a) agricultural extension; b) distribution of 
seedlingsheeds; c) distribution  of small-scale facilities; and d) providing  access roads. 
However, the effectiveness of extension services still remains very low. 
India 
India attained self-sufficiency in rice production during the early 1970s with the introduction 
of high yielding varieties and extension of irrigation facilities. This bas resulted in declining 
farmers' income and a need to diversify the cropping system to nonrice crops. Tbis requires 
changes in planning, water allocation, and operation and maintenance of irrigation systems 
which consequently need consideration ofwater control, agronomic and irrigation practices, 
economic risks, inputs, climatic requirements, socioeconomic constraints and institutional 
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strengths. To address the above factors, strategies have to be identified by  undertaking 
research in terms ofpolicy, and implementation of technical solutions tospecificconstraints. 
This could be carried out by ICAR institutions, agricultural universities and water and land 
management institutes in the country. 
Indonesia 
From a purely technical standpoint, crop diversification in Indonesia is not prceived as a 
major problem because the existing irrigation systems have been developed and operated 
for diversified crops in rice-field areas. The problem becomes complicated considering the 
technical-socioeconomic interactions between irrigation management practices and the crop 
diversification farming systems. 
The government explicitly recognizes crop diversificatioii as  a major policy to improve, 
among others, productivity  and income. Developing crop diversification and improving 
irrigation management practices can  be addressed by conducting a well-planned program 
and well-structured implementation of  research.  To speed up development, a  program 
approach in technology transfer is suggested. 
Indonesia reached self-sufficiency inrice during 19841985. With the Special Intensifica- 
tion Program on nonrice crops of the Ministry of Agriculture and the marketing assistance 
provided, farmers were persuaded to shift lo noiuice crops. 
Malaysia 
The scale of current crop diversification on rice land in Malaysia is small. For the moment, 
there is no  monitoring and evaluation in the operation of the irrigation system for diversified 
cropping. No  major structural and managerial adjustments have been imposed on the system. 
Nevertheless, crop diversification ha5 been successfully practiced. Minor adjustments that 
were enforced and have potential application elsewhere include: a) reducing flow to below 
FSL  so that the canal can function as a drain as  well; b) deepening canals to increase storage 
for pumping; c) acquiring portable pumps lo provide flexibility in water management by 
farmers; d) having srable, reliable and predictable water supply to be augmented whenever 
necessary  by  fann ponds and tubewells  at farm  level;  and e) improving the  on-farm 
conveyance system by using  concrete-lined  canals or pipe  system complemented  with 
regulatory structures. 
Malaysia is  now gearing up for crop diversification  in rice  land. As  this proceeds, 
complexities in irrigation management and production ale expected to  be encountered. The 
following strategies are adopted: a) identification ofsuitable schemes within the nongranary 
areas based  on water resources,  physical  condition, marketability,  and agronomic and 
socioeconomic criteria;  b)  implementing pilot projects  for representative schemes; c) a 
coordinated multiagency implementation  program with  strong participation of fanners’ 
associations in an inlegrated approach; d) research and development on system design and 
management, socioeconomic aspects of fanners’ organization and production technology 
on rice land; and e) collection of basic data and iuformation to establish a comprehensive 
database on the nongranaries and rain-fed rice fields. 135 
Agricultural lands are classified as granary and nongranary areas, depending on the 
stability of water supply. The granary areas have met 70-75  percent of the production target. 
The nongranary areas with no  stable water supply are the target for crop diversification. At 
the moment, small-scale crop diversification is already taking place in these areas. However, 
some farmers do not diversify because of low yields and the problem of pests and diseases. 
Diversified land uses in the existing irrigation schemes under Category 3 are the areas 
relevant to crop diversification. This is where the rice-upland crop rotation is  practiced. The 
possibility of expanding the areas for crop diversification is seen in Category 7 which is 
subject to land-use changes. Conversion of these areas to Category 3 is hindered by tenancy. 
However, if the farmers have no  successors, then conversion is possible. 
Diversified cropping areas are located near water sources. This provides the farmers easy 
access to water. Farmers want to be independent. and they can achieve this by having their 
farm near a water source. 
In terms of design, canals are deepened to facilitate control of water and provide for 
temporary  storage from where water could be pumped. There is, therefore, no need to 
maintain a head. 
Nepal 
Diversified cropping in the rice-based cropping systems in Nepal is not new. It is probably 
more than a century old and practiced partly due to farmers' diversified needs for food grains 
and other essential farm commodities and partly due to the small and scattered landholdings. 
The government's efforts to maximize cropping intensity and diversify cropping practices 
are very much a felt need. It is urgently needed to protect the environment. and maintain 
and increase the soil fertility by checking erosion and land degradation. 
Vegetables, root crops and fruits, peas and fruit vegetables are given priority  in crop 
diversification. In some areas, there is a surplus of rice, while there are shortages in some 
others. Transportation, being costly, is the major problem in the distribution  of the rice 
surplus. 
As  proposed, crop diversification  will  be concentrated  in  areas where groundwater 
pumping will be done. The experience in Bangladesh has shown that farmers have grown 
diversified crops in similar areas and have realized its practicality. There is  a need though 
to have joint pump ownership, particularly if the landholdings are small. 
Philippines 
In the Philippines, one identified factor which tends to push the diversified cropping system 
is the inadequate water supply during the dry season. In the national irrigation systems, only 
1  percent is presently devoted to diversified cropping out of an estimated potential of about 
30 percent.  Except for those irrigation systems with vegetable production componeuts, 
nonrice  crops are  still  not  considered  in the  planning  of  irrigation  operations.  The 
programmed  area  for  irrigation  during  the  dry  season  has been  based  on predicted 
streamflows as against calculated net operation water duty. 136 
Encouraging farmers to shift from rice  to  inigated  nonrice crop cultivation  to help 
alleviate recurring water shortages is not yet extensively done due lo know-how deficiency. 
Suggested research studies on water management for crop diversification deal with  the 
ger.eration and verification of more data on the planning, design and operation of irrigation 
systems. The characterization of the various factors that tend to hinder or promote crop 
diversification needs to be addressed. 
Previous efforts at crop diversification  have concentrated  on the rain-fed  areas. The 
National Committee on Crop Diversification (NCCD) considers crop diversification in a 
general perspective to include lowland irrigated areas and upland rain-fed areas. 
Identification of priority areas for crop diversification should he done nationwide. This 
will  help  in  identifying  the  need  for  research  activities  on  water  management, 
socioeconomic aspects and site specific factors affecting crop diversification. 
Infomiation now available shows areas presently under crop diversification and at the 
same time identifies potential areas for crop diversification; the entire area of the country is 
considered in each of the pedoecological zones. 
Sri Lanka 
Crop diversification in rice fields in Sri Lanka, especially in the Mahaweli Project areas, has 
developed because of  the following reasons: a) gradual banning of imports of subsidiary 
food crops; b) higher economic benefits for fanners through higher net returns and cost- 
benefit ratios with better product prices of some nonrice crops; c) water scarcities during the 
low rainfall season; d) bener extension services and improved communication between 
farmers and agency officials; e) shortfall in nonrice crops to meet the growing needs of the 
population and the resultant price increasesdueto higher demand; and f)institutional support 
for crop diversification and increased interest among policymakers. 
Thailand 
The diversification of crops in Chao Phraya Project in Thailand during the dry season can be 
practiced in only a small portion of the project area as farmers are accustomed to growing only 
rice. Besides, most  of the area is low-lying and has poor drainage. Even if the price of rice 
decreascs, the fanners do not want to reduce the area devoted to rice. In attempting to diversify 
the area, the  following should be  considered: a) production zoning to identify the area for 
diversification; b) adjustment of the water allocation system lo consider irrigation timing and 
drainage;  c)  transfer of  crop  production  and  irrigation  management technologies; and  d) 
coordination with other sectors to provide the production inputs and markets for the products. 
Thailand farmers continue to plant rice in spite of low yields. Rice is considered a secure 
crop and the  government finds it hard to convince farmers to shift from rice to other crops. 
Although the yields are low, the farmers still make profits as the cost of production is also 
low and labor is cheap. 
Thailand is able to export rice despite low yields. The reason must be big landholdings 
which average 4 ha. Special Papers Irrigation Management for Rice-Based 
Farming Systems in Indonesia, Bangladesh, 
and the Philippines: A Synthesis of Findings 
under the IIMI-IRRI Collaborative Project 
Senen M. Miranda 
Senior Irrigation Specialist and IMCD Networksecretariat Coordinator 
International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI) 
Colombo, Sri Lanka 
Amado R. Maglinao 
Researcher, IIMI-IRRI Project 
International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI) 
PCARRDLiaison Office, Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines 
INTRODUCTION 
IRRlGAnON IS  A major factor in the strategy of developing countries to support agricultural 
production.  However, the  success  in  rice  production  which  has enabled  a  number  of 
countries in Asia toattainself-sufficiency hasalsoresulted inareductionineconomic  returns 
from irrigated rice lands. 
Theoretically, there are, at least, three ways in which this problem could be addressed: 
a) by increasing the economic yield of rice; b) by increasing the area %Ned by scarce water 
resources through more effective and efficient irrigation system management and c) by 
introducing crops of higher value than rice into the irrigated rice farming systems. In July 
1987, the Rockefeller Foundation provided a grant to the International Irrigation Manage- 
ment Institute  (IIMI)  and the Inteniational  Rice  Research Institute  (IRRI),  for the two 
organizations, with their complemeutary strengths, to conduct a joint study of  the three 
options. IRRl clearly has interest in the first option. The second is pan of IIMI’s mandate 
to improve irrigation system management. Both institutes are concerned wilh the third option 
of  getting higher  ecoaomic and  more  equitable  social  retunis  from  the water  and  its 
associated land. In addressing the three options, the project attempted to look at the problem 
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from a comprehensive point of view to include agronomic, socioeconomic and institutional 
issues related to rice and nonrice crops in irrigated rice-based farming systems. This paper 
presents a synthesis of the findings of the studies conducted under the project. 
The IIMI-IRRI Collaborative Project covers three countries, namely, Bangladesh. In- 
donesia, and the F'hilippines, which are all in the humid tropics of Asia. Sixteen separate 
studies were conducted in Bangladesh, and eleven each in Indonesia and the Philippines. 




To  characterize the factors influencing the options for changes in rice-based farming 
systems, and to identify the more important options in selected geographic locations. 
To determine the degree to which different levels of irrigation system performance 
influence the ability to incorporate changes in the farming systems effectively. 
To  developefficient and economical methods formanaging irrigationwaterdelivery 
and use of post-rice residual water for rice-based systems in which nonrice crops 
are grown, with special reference to implications  for agronomic practice and for 
institutional performance and change. 
To transmit and interpret the research findings to agricultural and irrigation system 
managers, planners and policymakers to encourage informed and better decision 
making. 
To  enhance  the  development of  trained  professionals  in  the  area  of  irrigation 
problems through provision of graduate research opportunities. 
To provide an opportunity  for IRRl and  IIMI  staff to  interact in a variety  of 
collaborative activities which would pennit the development of an effective and 




PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 
While  the  broad  project  objectives were  defined  early  on,  the different implementing 
activities covering problem area identification, research sites selection and various modes 
of interactioii'between the two institutes and national agencies were done on a country-to- 
country basis. 
Setting Country Specific Objectives 
Bangladesh 
In Bangladesh, limited consultations were held in Dhaka with senior staff of the Bangladesh 
Water  Development  Board  (BWDB),  Bangladesh  Rice Research  Institute (BRFU),  the 
Bangladesh Agricultural Research Council (BARC), the Bangladesh Agricultural Develop- 
ment Corporatioil (BADC), the Bangladesh Agricultural  University  (BAU), etc. As sng- 141 
gested in the grant document, the work in Bangladesh had to take into account the following: 
a) the need for rice production in the country to continue at a level sufficient to maintain the 
basic economic value of rice production in irrigation systems -- thus, the objective was to 
increase the efficiency  and equity  of  rice production;  b) the agricultural  and  irrigation 
techniques already proven successful in increasing rice productivity could be extended more 
widely in the government irrigation systems, with adaptation to site-specific conditions; and 
c) organizational and institutional incdifications might be needed for the implementation 
and maintenance of revised irrigation procedures. It was recommended that the Project build 
on the results obtained so far in the ongoing BRRI/BWDB/IRRI  collaboration with IIMI’s 
interest on main system management complementing the on-farm mandate of IRRI. 
Indonesia 
In Indonesia, planning meetings were held in June and October, 1987  and March, 1988  with 
the  Directorate General  for Water Resources Development (DGWRD), the Agency for 
Agricultural Research and  Development  (AARD) and  the University  of Gadjah Mada 
(UGM). 
The primary objective of the project in Indonesia is to develop and test irrigation system 
management strategies that take into account variations in the physical environment, crop 
management, water availability,  and fanners’ crop decision making. Current irrigation 
system management practices, largely based on the pasten system (an index to relate the 
quantity of available water to the inigated area) or derivatives thereof, already respond to 
certain aspects of demand and supply but are relatively insensitive to variations in physical 
conditions. Through the Irrigation Committee, seasonal cropping plans are drawn up based 
on previous experience but it is clear that there are significant deviations from this plan 
during each season. Biweekly  estimates of planted area and average water demand are 
obtained and compared with estimates of water availability during the same time period. As 
long as supply exceeds demand, the systems operate largely on a continuous flow basis to 
all parts of the irrigated area, leaving fanners to make local adjustments where needed. When 
supplies are inadequate, rotational irrigation is implemented between tertiary blocks along 
a secondary canal and, under more severe conditions, between secondary canals. 
For the irrigation management system to be effective, two different time frames should 
be taken into account: within season system operation and seasonal planning. 
Wuhin Season Sysfem Operafion.  Initially, research was concentrated on responses to 
existing irrigation management practices before  moving  on to  innovations later in the 
project. The following specific objectives were identified: 
1.  To determine optimal rotational  irrigation schedules to  be adopted when water 
supplies are inadequate to meet demand  through continuous and  simultaneous 
deliveries to  all tertiary  blocks. The institutional  arrangements and supporting 
information flows required to implement alternative water delivery practices includ- 
ing modifications to rotational irrigation need to be evaluated. 142 
2.  To evaluate the relationships between irrigation system operation and groundwater 
fluctuations that may be detrimental or beneficial to nonrice crops and to develop 
methods for the productive  use of residual  soil moisture and the prevention of 
overirrigation during periods of abundant water supply that may lead to untoward 
buildup of groundwater that inhibits cultivation  of nonrice  crops in subsequent 
seasons. 
AnnualPlanningofIrrigationSchedules.  Since the Annual Crop Plan involves several 
components relating to the assessment of water supplies based on ten-year moving records, 
soil and crop  water demand, allocation of cropping panerns within the system, and develop 
ment of a set of operational plans to accommodate variations in both supply and demand, 
the following objectives were pursued: 
1.  To develop methods of assessing water availability bener, from both rainfall and 
rivers throughoutthe year, with particular emphasis onsimplemethods ofpredicting 
periodicity and intensity ofwater deficit during the dry season. 
To obtain bener estimations ofprobable cropping decisions to be made annually by 
farmers which can  be integrated into seasonal cropping plans, lo evaluate cropping 
choices by fanners and assessment of the constraints to cropping practices or crop 
establishment and to develop alternative cropping patterns that bener suit variations 
in physical conditions. 
To improve procedures for dry-season allocation of area to be irrigated and the crops 
to be grown, based  on  predictions of water availability at the system level and 
assessment of field-level demand. 
To develop plans for operationaliziug system management from the Annual Crop 
Plan to accommodate anticipated demand and probablewatersupplies to the system, 
and  assess the capability  of  the  system to accommodate  alternative  rotational 
irrigation practices. 
To propose modification of  the annual and seasonal planning process that incor- 
porates more site-specific information and which includes feedback from perfor- 






In the  Philippines, consultation meetings were held in  October, 1987 with the National 
Irrigation  Administration  (NIA), the  Philippine Council  for Agriculture,  Forestry  and 
Natural Resources Research and Development(PCARRD), the University of the Philippines 
at Los Banos (UPLB), the Central Luzon State University (CLSU), the Bureau of Soils and 
Water Management (BSWM), the Bureau of Agricultural Research (BAR) and the Philip- 
pine Rice Research Institute (PhilRice). It was decided thatIIM1 and IRRI, either separately 
or together, take major responsibility  for developing and facilitating research with col- 
laborating national agencies in the following areas: 
1.  Documentation and analysis of the management procedures of irrigation systems 
with  rice-based cropping (IIMI). The analysis should include  an assessment  of 143 
factors that influence the management  and decision-making process of systems 
manages, central office staff, and fanners as well as policymakers. The analysis 
should also focus on the changes that may have to be introduced in the systems 
designed for monocropping of rice. 
Assessment of the physical characleristics and design of the irrigation system for 
suitability  for  rice-based  farming  systems,  with  the  possibility  of introducing 
modifications in the present design to support mixed cropping (IIMIDRRI). 
Exploration of strategies and recommendations  for irrigation managers, fanners, 
and policymakers on how to  manage irrigation systems for crop diversification 
efficiently and effectively (IIMIflRRI). These include water resource augmentation 
to  extend the dry-season irrigated area in different types of systems and opportunities 
for alternative water allocation toestablish higher efficiency ofwater use andgreater 
equity among farmers (rice and nonrice).  The results will help formulate policy 
recommendations that will support the government’s effort in both maintaining 
self-sufficiency in rice and enhancing farmers’ income from the use of ricelands 
through crop diversification. 
Identification of the physical infrastructural requirements for effective water control 
at the farm level to support mixed cropping after wet-season rice, and the methods 
for their optimal use (IRRI). 
Determination and analysis of the factors influencing farmers’ decision making in 
crop selection and management during the dry seasou within the context of the 
household socioeconomic situation (IRRI). Factors such as water supply, soil type. 
farm location, profitability of various crops, availability of off-farm employment, 
input supply, credit availability, markets, and irrigation service fees for different 
crops will be investigated. 
Assessment  of the status and  behavior  of  dry-season  groundwater  regimes  in 
nonirrigated areas, particularly  in areas adjacent to irrigated rice (IRRI/IIMI).  The 
problems and opportunities that these regimes present for production of nonrice 
crops should be evaluated. Soil and crop management and irrigation inputs that can 
maximize the benefits of both metric and groundwater reserves for nonrice crops 
should be identified. 
Assessment of drainage  options  for  rice  and  upland  crops under  different 
hydroyedological, topographical, and local cropping environments and their im- 
plications for system design and management (IRRIflIMI). Benefits and costs of 







Research Site Selection 
The research site selection was greatly influenced by ongoing research conducted by either 
or both IIMI and IRRI in each of the three countries. 
In Bangladesh, the research sites chosen initially were the Ganges-Kobadak lift-cum 
gravity irrigation system and the North Bangladesh deep Nbewells where IRRI has been 
conducting collaborative research  for a number of years with BWDB and BRRI. Later, 
BADC deep tubewells in Rajshahi (with the participation of the Rajshabi Krishi Unnayan 
Bank and Graineeti Bank) were added. While IRRI research has resulted in some significant 144 
improvements in the management of irrigation water in the lwo earlier systems as well as 
in the crop production practices of farmers, the present IIMI-IRRI Collaborative Project is 
conceived  to enhance the process of internalizing  the available results and lo generate 
relevant new information in support of the project objectives. 
In Indonesia, two  sites were  chosen  in  Ciebon, West Java  where  IlMI has been 
conducting research and which were in proximity to the Sukamandi Research Institute for 
Food Crops of the AARD. The bulk of the fieldwork is done in the Maneungteung Irrigation 
System which is a run-of-the river diversion. The second diversion system is at Ciwaringin. 
Because ofresearch done in the past there, IlMI has established a good data base in irrigation 
management activities at these two sites. 
In the Philippines, the research sites chosen, all in Luzon, are the same systems where 
IIMI conducted studies on  irrigationmanagement for crop diversification with funding from 
the Asian Development  Bank. These  are the Upper  Talavera  River Irrigation  System 
(UTRIS),  the Laoag-Vintar River Irrigation System (LVRIS), and the San Fabian River 
Irrigation System (SFRIS), which are all run-of-the river diversion types. Three other sites 
are used by IRRI to conduct parallel component studies. Most of the work by both IIMI and 
IRRI is done in UTRIS. 
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: A SYNTHESIS 
With the Project due for completion by end-1990, final national workshops were held during 
13-14, June in Yogyakarta, Java, Indonesia, and during 10-12, September in Los Banos, 
Laguna, the Philippines to disseminate and receive feedback on  the research  findings. 111 
Bangladesh, a workshop scheduled for 23-24, September, 1990 could not take place because 
the needed government permit was not obtained. 
A culminating activity was an intercountry workshop held during 12-14, November in 
Colombo to review and integrate the research findings in each country and across the three 
countries, and to deliberate on  the recommended course(s) of future action. The workshop 
was able  to  produce  a  consensus on the  findings and  recommendations  which  were 
categorized into: a) Main irrigation system management for rice-based farming systems; b) 
Farm-level water management for rice-based farming systems, c) Economics and institu- 
tional issues in irrigated rice-based farming systems, and, d) Critical issues discussed. The 
following questions were used as the guide in sorting out the findings and recommendations 





What are the factors that influence the options for changes in rice-based farming 
systems? 
What are these options and bow do the different factors affect them? 
What are the implications of  these changes on  imgation management both at the 
system and farm levels? 
How could these implications be addressed? What are the recommendations already 
utilizable?  Is there a need for further research?  What should be done next? 145 
a)  Main imgation system management for rice-based farming systems 
*  Some background issues were considered such as the differences in the types 
of irrigation systems used as research sites (large gravity direct diversions in 
the  Philippines  and  Indonesia,  and  lift  and  deep tubewell  systems  in 
Bangladesh). It was recognized that there were lessons that could be learned 
from drier environments (Egypt, Morocco, Pakistan, etc.) where diversifica- 
tion is widespread and management issues may be simpler or bener under- 
stood. The main  issue is  how the irrigation agency  is  able lo respond  lo 
diversification once the external environment is encouraging farmers to do  so 
in terms of water allocation and delivery in the main system. It was agreed 
that changes be introduced in the planning, implementation, monitoring and 
evaluation procedures being followed by the irrigation agency. 
On  water distribution, reliability of timing may be more important than trying 
to meet adequacy. Rotational irrigation of  some form is almost inevitable 
because of  the risk of overirrigation and the need to maintain the hydraulic 
head, and because rationing by time is easier than rationing by discharge. 
Irrigation systems properly designed and constructed for implementing irriga- 
tion for wet-season rice which can meet the land-soaking and land preparation 
requirements have enough cad  capacity for the intermittent flow of water 
needed for irrigating nomice crops, although the need for greater canal-water 
regulation is apparent. 
It is important that rotation plans be known by all concerned. Irrigation system 
managers should have different plans for different levels of water deficit. The 
level of rotation which can be below or at the tertiary, secondary, or along 
sections of the primary canal, dependiug upon the nature and severity of the 
water shortage, needs further rationalizing lo improve reliability and equity. 
The not-quite-satisfactory  weekly rotation being implemented in Indonesia 
and the Philippines and the 9-10 day rotation in the G-K Project in Bangladesh 
are indications in this regard. It was understood that developing new rotational 
plans is a gradual process involving negotiation and testing. The selection of 
alternative rotation plans is a contract behveen the irrigation agency and the 
fanners. The activities should be based  on suitability for farmers (time of 
deliverylnondelivery), manageability by agency (staff, number ofgates, etc.), 
and technical feasibility (conveyance capacity, cross-regulation provision). 
There should be an early warning in case of a change in the rotational plan, 
and this should be done with concerted communication effort between and 
among the agency staff and farmers. 
The information management required should include the monitoring of the 






system), and the overall  implementation of the plan.  Regular meetings be- 
tween  the  irrigation  staff  and  farmers or their  representatives  during the 
implementation of the plan such as after water rotational delivery, should be 
held to serve as a means for monitoring the operations of the system. The 
meetings could provide the needed feedback mechanism to make the schedule 
more realistic and to settle conflicts in water distribution. 
The involvement of fanners and farmer participation as early as during the 
planning stage (annual seasonal planning) is implied and should be institution- 
alized to minimize problems during implementation. Active participation of 
farmers  in decision  making  and  in  managing  the  system  increases  their 
awareness of the system’s capabilities by helping them understand the plan 
better and the reasons for actions taken. 
The objectives  of  the  plan  (whether  they  are  productivity,  equity,  sus- 
tainability, etc.) should be clear to all concerned  and translated  into clear 
operating rules. 
Water availability prediction must he good. If water available is less than the 
demand, rotatioil between years (i.e., 2-3 yearsplanning cycle, not 1  year) may 




h)  Farm-level water ninnagement for rice-based farmingsystems 
*  Although there  are several factors  influencing the  options for changes  in 
rice-based  farming  systems  such  as availability  of  adequate water, land 
suitability, climatic condition, availability of management technology, time 
constraint causcd hy the presence of rice crop, fanners’ preference, resource 
base, influence of neighboring farmers or extension agents and land tenure 
status, income stability was identified as the major consideration that influen- 
ces the farmers to diversify or not. 
In responding to the changes, it is implied that farmers must assume greater 
resyonsibility in water sharing to effect the desired changes in water manage- 
ment. Some checking facilities may have 10  be added to provide the hydraulic 
head required at certain points to implement the flush basin flooding method 
for  irrigating  a  nuinber  of crops  such  as onion, tobacco,  etc.  Additional 
facilities during the dry season in the form  of  extra  field channels (some 
already temporarily built by fanners) to facilitate the distribution, applicatioii 
and removal of  excess water for nonrice  crops are needed.  The resulting 
density of the field channels can be more than three times those being retained 
for rice cultivation during the wet season. 
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The use of groundwater to supplement canal supplies in the dry season was 
significant and economically attractive in both the Indonesian and Philippine 
sites. The same result is expected in similar groundwater use for Rabi (dry) 
season cropping in the Ganges-Kobadak Irrigation  System (GKIS) area  in 
Bangladesh. 
The use of residual soil water is significant in Bangladesh for growing wheat, 
onion,garlicand legumes afterthehan  (wet)season in IheGKISarea. While 
the potential is present in Indonesia and the Philippines, the use of residual 
soil moisture, especially  for mungbean, has not been  systematically docu- 
mented. 
The challenge of managing a high water table resulting from seepage from 
adjacent unlined  canals and surrounding fields was addressed in the Upper 
Talavera Irrigation System (UTRIS)  site in the Philippines by establishing a 
properly designed interception-cum-drainage channel around and across the 
average size fields to convert an unsuitable area to effectively pmduce maize 
of 7.3 toha, compared with 3.3 toha in the control area. 
It was found that a cropping patterii of rice-mungbean-maize replacing ricc- 
rice-nonrice  has higher productivity  than rice-maize-mungbeao for systems 
without  adequate  irrigation.  In  Bangladesh, green  manure-rice-legume  is 
recommended to replace rice-rice. 
Optimal yields for nonrice crops are obtained if soil moisture depletion is not 






c)  Economics nnd institutional issues in irrigated rice-based farming  systenls 
*  Different cropping options were identified which the fanners may consider 
during the dry season. These include leaving the land fallow, planting nonrice 
crops alone, growing combinations of nonrice crops or rice and nonrice crops, 
aiid planting dry-season rice crops. These options are influenced by a variety 
of factors such as crop schedulillgltiiniiig,  tenurial  status, prices of inputs, 
product (market)  prices,  land  suitability, drainage  constraints,  farmer ex- 
periencelattitudes, agency staff skills, laborlfarm power, farmer’s ability to 
control water, availability and access to technology. government policies and 
existence of residual soil moisture. 
The implications of changes on irrigation management, as earlier indicated, 
include the iiecd for bener coordination among farnicrs, between farmers and 
agency staff, and among agency staff, to increase the reliability of irrigation 
delivery. Conjuiictive  use  of  surface water  and  groundwater  need  to  be 
enhanced and drainage inlormation should be considered. 
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*  These implications could be addressed through a pilot-testing of management 
changes and  an assessment of  successful cases.  These would  involve the 
agency, farmers and researchers interarting with each other for fine-tuning of 
management procedures in the internalization process while the participation 
of the researchers is gradually phased out. The budget implications of the new 
management changes need to be assessed. 
d)  Critical issues discussed 
Irrigation service fees. Policies on irrigation service fees should be reviewed  in 
relation to the differences in  managing the system for rice  as against nonrice. 
Consideration should be given to farmers who are  using water more efficiently, or 
whapractice water conservation measures such as mulching and water augmenta- 
tion.  It was suggested, however, that the review may also look at strategies to 
encourage the farmers to pay irrigation fees. 
Tenurial status. The status  of land  tenure  has  some implications on  farmers’ 
attitudes to improving land productivity.  Not owning the land somehow deters 
farmers from using the recommended technologies to improve land productivity. 
Landlord-tenant arrangements also do not provide clear indications as regards 
membership in irrigators’ associations, and the payment of irrigation service fees. 
who is responsible?  The tenant or land owner?  The present situation does not 
provide  any mechanism  to  address  the  problem, more  so  to  improving  land 
productivity through crop diversification. 
Farmers’ decision  to  diversify.  As  the  report  indicates,  a  number  of  factors 
influence the decision of the farmers to plant rice or nonrice, and they should be 
given some degree of flexibility. However, this flexibility should consider not 
solely the farmer’s  own advantage but its influence on other farmers and  the 
flexibility of  the irrigation system itself. What may be done is for the irrigation 
agency and other support services to be ready with options to match the require- 
mentofnotonefarmerbutthelargergroupoffarmers.Likewise,theagency  should 
also have some kind of mechanism lo influence the farmers. 
Farmer’s organizations.  Organizing farmers  is  not  an  absolute  necessity  for 
effective irrigation management In Pakistan, the farmen use the water as they see 
fit. This cannot happen in the Philippines, Indonesia and Bangladesh where farmers 
have no fixed water rights. Somehow there is a need for sharing of responsibility 
between the farmers and the agency. It thus depends on the sociopolitical situation 
existing in the area where the system is located. 149 
PLANS FOR THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE 
A modest proposal  has been submitted to  the  current donor to wind  up the work  in 
Bangladesh. The work will consist mostly of pilot-testing promising irrigation management 
innovations over one cropping season with the active participation of concerned irrigation 
agency staff and farmers. The  period from November, 1990 to June, 1991,  which covers the 
drier part of the year (from the beginning of the dry-season until the start of the wet season) 
when water becomes scarce is the most critical in fine-tuning the pilot-testing process and 
in  determining the actual  operational  requirements for the methodical  transfer and  in- 
stitutionalization of management innovations. 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE ACTION/RESEARCH 
The project may be completed but a lot of things remain to be done. Useful information and 
technologies which are expected to enhance irrigation management have emerged from the 
findings but these need to he further evaluated through some kind of piloting. It is anticipated 
that  a  gradual  internalization  process  is required  for  the  impact of the  recommended 
innovations to be really felt. 
There should be action plans to put into reality and operation the findings made so far. 
Stronger and more  active participation  of the irrigation agency and  the  farmers are en- 
visioned. Other agencies involved in agriculture (from production to marketing) should 
likewise be included. 
The outstanding or uiuesolved  issues like the following may  be addressed  in future 
research: 
*  Is the design of the irrigation system flexible for crop diversification or is  i1 
complex? 
How can assessment and matching of both available water supply and water 
demand be improved to match the under-diversified  cropping conditions? 
Should thegovernment ge.t involved directly through such mechanisms as crop 
plans? 
How should the agency and farmers cope with different soil/drainagr environ- 
ments, considering zoning and water requirements? 
For  both rice  and  nonrice  production,  how  should  better  techniques  Tor 





In addition, studies on drainage seem to be underplayed.  Basic drainage facilities are 
necessary, particularly for upland crops. An in-depth study of the motivation of fanners to 
participale in irrigation nianagcment is more important than their need to form associations. 
Agency-farmer relationship is an integral component of diversification. This still has a long 
way to go. This has to be related to reliability ofwater delivery and variability, which cannot 
be controlled. A measure of reliability is still to be developed. Market forces and posthawest 
facilities should also be given due consideration. 
Three years of  activities under the  IIMI-IRRI Collaborative Project have  addressed 
important and comprehensive issues of irrigation management  for noiuice crops in rice- 
based systems. The next step is to evolve strategies to operationalize the recommendations 
that have conic out of the present findings, and to disseminate the information as widely as 
possible to irrigation and agricultural agency officials. The Research Network on  Irrigation 
Management for Crop Diversification (IMCD) will be very useful for this purpose. References 
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INTRODUCTION 
IxucAnoN  MANAGEMENT FOR diversified cropping, or crop diversification of rice-based 
agriculture in general, is an important research and policy issue which has been anractirig a 
lot of attention in Sri Laiika as  well as elsewhere in tropical Asia. The rapidly growing body 
of literature it1 the field best testifies to this increasing attention in recent years (IIMI 1987; 
Schuh aiid Barghouti 1987; World Bank 1988; Bhuiyan 1989; Miranda 1989; Valera 1989; 
IIMI  1990a). A basic factor, among others, behind  such a rather abrupt proliferation of 
research in this field is the fact that the rice sector of many countries in this part of the world 
has come to  a tuniiiig pnint;  the  introduction  and  diffusion  of new rice  seed-fertilizer 
technology  coupled with the expansion of irrigated rice land in the last two decades or so 
has helped a number of  countries in the regioii to either approach or attain self-sufficiency 
in rice, with a consequence of a long-term declining trend in the world rice price. The farmers 
in rice-based irrigation system aeed to diversify their income sources, while the demand 
fnr agricultural products diversifies from the major staple to various non-staple items as the 
economy grows. A logical deduction  is that diversification of rice-based agriculture  iii 
general aiid crop diversification of rice-based irrigation systems in particular, and research 
thereof, are a necessity. 
It  is well-recognizc.d that the  nature of  this issue of  irrigation  management  for crop 
diversification in rice-based systems is so multifaceted that multidisciplinary approaches, 
embracing eogineering, agronomy, soil science, economics, tnanagemeut, and other social 
as well as natural sciences, are necessary in its research. h fact, research in this field, as any 
other farming-system research, has usually been carried out in this multidisciplinary mode. 
Generally speaking, however, this multifaceted nature of the issue, coupled with its very 
location specific nature, often leaves research in this field at loose ends, e.g., partiality  in 
analyses with certain ad hoc assumptions in facets that are not in main focus, difficulty in 
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deriving general conclusioiislprinciples  that could be applicable under different settings, 
research-based recommendations that are rarely followed by farmers in actual farmiug, aiid 
the like. In other words, the multifaceted nature inherently makes the issue/subje.ct of crop 
diversification elusive, which means that, whenever certain research in this field is under- 
taken, it is  always important to keep in mind  lhe entire StrUcNre of the issue in ils full 
spectrum while identifying clearly the specific problems to be addressed in the research. 
The purpose of this paper is to reexamine briefly, mainly based on recent literature in the 
field in general, and experiences in Sri Lanka in particular, the structure of crop diversifica- 
tion of rice-based irrigation systems as an object of research and policy in order to facilitate 
understanding  of  the coiifiguratioii and  weak  (often  missing)  links in this  multifaceted 
researchlpolicy topic. The primary intention of doing such a "thought exercise" is to help 
refine research subjects to be studied under this research aehvork. It is further hoped that 
the exercise would be useful h  proinoting successful crop diversification in tire irrigation 
systems in Asia where few countries, iiicludiiig the fast-developing east hian  countries, 
have been fully successful so far in attaining it oii a sustainable basis. 
BACKGROUND AND DIMENSIONS OF THE lSSUE 
If crop diversification, or, more generally,  agricultural  diversification  is defined  as the 
process of broadening and maintaining  the  sources of iucomes of rural  households, as 
defined in a World Bank report (World Bank 1988; Schuh and Barghouti 1987), it is not a 
new issue. The origin of the issue could be traced back at least lo the eighteenth-celiNry 
Agricultural Revolution in  England, if not to the early civilizations in Mesopotamia and the 
Nile Delta. 
Structural Transformation and Agricultural Diversification 
As an economy stam growing from  a static, traditional  agriculture-based  society to  a 
dynamic, industrial one, the traditional agriculture, which is characterized by producing a 
limited list of traditional staple food crops, is bound to be diversified, in order to meet the 
increasing demand for lion-traditional food commodities. This  process begins with increases 
in the productivity of traditional agriculture due to technological advances. Accompanying 
this is a relative decline in the iinportaiice of the agricultural sector as a whole in the total 
economy, which process is called "structural transformation."  In this broadest framework 
or dimension, agricultural diversification and structural transformation are two sides of a 
coin; as an economy develops, rural households are forced to maintain and increase their 
incomes through  diversifying their farming while transferring  some of their resources, 
especially labor, to other income generating activities in the nonfarm sectors. 
At the dawn of the industrial revolution, British crop agriculNre experienced a major 
transformation in which the old cropping pattern was replaced by the Norfolk crop rotation 
with such new strategic fodder crops as clover and turnip. In nineteenth-century Denmark, 155 
Danish  agriculture successfully  transformed  itself  through  diversification  from  the old 
grain-based pattern  to  the one based  on a new aop-livestock combination.  Is the early 
twentieth century, Japanese rice fanners succeeded in introducing sericulture production 
into the rice production cycle with a result of significantly diversifying their income sources. 
All  these early examples of agricultural diversification occurred in response to changes in 
productand factormarketswithin  a broader framework of structural transformation (Hayami 
1989). 
Of course, we do not always have lo go so  far in dealing with the contemporary issue of 
crop diversification in Asia, which emerged in sharp profile in the 1980s because of the 
historic low level of world rice (and wheat, to a lesser extent) pric.es in the early 1980s,  which 
in turn was partly  a  result  of the successes in  "Green Revolution"  technology  in Asian 
developing  countries. In pursuing  crop diversification,  governments in  these countries 
(which have promoted self-sufficiency programs in staple foods). donor agencies (such as 
the World Bank and ADB,  which have invested in crop specific agricultural projects), and 
practitioners  of iiiternational agricultural research institutes (who have been niostly crop 
specific), arc concerned inainly about low levels ofworld prices and the surplus sitnatioii iii 
production of staple food crops, resulting in low incomes for the fanners producing these 
crops,aiid low ratesofreturnson the investinent5 that have beeninade thus far inagriculture. 
particularly in irrigation ilifrastructure. 
In such a context, agricultural crop diversification tends to be considered as a problem 
within the agricultural sector, or even within the snialler sector of "irrigated agriculture." In 
the case of this research network on  crop diversification, the focus is naturally confined to 
the '"irrigated agriculture" sector. The issue can be dealtwith at each level, from the fanners' 
field level to the macro-economic level. However, it should always be recognized that, since 
crop diversification in  Asia is inevitably a part of the structural transforination process of 
the economies, policies for diversification at each level must be consistent with each other 
and with the broadest fraiiiework of structural transforination. 
The process of structural traiisfonnation is nothing but the process of economic develop- 
intiit that requires efficient resource allocation. One immediate implication of this under- 
standing is, therefore. that policies for agricultural diversification at the macro-economic 
level  aud at any lower level should be such that efficient resource allocations among the 
sectors of the. econoniy as well as within the agricultural sector and betwcen its subsectors 
are facilitated. 
Rural Poverty and Diversification 
011 tlie other hand, the process of structural transforniation is  nothing but the process of 
adjustinent  in which the agricultural sector adjusts itself to new economic conditions that 
arc created by eronoinir development. This adjustment is  not  cost free, but rather entails 
paiiiSul costs to  the agriculture sector. Most distinct amoag thein would be increases in 
income inequity in the society, which is an inevitable consequence of the development, the 
intrinsic nature of which is unbalanced growth among the sectors. There has been a growing 
conccrii ainoiiggoveriiiiiciits and dotior agencies about this problem, and, as  a coilsequence, 
existiiig policies for agricultural divenificatioii at any level vcry often aim at allcviating 
poverty or improviiig the inconic distribution in rural areas. 156 
Difficulties arise if the relationship between these two basic problems, efficiency  and 
equity, is not one-to-one, and unfortunately this is often indeed the case. At last  in the short 
run, the potential  solutions to these  problem do not  necessarily  correspond. The best 
example to illustrate this difficulty can he found in pricing policy, which is always central 
to  any policy framework for agricultural diversification at any level. Price support for a 
certain crop is obviously the easiest and most  effective way to maintain or improve the 
income level of the farmers who grow the crop, and therefore it is always a strong tcinptation 
for policyinakers to resort to this measure. It is also obvious, however, that, by keeping the 
price ofa crop higher than the equilibrium level it1 the market, the resources that otherwise 
leave for other sectors remaia in  thr crop sector, thus impinging against the efficient resource 
allocation and thereby structural transforination. Although huge budgetary costs that are to 
he home by  the governments if  price support is  extended beyond a staple crop lo othrr 
subsidiary crops virtually negate this optioii ia diversification policy, econoinists arr.  usually 
not in Savor of price support maialy on  account of efficiency consideration in  the loiig run 
(Tinnner 1986). 
Conventional  wisdoiii  among economists as to this trade-off betwccii cificiency and 
equity is that economic developlnent based ou efficient resource allocatioii in the long run 
solves the illcome distribution problem; this is the U-Curvr Hypothesis found by Kuznrts 
(Kuznets 1955) and further evidenced einpirically by others (e.g., Ahluwalia 1976). Taking 
this wisdom as granted, a practical solution to  this trade-off  is to introduce explicit timr 
dimensions into the argument; when changes are so abrupt and adjustnient costs are so high 
that the welfare of  the losiilg party is  intolerably endangered, adopt suinc kind or pricr- 
stabilizing incasurcs iii the short run,  while not losing the sight for efficiency in the long run. 
This  argument directly implies that thr issue of agricultural diversification involves difkreiit 
time dimensions; divcrsificatioii policies intended to mitigate adjustment difficultirs in tlic 
short run InUSt  lint override the efficiency perspective in struc.tural adjustinelits in thr long 
run. 
Diversification and Changing Role of Irrigated Agriculture 
The  recognition  that  the  problem  of rural  poverty  could  he  solved  oidy  through  the 
development of the entire economy reminds us of  thr role of  the agriculture  srctor in 
economic dcvelopnient. As explained ill development ecoiioniics textbooks, an importaut 
role of agriculture at  ancarly stage ofeconoinic development is tosupply resources, financial 
as well as human, to  the rest of the economy. In developing countries in Asia, rxcrpt  iii 
traditional rice exporting countries, this role has been inaiiily playrd by the plantation scctnr 
(Thorbecke and Svejiiar 1987, for the Sri Lailkail case), and the irrigation sector has heen 
absorbing from lhe other sectors resources mainly ill the form of irrigation iiivrstIncIits. This 
direction has been right;  it was imperative for the development of a country to estahlish a 
prnductive domestic food production  sector. Many countries whicli neglected their fnod 
sector iii the past paid a high price in ternis of lost drvelopment. 
However, now that the irrigated land base has beeii well-established in niany of thrsc 
countries with near or full ricr. sr.lf-suflicieiicy. the role of the irrigation srctor should hr 
changed from a resource takrr to a rrsourcc contributor to the rest of the economy. Thr shift 157 
from the traditional "construction" phase to the "management" phase, which has been going 
on in the irrigation sector in Asia (Aluwihare and Kikuchi 1990),  releases a bulk of resources 
from the sector. Crop diversification iii the sector with import-substituting andlor export 
promoting  noiuice crops will  further strengthen this  role of the  irrigation sector to  the 
econoinic developrnent of the economy as a whole. 
Crop diversification  in the irrigation sector thus considered, therefore, precludes any 
policy which envisages a continuous net inflow of resources to the irrigatioii sector on  a 
secular basis. The introduction of price support incasures at a significant scale for nonrice 
crops is one such policy which naturally ends up absorbing, not supplying, resources from 
the rest of the economy in an unproductive inaiiuer. It should always he clear that, when 
cmisidered in the broader context, crop dive.rsification is inore a means or process to attain 
econoinic development, rather than an  objective by itself. 
Diversification as an Endless Process 
A inore crucial implication of  the whole arguiiieiitabove is ~atagriculturallrropdiversifi~a- 
tioii is a precess of dynamic adjustinrnt rather than a static target of establishing certain 
cropping patterns. Tlie elusiveness as a policy issue largely stenis from this characteristic of 
crop diversification. How it makes diwrsificatioii policy difficult to deal with is appare.nt if 
coinparrd to the pnlicy  for rice sell-sufficiency which offers a very  clear-cut stationary 
target. In diversification policy, there caiinot be such a  target, or, if any, it is at best  a 
"moving"  target.  Since  racb  couutry  has  heterogeueous  agricultural  regions,  it  is  not 
possible, iinr feasible, to set up a certaiii cropping patterii for the muiitry as a whole. Certaiii 
cropping pattrrns may be established specific to a certaiii region or area ofa country, but 
they  keep  clianging according  to changes  in  the  outside world.  In certain  agricultural 
regionalareas, the best opportunity for divrrsificatioti inay exist is  switching a part of  the 
rural labor force froin the nonfarni sectors while an increase in the size of operation is being 
required  iii the farm scctnr. 
Given such  a  distiiict  nature  of the  issue, the only definite policy  target  that caii he 
cstahlishrd. cutting across the full range of the  issuc, would  he to build  flexibility into 
agriculture in geiicml, and the traditional staple crop production system ill particular, by 
which the iievrr-ending adjustnient proccss is niadc smoother. This should he the strategic 
target  for wliatever  policy related  11)  agrirulturallcrop  diversification: price and  income 
policy, iiivrstmriit  policy,  land and labor policy, market and credit policy, research and 
extensioii policy. and so on.  A good exaniple of-the  need to build in the flexibility is found 
ill the irrigation systems iii Asia which are constructed and operated solely forgrowiiig rice. 
An attempt to make such rigid system amenable to diversified crop production, which is 
thc major re.se.arch them of  this research network, is nothing hut an effort to bring about 
llexibility iii irrigated agriculture. 1ss 
Horizontal and Vertical Diversification 
Finally, in this section, a short reinark should be made on geometric dimensions of  the issue; 
horizontal  and vertical  diversification.  Agriculturalicrop diversificatioii  intended  in  the 
preseut Asian context is primarily horizontal  diversification;  diversification through  the 
introduction of nonrice crops in replacement of, or in addition to, rice. 
It should be noted that at the natioual level, horizontal diversification can he attained 
through regional  '"specialization."  Because of possible regioual comparative advaleages 
resulting  from  soil-climatic  couditions  and  otber  location-specific  factors, and  of  the 
economies of srale, this could he an  efficient route to national level diversification. 111 fact, 
this method has been the major oue adopted by developed countries, such as the U.S.A.  and 
Japan, in their diversification processes. Among the developing countries in Asia, Thailand 
is  the  country  that  is  most  often  nientioned  as  successful  in  diversifying  agriculture. 
Although crop diversification in the rice-based farming system has been iu progress in some 
regions of Thailaud (Plusquellec and Wickhain  198.5),  the major  stream of  agricultural 
diversification has been through "specialization" away from rice (World Bank 1988). There. 
is a serious implication for attempts to diversify crops in rice-based farniing systems while 
keeping rice as a major crop; such attempts are handicapped ia  terms of exploitiiigefficieiicy 
to the exteut that comparative advantage and scale economies ofsuch a system diverge from 
those in "specialized" systems. 
Vertical diversification refers to  a  process  iii which value-added  of certain crops  is 
iucreased through  processing the  mops iuto otber commodities, e.g., rice  to rice  cake, 
soybeaii to soybean curd, niaugo to mango juice, etc. Since the potential of diversil-icatioii 
in this direction in iucreasing the income-earning opportunities of rural population is no 
doubt large, any policy towards agricultural diversification should take this potential into 
account. Here too, howevcr, the  ecouon)y of  scale through specialii.ation  would  work 
critically in many fronts; marketing, processing plants, quality control of raw niatcrials, etc. 
We, have to recoguize that diversificatioii in rice-based  farming system may have disad- 
vantages in this respect too. 
RESEARCH  FACETS  AND THEIR  LINKS:  DIVERSIFICATION 
IN  RICE-BASED  SYSTEMS 
The issue of crop diversific.atioii is multifaceted, and so, any general discussion on this issue 
iucludes some kind of cnumeratioii of the farcts involved. For instance, the World  Bank 
report referred to ill the previous section, categorizes the facets into agronomic, technical, 
and  economic factors  (World  Bauk  1988), while  Moya  and  Miranda  (1989),  dealiiig 
specifically with crop diversificatioii iii rice-based irrigatioii systems, orgaiiix their discus- 
sions into technical, ecouomic, and social and iiistitutional issues. 
A similar aneinpt to show research facets involved in the issue of crop divrrsificatioir in 
rice-based irrigation systems. and liriks brhveeii the,m, is presented in Figure 1. Here, thr 
issue is divided into fourgroups of sub-issues: a)engineering; b)agronomic; c) institutional; 159 
Engineering agronomic, institurioMIondeconomic issues relatedto crop diversification.  Figure 1. 
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and d) economic. The engiiieeriiig componenls are shown in the southwest comer of Figure 
1 in several boxes. Similarly, the economic components are shown from the northeast corner 
(output and input markets) to the center (farmers' crop choice). 
Facets 
Engineering facers. The engineering issues  can be classified into a  few compoiienls of 
different dimensioiis: structural c.apacity of irrigation schemes at different levels from the 
iiiaiii system down to the fanners' field, aiid water rnanageinent at respective levels. 
Since nonrice crops generally require water in ways that are different  from rice, the 
structural capacity of irrigation  systems which were designed and constructed solely for 
growing rice may iiot he adequate for irrigatiiig iioiirice crops. Continuous delivery ofwater 
at low tlow rates in the iiiaiii part of the systems is typical for rice irrigation, whereas inaiiy 
noiuice crops require intermittent water supply with high  flow rates. The capacity  of a 
conveyance system for rice may iiotbe adequate. The intennitteitt water supply may require 
inore controlled water release, which may, in Nm, necessitate better measureinelit devices 
at various levels of the systems. Some argue that  substantial costs will  be entailed  iii 
converting rice-based system into multiple-cropping systems (World Bank 1986, 1988 
Bhuiyaii 1989). The issue of how to make rice-based irrigation system flexible to accorn- 
iitodate  nonrice crops in  relation  lo their physical  capacity coines under the heading of 
"physical infrastructure" in Figure 1. 
Recent research carried out by llM1 and others suggests  that rice-based irrigation systeiiis 
indeed have the flexibility to make it reasonably possible to grow nourice crops in the dry 
scasoii (Miranda 1989; Bbuiyaii 1989). If this is taken forgranted, then conies the questioii 
of how to inailage the systems towards tionrice crop cultivatioii which generally rcquires 
furrow irrigatioii as opposed to hasiii irrigatioii for rice cultivation. The inauagemeat issues 
associated with the shift from rice to nmuice crops may be dealt with according to different 
levels in the systems, froin the inaiii system down to the farmers' fields. 
At tlic main system level, water availability iii a system for a certain seasoii is deteriniiied 
by the physical structure of  the system, and hy rainfall and other associated factors; givcii 
the water availability,  water release and distrihutioit plans at the nniii,  secondary, and tertiary 
levels are made, and, at the on-farm level, proper methods of irrigation and drainage for 
nonrirr crops are deterininrd. The issues at each level, needless to say, are closely related 
10  each other. For iiistance. the availability of  water and the type of rotation needed  for 
intennittent irrigatioii depend on  the type of crop to be grown. 
Considered along this line, oil-farin water inanagemelit seems to be an issue which has 
been relatively better researched as coinpared to inaiii system inaiiageinent for diversified 
cropping. It is ofteii said, for instance, that diversified cropping could save the water in the 
systrin which can be utilized to expand the planted area in the same season or in the following 
scasoiis. If this wcrc the case, crop diversification would be instruinental in eihancing the 
efficient use of scarce water (Moya aiid Miraiida 1989). Little evidence, however, has been 
accuinulated to denionstrate this iinpact. 
Agronomic fiicets. Issues such as crop water requirements and soil-water-plant relatioiis 
come under this facet. Rice is the plant that is best grown with wet puddled soil andlor with 161 
ponded water,  while  nonrice crops  fit lighter soil  textures, and  can withstand  neither 
waterlogging nor prolonged water stress. Cultivation of nonrice crops on  lowland soils has 
inherent disadvantages relative to lowland rice. On  the research side, agronomy of lowland 
rice cultivation has been one of the best-researched fields, and that of nonrice crops under 
upland conditions also has a long research history. Reflecting the disadvantages, agronomy 
of upland  crops to be grown in lowland paddies has been a relatively neglected field of 
research, though efforts have been made in recent years in this field (FA0 1984,1986). 
Institutional facets.  Noiuice crops, if  grown in rice-based  irrigation  systems, generally 
require more deliberate delivery, distribution, and management of  water than rice does. 
Diversified cropping is more demanding in terms ofsystem operation and management. The 
management practices adopted in rice cultivation, typically top-down planning and in- 
plementation, are in most cases not congruent with diversified cropping (Stone 1987). The 
deep-rooted  rice  monoculture pattern  in  these  systems  has  brought  about  among  the 
managers of the  systems  an ingrained  mentality  of low-intcnsity,  safety-first  type  of 
management (Moya  and Miranda  1989). All issues related  to  inakiug irrigation syslern 
management flexible and accountable to farmers' needs fall under this facet. 
Examples of the issues iii this facet, among others, are: the role of farmers' organizations 
and their participation in system management; fanner-agency  interaction  and interface; 
information channels and control; agcncy motivation; and so on.  It should he noted that 
many issues in this facet are not specific tocrop diversification. Most of them are issues that 
are applicable to the systems where rice is the sole crop lo be  grown. Diversified crops only 
make the issues more acute than otherwise. 
Economicfncets.  The issues in this facet revolve around the profitability of nonrice crops 
which are supposed to replace, or be added to, rice in rice-based systems. When reviewins 
the literature on crop diversification in general, not necessarily limited to that of rice-based 
systems and even excluding that written by economists, it is rather difficult to find a paper 
which has no mention of market and marketing problems, profitability of  nonrice crops 
relative to rice, lhe needs of credit provisions, and other related economic issues. 
These economic issues can be arranged according to the flow of  the issues as showii in 
Figure 1. First, the markets, both for outputs and inputs, determine tlic prices. Second, these 
prices  together  with  production  technology  available lo  the  farmers determine  the 
profitability of crops. And, third, the farmers choose crops to be grown depending OII the 
profitability. 
Some qualifications are necessary along this line. First, the issue of '"marketing" is an 
important part of '"market issues." The market is tbe mechanism through which price signals 
are  transmitted. There are cases where  the  market  is either not working  well  or even 
nonexistent. For instance, it is an often heard problem in the crop diversificatios business 
that crops grown by farmers cannot find buyers, or that some inputs for nonrice crops, such 
as seeds and fertilizers, are nnt available to farmers in time. These are typical marketing 
problems in which high "traiisactioiici~sts"  due to imperfect markets are involved; the '"real'' 
prices to the farmers are lower for outputs and higher forthe. inputs than the "nominal" prices 
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The second qualification is that the tenn "profitability" here is a loosely defined one; it 
does not uecessarily imply that the farmer is a "profit" maximizer.  He may be so, or he may 
he an "income" maximizer. What he  iiiaxiinizes may depend oii  the basis on which he 
operates his fami. This leads to the third qualification that farmers' decision on crop choice 
may be restricted not only by economic consideration of their own but also by other factors 
such as their status in the farniing community. The fourth qualification, also related to this, 
is on distributive impacts of diversified cropping, which are determined by crops to be 
grown, prices in output and input markets, production technology, and the ownership of the 
inputs used in the production process.  Crop selections made by individual farmers imply 
certaio income distribution consequences to the farming community.  Their selections could 
diverge froin  the oues which give the  highest income increase to, and the best  income 
distribution in, the community. 
Links 
Apparent and obvious links exist among the facets. It could be said that crop diversification 
ill rirc-based irrigation syste.ms is a research issue which should be studied in its entirety to 
observe how  these facets are closely re1ate.d lo each other, rather than study each facet 
independently. 
For examplc, the  issues of  "owfarin water management,"  classified as a  part  of tlic 
"engineering" facet in Figure 1, largely overlap those. of the "agronomic" facet. Without 
kilowledge  011  soil-water-plant relations for a certain noilrice crop or a sequence of crops, 
inigatioii and drainage ine.thods to he adopted  011  farmers'  fields cannot be detennined. 
Similarly, given  specific characteristics  of  an irrigation  syskin, such  as  soil,  water 
availability, and possible water dclivrry plan, the best cultivatioii inethods for nonricc crops 
must he sought. Water maoagement  at the farin level aiid agronoinic pote.iitials together 
dctermiiie the level of "crop production technology," or production functions iii economic 
terms, available to the farmers. Water availahility at the fariii level may al.fect even more 
directly "farmers' crop choice," as pointed out by soiiic. observers (Miranda 1989, Bhuiyaii 
1989). 
The issues in the "institutioual" facet are also associated iiitiiiiately with  other facets. 
Plaiiiiiiig and iinpleiiieiitatioiI of water delivery and distribution in a system for diversified 
crops are issues more of iiiaiiageineiit (therefore institutional) tlian ofeagineering. in which 
agency 's  iiiotivatioii  arid accouiitability 10  fanncn' needs, fanner-agency interaction, aiid 
inlbrmation control are all iiiore deiiianding than iii the rice monoculture system. Needs exist 
no1 oilly 011 the side of  the inanaging agency but also oil the side of farmers to be better 
organized for ensuring more prccise water management at tertiary as  well as on-farm levels. 
More often thaii not, diversified cropping iii an irrigation system rcquires collective actions 
ofcerlaiii degrees among the farmers iii the system, evcn for the choice of crops to be grown. 
1150,  he  choice of crnps becomes ail iiistitutional issue rather than a narrow economic issur 
Jf  all ilidividual fanner's decisioii making. 
111  addition to the  facets explained thus far, two  inore facets are. shown in Figure 1; 
cxtctisioii service and socioecnnoiiiic factors. The importance ofthe foruier is obvious. The 
Lariiiers  in rice-based  irrigatioii  systeins are used to growing rice, atid iioiuice crops to he 
growi~  inay be exotic fur thein.  111 such cases, productioii trrhiiology  for nonrice crops, 163 
without effective extension services, remains as potential, not  available to the farmers. I1 
may play a critical role, if the choice of crops is to be made collectively. 
In Figure 1, socioeconomic factors are distinguished from "economic"  factors in order to 
make  the flow of issues in the latter clearer. If the related markets and production technology 
are given, and if fanners are profit maximizers, the issue of economic profitability and crop 
choice is  fairly straightforward, even though risk and uncertainty inherent in noiuice crop 
cultivation, as  compared to rice, complicate the issue. However, farinen operate in a certain 
cultural  domain wherein class struclure  and  other social  traits  restrict  the  process  of 
agricultural production and the distribution of generated incomes in the community. To the 
extent that the  markets, particularly  labor and  land  markets, diverge from  thc  typical 
impersonal market, and are endowedwith cultural and institutional traits, the socioeconomic 
factors as defined here give more decisive impacts and effects to the "economic" factors. 
The socioeconomic factors as such are also closely related to the '"institutional"  issues. 
Without due understanding of the basic cultural characteristics of  the community, it is rather 
difficult to think of sustainable solutions to the institutional issues. 
WEAK  AND MISSING  LINKS THE MARKET 
Central to the interlocking issue of crop diversification in rice-based systems in Figure  1 is 
"crops to be  grown,"  which replace rice. Unless a list of substitute crop  is specified, neither 
agronomic nor engine.ering research on-farm water inaiiagemeiit can hr designed. Ever1 if 
some crops are recommended by authorities, farmers may iiot adopt them for economic or 
other reasons. Without viable nonrice crops, the whole business of crop divrrsificatioii docs 
not go ahead at all, which would be the worst nightinare crop diversificatioii advocates can 
c.ver have. All this means that a series of issues in the "ecnnomir" facet of Figure 1  are vital 
to the whole issue. 
Output Markets 
First of all, it should be pointcd out that the issue network in Figure 1 is open-ended toward 
the northeast corner of the figure. That is, the output markets in general lie out of the control 
of the system ~nanage~neiit  and of the fanners in the systems, and in most cases, even of the 
goveminent policymakers. All changes, which occur in the markets outside the systems, 
de.pending on changes in demand and supply, domestic as well as international, are brought 
into the system and affect directly the profitability of crops, and hence the list of crops to be 
grown. The input markets have similar characteristics,  but to a  much  lesser extent. Fnr 
instance, a clrange in fertilizer price affects the agricultural income, through the productiori 
process, of certain crops growii. However, the. cost of fertilizer is oiily a part of the total 
production cost, and the price. change affects, more or less alike, all crops that need  the 
fertilizer. 164 
This  open-ended nature makes the issue ofcropdiversificationelusive and keeps its target 
moving. There exists some uncertainty in other facets of the issue too. For instance, water 
availability in a system depends on rainfall which is beyond the control of managing agency 
and farmers. However, this problem of stochastic nature can, or should, be dealt with at the 
system level, and does not break the completeness of issue structure in that end. With less 
available water, for instance, crops which require less water can be selected, provided that 
such crops are economically viable, which depends eventually on the output markets. 
The fact that crop selection at the system level is subject to market conditions outside the 
system means that crop diversification in rice-based systems as a research and policy issue 
comprises at least two different levels: the national and the system levels. Since any attempt 
at  the system level to establish the list of crops is constrained by the conditions at  the national 
level, and not vice versa, it is critical to have a clear understanding on the markets and a 
clear policy at the national level as to crop diversification. Although policies at the national 
level affect not only rice-based irrigation systems but also other subsectors of agriculture, 
such as rain-fed agriculture, firm policies at the system level cannot be spelled out without 
them. In  most of the countries where effons have be.eii made to diversify crops in rice-based 
systen~s,  the most serious gap seems to exist in this macro-level policy/understanding,  in 
general, and interactioii bctween the macro-national level and the micro-system level. in 
particular. 
Thc literature in the field, available at  hand, gives a mixed picture about the nonrice. crops 
tbal perform better than rice in terms olcconoinic returns and which can, thereby, replace 
it in rice-based systems. Some of the literature show that there are nonrice crops which are 
niore profitable than rice (e.g., Adriaiio and Cabezon 1987, for the Philippines, Miranda 
1989, for Indonesia, the Philippines and Sri Laoka). Some others fail to identify such crops 
(c.g., World Bank 1986 for Thailasd). Our study in Sri Lanka reveals that possible nonrice 
crops for rice-based systems can be  grouped into two broad categories: low-value crops 
which generate value-added at best as high as, or generally lower than ric.e, and high-value 
crops ofwhich value-addcd is far better than rice (IIMI 199Ob). Most traditional food crops 
sucli as corn aiid various legumes fall in the Sirst category. The second group consisb of 
traditiooal high-value crops, such as chili aiid onion, and exotic exportable crops, such as 
gherkin and asparagus. Il~nonrice  crops were to be substituted for instead of adding to, rice 
111 crop diversilication, only those in the second group could be candidate crops Fable 1). 
It  shouldhenoted tliatthesc high-valuecropsarecharacterized  by very highlaborand capital 
intrnsity as coinpared to rice production. 
It should be noted further that thesr results are obtained using micro-level data. It is 
suggested therefore that, given the present price structurc and technology, there are some 
noiuirc crops that can be substituted for rice, though the list of such crops is rather short. 
What is 1101  known is the list of nonrict. crops in the medium- to long-run where both price 
aid  tcclmology are variable. 
Chili, iii  Sri  Lanka, would  be a  good  case to  illustrate  the nature  of  the  problem, 
particularly of traditional higli-value crops which are produced mainly for domestic con- 
sumption. This is thc crop which has traditionally been planted, mostly  in the Northern 
Province of  the country, but, because of its high substitutability for rice, it has become an 
important  noiirirc crop  iii  recent  years  in rice-based  irrigation  systems in Sri Lanka, 
particularly in  the North-Central Province..  The statistics iii Table 2 are from the Agricultural 
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The domestic production of chili bas been increasing quite rapidly due mainly to the 
increase in its cultivation in rice-based systems. As a result, it is estimated that the domestic 
production  exceeds the domestic requirement of the crop by  10-40 percent. A puzzling 
picture however emerges, if we look ai  the import statistics of chili which shows that the 
imports have also been increasing, makmg the total supply-demand ratio around or more 
than 1.5. Had these statistics been reliable, and should the demand elasticity of chili been 
rather low as slated in ARTl  (1989), the domestic price of chili would have declined 
drastically. However,  such  a  drastic  decline  in  the  price due to this  oversupply has, 
fortunately to the farmers, not been reported yet, though !he  real price to the farmers has 
declined slightly from the end of 1987 lo 1989. 
The puzzle is why the oversupply bas not resulted in a sharp price fall. There are three 
possible explanations: first, the data on production are not reliable; second, the data on 
consumption are not reliable or the domestic demand for chili is more elastic than expected; 
and third, a part of domestic production was exported (this means that the demand curve is 
highly elastic). Unless the right answer to this question is given through further research, it 
is too dangerous to promote chili cultivation beyond the present level. If the first explanation 
is right and if the demand curve for chili is indeed inelastic, the result of overproduction 
could be disastrous to the fanners. 
Whatthis "chiliproblem"suggests istheneed to havegood knowledgeonoulputmarkets, 
international as  well as domestic. Without it, no firm national policy for crop diversification 
can be established. In this sense, it was a quite legitimate approach that was taken for crop 
diversification  research  in  the  Philippines,  in  which  IIMI-ADB irrigation management 
research was preceded by 1FPR'-ADB food crop sector research (Rosegrant et al. 1987). 
The type. of analysis made in this study using the domestic resouice cost approach (e.g., 
comparative advantage, import substitution,  and export promotion), are quite useful and 
essential for realizing the configuration of nourice crops to be adopted for crop diversifica- 
tion, although this approach itself is static in nature so that it has certain limitations. Going 
into crop diversification without this kind of information is just like sailing in an ocean 
without a compass. Not only in Sri Lanka but also in other countries, this kind of research 
should be done periodically. 
It may he interesting to note that this Philippine study by IFPRI shows that rice still has 
a comparative advantage and is one of the most efficient crops to be grown in irrigation 
systems (Rosegrant el al. 1987: Gonzales 1989). This could he the case for other countries 
loo, implying that, if crop diversification is to be promoted, more research to improve the 
productivity  of candidate nonrice crops relative to rice would be a prerequisite. A basic 
contention of promoting crop diversification in rice-based systems is that many developing 
countries in Asia have attained or are approaching self-sufficiency in rice. This study and 
some others (Bhuiyan 1989) suggest a need to reexamine this contenlion periodically in the 
light of rapid changes in demand due to population increase and general economic develop- 
ment, and in agricultural technology. The national policy on crop diversification in rice- 
based systems canna1 be independelit of the national policy on rice. 
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Marketing 
Marketing is the most often mentioned weak or missing link in crop diversification. This 
pertains to the issue of the '"market" as explained earlier. The existence of a "marketing" 
problem could be an  obvious sign of insufficient demand in the market. More often than not, 
however, the problem could be due to the underdevelopment of market channels through 
which price signals are transmitted from the markets to the fields and through which crop 
products are marketed the other way around. The agricultnral/rural  marketing systems in 
developing countries are complex, comprising numerous actors, such as middlemen, local 
traders, transportagents, processors, export agents, and governmental or  semi-governmental 
marketing agencies. In  spite of the fact that an efficient marketing system is critical not only 
for crop diversification but also for agricultural development in general, linle attention, 
beyond the mere mentioning of its importance (Schuh and Barghouti 1987, World Bank 
198s), has been paid to this sector. 
This negligence of rural marketing systems can be explained partly by the traditional, 
stereotype image of middlemen and merchants: the ones who exploit peasants through the 
practice of monopolistic pricing and usury. The fact that most of rural marketing systems in 
developing countries belong to the informal sector has also made it difficult lo study this 
sector. However, recent studies have been accumulating evidence that indicate that iii- 
digenous rural marketing systems are quite competitive and thereby efficient in transmitting 
price  incentives (Siamwalla  1978, Unnevehr  1984, Hayami  et al.  1987). It  should  be 
remarked that these studies were done in the areas where crop diversification has been most 
progressive, such as Thailand and Java, Indonesia. This evidence, coupled with the evidence 
that governmental organizations are typically less efficient in the field of marketing, imply 
that the role of the government with respect to rural marketing lies not in direct iiitervention 
in the markets through controls on prices and profits but in providing conditions  under which 
the markets are well-developed and functioning. 
It seeins that Sri Lanka is a country where the traditional negative image of middlemen 
and traders has rather been prevalent and government intervention into the rural markets has 
been  pervasive.  If  so, the  first  policy  step necessary  for  a  long-term  success in crop 
diversification would be to foster efficient rural marketing systems, no inaner how long it 
takes. Without it, any effort at crop diversification is bound to face failure in the long run. 
Crop diversification is synonymous with building flexibility into traditional agriculture, and 
it hinges on the flexible, efficient marketing sector. The so-called "dependency syndrome." 
in agriculture and other sectors of the economy is the antonym of flexibility as such. 
Credit 
Credit  is  another problem  quite often mentioned  in the  crop diversification business. 
Although credit is not an input in an ordinary sense, this is a part of the market problem. It 
is said that while market-oriented  iionrice  crops require high  cash inputs, credit is  not 
available to farmers, or if available, it is at too high rates of interest. Provided that there is 
a well-functioning marketing sector. nonavailability of  credit could be an obvious sign that 
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lending are nothing but a sign that opporlmiity costs of money, loan-default risk, and costs 
involved in financial transactions are all high. 
Negative image of, or prejudice against, informal money lenders has been even more 
serious than that of middlemen and traders, and this has given way to cheap credit policies 
in  the  primary  sector adopted  in  almost  all  developing  countries.  Confusion  among 
policymakers on the role and functioii of rural financial markets has been widespread. Just 
as in the case of middlemen and traders, however, the empirical evidences from recent 
studies indicate that the informal financial market in rural areas in developing countries are 
much more efficient than ever thought, and, more importantly, that the cheap credit policies 
adopted in these countries have contributed negatively to rural development, in spite of all 
good intentions envisaged in these policies (Howell 1980, Adam  et al. 1984). 
This does not necessarily mean that a government must not intervene in the financial 
markets. Under the condition of underdeveloped financial markers, a government would do 
so in such a way to help the markets develop. The introduction of a formal credit system 
may be one of them, but it should be implemented so as to be effective in mobilizing rural 
financial markets. The traditional  cheap credit policy has little economic ground to be 
justified even as a means of infant industry protection. 
If there exist good economic OpporNnities for noiuice crops, credit would  become 
available to farmers in one way or another. As a matter of fact, it is a widespread practice 
in rural Asia that middlemen and traders advance credit to farmers to purchase cash inputs 
in  exchange for the  exclusive right to  purchase crops to be marketed  from the farmers 
(Siamwalla 1978; Hayami el al. 1987; Pingali et al. 1989). This kind of credit is  usually 
interest-free. It should also be noted that, contrary to the popular view, this kind of credit 
arraugeinents emcrge when the market is fairly competitive; it is neither exploitative nor of 
the feudal bondage type. A typical case is reported by Pingali et a]. (1989) for an irrigation 
system in Central Luzon, the Philippines, in that middlemen and traders advance interest-free 
loans to the rice farmers who grow onion in the dry season. If crops are "economically 
viable," then, credit follows. 
It may seem that the situation in  Sri Lanka in this respec.t too is not so encouraging. 
However, there are signs indicating that the rural financial market is working. For example, 
IIMI (1990b) reports that fairly large amounts of infonnal loans are available to fanners in 
an irrigation system in the southern part of the country. Bouman (1984) reports that informal 
financial arrangements in Sri Lanka provide very valuable services to many rural people. 
Although much research needs to be done in this field, it is certain that there is a potential. 
What is important for policymakers is not to demolish such a potential but to set up policies 
that will help develop efficient and flexible rural financial markets. 
As pointed out by Schuh and Barghouti (1987) and World Bank (1988), an important and 
dfcclive  policy towards this end would be credit programs for middlemen and traders. Since 
the  primary  bottleneck  for crop divrrsification could be  in marketing  the output, not  in 
getting fanners to grow the crop when profitable, such programs could be instrumental in 
building  flexibility  in the  marketing  system  in  general  and  for  speeding up the  crop 
diversification process in particular. In this sense, the two-step loail now envisioned in Sri 
Lanka, if implemented properly, could be an  effective ineaiu to mobilize rural markets. 169 
Input Markets 
The need to make rural markets flexible applies to the input markets as well. As complaints 
in Sri Lanka are often  heard that seeds, fertilizers, and agrochemicals are not supplied to 
farmers in time, rigidity in these markets is presumably relatively well-recognized. Policies 
should be taken to  ease such rigidity through the development of efficient markets for these 
inputs. What is not sowell-recognized are the workings of other input markets such as labor, 
land, and draft power. 
Farmers  in  developing  countries  in  Asia,  unlike  the  typical  peasant  described by 
Chayanov, are integrated with the market economy not only in the output side but also in 
the input side. They purchase inputs in the market. Labor and land are not the exception. 
Particularly in well-irrigated rice growing areas, the existence of  landless laborers, whose 
income depends on hired labor in rice farming, is  substantial. It is not uncommon in many 
Asian countries to find rice villages where the population of the landless laborers is much 
more than that of "farmers" who cultivate land as owners or as tenants of some sort. A 
significant portion of  the income generated in  rice farming is eanied by  these landless 
laborers. Sri Lanka is not an  exception in this respect. The percentage of rice income earned 
by hired laborers is as high as 20-30 percent of the total rice income generated  in many 
irrigation systems. In some areas, more than 90 percent of the total labor requirements in 
rice production is  met by hued laborers. 
Crop diversification under such conditions would have profound implications in the local 
labor markets. One implication is its impact on  income distribution among rural people. It 
is often said that crop diversification is necessary in order to increase "fanners' income." In 
many rice growing areas, this should always be restated  as including landless laborers' 
income. Should the income of rural households be of concern, more emphasis should be put 
on  landless laborers who are the poorest of the poor in rural communities. This point of view 
seems to be usually lacking in policy consideration for crop diversification. 
Anolher implication is changes in labor requirements due to crop  diversification. In Asia, 
rice is a labor-intensive crop. Some nonrice crops are, however. more labor-intensive than 
rice. Although the labor is generally a relatively abundant resource in these countries, there 
could be a case in which seasonal boalenecks in labor supply emerge with new cropping 
patterns. The solution to this depends critically on how flexibly and efficiently the labor 
market works. 
As to the income distribution implication, the land market is even more important than 
labor, becauseland is the resource that ismostscarce in Asiancountries,and because tenancy 
arrangements are pervasive in many rice growing regions there. It is also imprtant in tenns 
of efficient resource allocation. Even if  legal restrictions to tenancy arrangements exist, 
tenancy transactions are  popularly practiced by fanners. There is a tendency for the incidence 
of tenancy in rice growing regions to be more in the dry season than in the wet season,  and 
that diversified cropping in these regions increases it even further (Kasryno el al. 1982; 
Pingali el al. 1989). For example, Pingali el al. (19891, studying an irrigation system in the 
Philippines where crop diversification is in progress in the dry season, reports that farmers 
adopt seasonal tenancy arrangements tocope with labor constraints and inherent risks in the 
nonrice crops grown. This suggests that the flexible land market helps crop diversification, 
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market as if no tenancy problem exists. In order to maximize the efficient use of the land 
resource, crop diversification should be promoted on the basis of a flexible land market. 
Mechanization in peasant agriculture in Asia has been progressing. It is nowadays popular 
to  see tractors  and threshing machines in rice growing areas in  this region. A distinct 
characteristic of this kind of input. as compared to  inputs like fertilizer, is its indivisibility 
which could bring a scale economy into peasant production. Once this comes in, farm size 
becomes  an  important  issue not  only  io  terms of income  distribution  but  in  terms  of 
efficiency. However, it is fairly comnioii throughout the rice growing areas in the Asian 
tropics to  see well-developed  custom  service markets  for  these  agricultural  machines 
(Siregar and Kikuchi 1988). Therefore, if there is a bonleneck in these services, as in Sri 
Lanka where such bottlenecks reportedly exist in many irrigation systems, in relation to the 
time allowable for land preparation, the reasons why the markets are not working properly 
should be looked into. 
In essence, how these input markets work is  crucial to a successful promotion of crop 
diversification. It determines not only the supply of inputs necessary for diversified crop- 
ping, but also how the income generated is distributed  among the agents involved in the 
production process. The flexibility of these markets is an integral part of the flexibility that 
is needed for crop diversification. Understanding of the role lo be played by the markets is 
grossly iiwfficient both in research and iii policy arenas related to crop diversification. 
Market and Collective Action 
Mention should be made of the link between the markets and the nonmarket  elements 
inherent in the management of irrigation systems. Irrigation water could be "marketed" under 
certain technological conditions, which the irrigation system in Asia generally lack. This 
elitails the free supply and utilization ofwater in an irrigation system in this part of the world 
which makes the market mechanism  inoperative and which necessitates collective action 
among the agents involved  in  the system. For instance, such matters as the ensuring of 
adequate water distribution, regulation of timing of water supply, and prevention of excess 
water use can only be dealt with by coordination among the agents through collective action, 
not through the market in a narrowly  defined  sense (Pingali  1990). A shift from a rice 
monoculture Qattenl to diversified cropping makes this need  for collective action more 
imperative. 
In almost all the countries under consideration, a major means of attaining this collective 
action is through the fonnation of strong water users' associations or farmers' organizations. 
As shown in Figure 1, the facets of "Institutional issues" and '"Socioeconomic factors" are 
all related to the issues of  farmers' organizations and their linkages with the managing 
agencies, if any. These are the facet? that constitute the links where the markets outside as 
well as inside irrigation systems meet with the nonmarket elements of system management. 
Although it is well-recognized that the institutional aspects of irrigation management are of 
critical importance for better system performance, particularly when diversified cropping is 
envisaged, what is not clearly understood is how they are related to the markets. 
These market  and  lionmarket  linkages  in  system  management  range  over  a  wide 
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the degree of need could differ from one system lo the other, depending on  the prevailing 
socioeconomic  and sociocultural environmenls. For instance, solutions to conflicts in water 
distribution between the head-end and tail-end sections of a system may require collective 
action, in the absence of any market solution under usual circumstances. But some market, 
may exist under othercircumstances where waterrights are  clearly 
specified and some compensation paymenls to losers can be enforced. 
There seems to be a tendency among those involved in irrigation management in Sri 
Lanka, as well as elsewhere, to consider that market mechanism and system management 
are two independent things which never go together.  Needless to say, the market is not 
always a substitute for collective action. It is equally counterproductive  lo assume that 
institutions such as farmers’ organizations can always be a better substitute for the market. 
The need is for certain amicable combinations of these two extremes. which is perhaps the 
most serious challenge that research has to confront in paving the way for successful crop 
diversification in rice-based systems in the long run. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Crop diversification in rice-based irrigation systems is often treated as if problems in it can 
be solved by government or system management directives; if there is a need to diversify 
crops, the need should be there; if certain crops are to be substituted for rice, farmers should 
plant the crops; ifcertain inputs are needed to these crops, they should be there; and so forth. 
Crop diversification is an inevitable process that the agriculture sector has to adopt as the 
economy grows; it is a part of the structural transformation process of the economy. This 
process is designed to build flexibility into agriculture. Acommand type mode of operation 
is furthermost to this approach. Instead, the success of crop diversification critically hiiiges 
on  the markets. Only with well-functioning markets could its objectives be attained, while 
being consistent with the long-run need of structural transformation and efficient resource 
allocation. 
Crop diversification in rice-based systems is not easy to attain. Timmer (1989, which is 
an earlier version of the World Bank (1988) report, mentions Thailand and Japan as the 
countries where agricultural diversification has been successful; Thailand without govern- 
ment intervention, and Japan with heavy intervention. It should be noted that the major type 
of diversification that has progressed in both countries is not the one in rice-based systems 
but that through regional  specialization away from  rice.  In the case of  postwar Japan, 
agriculture as a whole has been diversified adding livestock and horticulture production lo 
staple food production, butthe rice sector itselfhas failed to diversify. The failure is twofold: 
rice farming has remained largely as monoculture despite all policy efforts made by the 
government lo promote diversification, and it has totally lost its economic  viability because 
of too heavy protection through rice price-support. This experience in Japan clearly suggests 
that crop diversification policy is not independent ofrice policy. Both should be consistent 
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Unlike policies to attain rice self-sufficiency, policy targets for crop diversification keep 
moving, and the issue sttucture of crop diversification is  open-ended towards the output 
markets. Research, that makes clear the conditions of the crop markets, both domestic and 
foreign, for both rice and nonrice, needs to be carried out periodically. The comparative 
advantage of producing certain crops domestically relative to imports should be examined 
carefully according to changes in the markets and in the economy, in order to keep renewing 
the list of crops to be grown in rice-based systems. 
It is worth remembering that major success cases of agricultural diversification in the 
past accompanied technological as well as institutional  innovations consistent with the 
conditions of product and factor markers. In the case of the eighteenth-century  English 
Agricultural Revolution, new technology in the form of new crop rotation systems was the 
technological  basis with  the  enclosure as the  institutional  basis;  the  consolidation  of 
communal pasture and farmland into single private units facilitated the introduction of an 
integrated system of crop-livestock production. At the turn of the century in Denmark, small 
grain  farmers succeeded in  introducing  efficient dairy  farming; accompanied  were the 
technological innovation in the fonn of the centrifugal cream separator and the institutional 
innovation in the form of the cooperative creamery. Similarly, in Meiji, Japan, the introduc- 
tion  of  sericulture  alongside  rice fanning was  made  possible  by  the  invention  of  the 
summer-fall cocoon rearing technology supported by a series of institutional innovations 
such as the establishment of silk inspection stations, national and prefectural silkworm egg 
inultiplicatioii  stations, sericulture colleges, and  sericulture cooperatives.  As stated  by 
Hayaini (1989), "the scope of success for agricultural diversification strategy is but limited 
if it simply attempts lo divert resources from the production of basic cereals to other crops 
and livestock products with no major technological innovation in either farm production or 
processing and marketing. If this resource reallocation would be enforced by government 
programs  such  as price  supports and  inputlcredit  subsidies,  it would  prove to be 
counterproductive for the purpose that agricultural diversification tries to achieve. 
In  spite of all difficulties, crop diversification will be the direction that many rice-based 
irrigation systems have to take in the long ruii as well as in the short run, if they are to be a 
part of the agricultural sector which is bound to diversify as the economy develops. Research 
efforts in irrigation management for crop diversification should all be aimed at the ultimate 
objective of making rice-based systems as flexible as possible. To build flexibility into the 
systems is nothing but to  provide necessary conditions for diversification. A part of sufficient 
conditions for diversification is coming from outside the systems, but necessary conditions 
can be prepared within the systems as well. References 
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Special Papers 
IN  ADDITION  To the country papers, two other papers were presented. The synthesis of 
findings under  the  IIMI-IRRI  Collaborative Project in  Bangladesh, Indonesia  and the 
Philippines was discussed. The project implementation process which includes the setting 
of the country-specific objectives, the research site selection and implementation procedure 
were described. In the analysis, four critical issues were highlighted. They are: a) irrigation 
service fees; b) tenurial status; c) fanners’ decision to diversify; and d) fanners’ organiza- 
tions. 
Policies on irrigation service fees should be reviewed in relation to the differences in 
managing the system for rice versus nonrice. There should be a provision for a mechanism 
lo address the problem  of landlord-tenant arrangements,  especially  in  improving land 
productivity through crop diversification. Although the farmers should be given some  degree 
of flexibility in their decision to diversify, this flexibility should consider not solely his own 
advantage hut also its influence on other fanners and the flexibility of the irrigation system 
itself.  Organizing farmers is  not  an  absolute  necessity  to  have  an effective  irrigation 
management but depends on the sociopolitical situation existing in the area where the system 
is located. 
There were still unresolved issueswhich may be addressed in futureresearch.Thesecould 
be related to: a) the design of the irrigation system with flexibility for crop diversification; 
b) improved assessment of both available water supply and water demand to match the 
requirement of diversified cropping conditions; c) direct government involvement through 
such mechanisms  as  crop plans;  d) coping, by  the agency  and farmers, with  different 
soilsldrainage environmenls, considering  zoning and water requirements;  and e) better 
techniques for improving water use efficiency and productivity for both rice and nonrice 
crops. 
Some clarifications were made regarding farin ditches in the Upper Pampanga River 
Project. It was mentioned that originally, the project had an elaborate system of farm ditches 
consisting of main fann ditches, and supplementary and internal farm ditches to facilitate 
rotational irrigation. Lateron,  all intenial farm ditches and some supplementary farm ditches 
occupying unproductive areas were removed. Only the main farm ditch and some  necessary 
supplementary farm ditches were retained. This was done through trial and error. 
To demonstrate the IIMI-IRRI research  results or technology  to the  fanners, semi- 
narslworkshops lo which farmers are invited could be conducted. During these seminars, 
datalresearch results could be presented and explained and problems and possible solutions 
and necessary improvements determined. 
To  determine whether the technology is feasible and applicable or not, pilot-testing could 
also be done. 
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Irrigation management at the systems level is also affected by the choice of nonrice crops. 
As  the root eiiviroinneiit for nonrice is aerated, water should be delivered in ao interinittent 
way. To  remove drainage water and prevent overirrigation. intercepting ditches could be put 
up in areas with high water tables. 
The second paper emphasized that crop diversification is an inevitable process that the 
agricultural sector has to undergo as the economy grows. It is a part of structural transfor- 
mation of the economy to build flexibility into agriculture. The success of crop diversifica- 
tion critically hinges on the markets. Only with well-functioning markets could its objectives 
be attained, while being consistent with the loiig-~ii  need of structural transformation and 
efficient resource allocation. 
In spite of  all difficulties, crop diversification will be the direction that many rice-based 
irrigation systems have to take it1 the long run as well as in the short run, if they are lo be a 
part or  the agriculture sector which is bound to diversify as the economy develops. Research 
efforts in irrigation management for crop diversification should all be aimed at the ultimate 
objective of making rice-based systems, as flexible as possible. To build flexibility into the 
systems, the necessary conditions for diversificatioii should be provided. 
The output market influences the farmers’ decision on whether to diversify or not. The 
input  market  is  also  important.  Water was not  included  in lhe  input  market  but was 
considered a nomnarket input. If included as an input market, then, water becomes almost 
as important as an output market affecting farmers’ decision on whether or not to produce 
irrigated crops. If they go for producing irrigated crops, the amount of water will determine 
whether to plant an irrigated rice crop or irrigated nonrire crops. 
Water was treated as a iiomnarketed commodity. As such, there is need for a corrective 
factor for regulating markets outside of this noiunarketed element. This corrective factor can 
hr dealt with  through Iariners’ organizatioas where water is  a constituent or institutional 
component ol  its irrigatioii management. 
Equitiesandsubsidiesare iiiiportaiitmeaiatoaugiiieiitorcreate income. ltwasacommon 
ohscrvatioii that a profitable market is ail important factor for successful crop diversification. Workshop Group Sessions Workshop Group Sessions 
THE  SMALL  WORKSHOP group discussion was an opportunity for the participants lo share 
their ideas and expertise to address the objectives of the workshop. It provided a venue for 
deliberation of the issues that were raised and those that were not raised  in the earlier 
sessions. It was also  a chance to look more closely at cross-country comparisons to find out 
commonalities, similarities and differences in rice-based systems, in essence, addressing the 
sharing and complementation objective of the networking. 
The participants were divided into three groups corresponding to the major activities of 
the network a) research and development, b) information exchange and dissemination, and 
c) funding and organization.  Each group was also requested to give suggestions on the 
possible theme or focus of the next progress review and coordination workshop. 
GROUP  A: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
The group identified five research and development areas in the context of market demand, 
transporlhtorage costs, postharvest processing, subsidies/taxes/tariffs, and marketing as- 












































Research and Development Areas 
1. 
2. 
3.  On-farm water distribution facilities. 
4. 
5. 
Drainage requirement for rice and nonrice mops in  rice-based systems. 
Techniques of quantifying water demand. 
Development of flexible supplemental water sources. 
Fanners’ support services for diversified cropping in turned-over systems 
Suggested Theme for Next Workshop 
Two possible themes for the next workshop were Suggested: 
1. 
2.  On-farm water distribution facilities. 
Drainage requirement for nonrice crops in rice-based systems. 
GROUP B: INFORMATION DISSEMINATION AND EXCHANGE 
Forms of Dissemination and Exchange 
The conduct of annual workshops, publication of the workshop proceedings and the IMCD 
Newsletter should continue. As regards the newsletter, there is a need to establish a more 
respnsive mechanism  for soliciting contribution materials. A suggestion was for each 
member of the Steering Committee of the IMCD Network to spearhead, in their respective 
country, the collection of materials and dissemination of  information to their counterparts. 
Identified members were: 
Dr. Manuel M. Lantin  -  Philippines 
Dr. Suprodjo  -  Indonesia 
Dr. Wong Koh Fiu  -  Malaysia 
Dr. Prakriti S. Rana  -  Nepal 
Dr. M. A. S. Mandal  -  Baugladesh 
MI. Jayantha Jayewardene  -  Sri hnka 
Dr. Kulaadaivelu  -  India 
Dr. Skulwattana Chanthrobol  -  Thailand 
Each of the identified members was requested to initiate the formation of a suitable form 
of national information network. 
The newsletter should be published at least twice a year. It could include information on 
activities being planned, carried out, views, and news of workshops, seminars, etc. Special 
publications on specific reyorts, reviews, technical papers, case studies, etc. could be done. 
There is a need for infonnatioii feedback, to identify major issues and encourage interactioii 
among members. 181 
Special leaflets can be prepared for policyldecision makers in order to create awareness of 
the IMCD issues. 
Training 
The group encourages the development of training curricula on IMCD topics. These could 
be incorporated into existing training programs such as the irrigation and water management 
program of IRRI. It is suggested that IIMI develop curricula on  IMCD issues for national 
and international training programs. Training programs should be conducted for farmers, 
junior technicians and officers. 
Theme for Next Workshop 
The theme  "Promoting Implementation of Crop Diversification in Rice-Based Irrigation 
Systems" was suggested for the next workshop. This could further focus on:  a) impact of 
research on  crop diversification in rice-based systems; b) application of research findings 
and technology; c) training needs: and d) implementation issues. 
Other Suggestions 
Some members of the group strongly felt that there should be an evaluation of the IMCD 
Research Network Program. The evaluation would help the Network to be more effective 
in the future. A mechanism to get feedback from concerned secton should be formulated. 
Funds should be made available for the operation of the network. 
GROUP C  FUNDING AND ORGANIZATION 
Sources of Funding for Research 
It was evident that all countries have existing projects on mop diversification  with  the 
corresponding funding. For future activities, each country may formulate its own research 
program and IIMI and the Network could help obtain the necessary support. Joint programs 
between andlor among countries are suggested. 
The existing programs  on crop diversification and  funding sources in the different 











Farming Systems Research Program -  USAID 
Agriculture Extension Research Program -  WB 
Small Farmer Development Program - ADB 
National Wheat Development Project -  USAID 
National Rice Improvement Project -  USAID 
National Maize Improvement Project  ~  Governnent of Japan 
National Vegetable Development Program - Agriculture Department, FAO, UNDP, 
Swiss Government 
National Potato Development Project - Agriculture Department,  FAO, Swiss Government 





Cropping Systems Research Program - Department of Agriculture 
Rain-fed Agricultural Systems Research - USAID 
Diversifying Cassava to Other Products  ~  EEC 
Malaysia 
1.  Government Budget through MARDI 
2.  Support froin the Private Sector 








Crop Diversification Program - CIDA 
Crop Diversification Program .  Rockefeller Foundation through lIM1,’IRRI 
Bangladesh Water Development Board Programs with BRRl 
Crop Diversification  for ln~proving  Irrigation  Water and Farming Systems Re- 
searches Incorporating Rice and Nonrice Crops Funded by the Ford Foundation 





Diversified Agricultural Research Project - USAID 
Mahaweli Agricultural and Rural Development Project - USAID 
Irrigation Manageinelit and Crop Diversificatioii Project 




Farming Systems Research ProjectZoordinated by PCARRD 




All India Coordinated Research on Water Management and Cropping Systems . 
Funded by Indian Council ofAgricultural Researchi Government of India 
Crop Paiiern Scheme - Tamil Nadu Agricultural University 
Indonesia 
1.  Irrigation Management Improvement for Crop Diversificatioii in Rice-Based Sys- 
tems - IIMIflRRl 
National Committee for Crop Diversification 
It was felt that each country should have a national committee or some umbrella organization 
to oversee the activities on crop diversification. No standard  objectives or  rules were 
recommended but the NCCD in the Philippines could be taken as a model and modified as 
necessary.  The Farming  Systems Institute  in  Thailand  could  also be  looked  at. This 
commiiiee should have independent md effective funding from appropriate agencies. 
Annual Workshop 
The  group feels that the present workshop format could be maintained hut paper presentation 
and discussion could be lengthened. It was suggested that the National Committee or similar 
body should nominate the representatives of the country. It may even nominate somebody 
outside of the Committee. Two or three representatives from each country should be enough. 
Theme for Next Workshop 
The group suggested the theme  "Improvement of Reliability of Water Supply for Crop 
Diversification." Summary/Highlights of Group Sessions 
and General Discussion 
Small Group Sessions 
IN  THE  CONTEXT  of  market  demand,  transport,  storage  costs,  posthaNeSt  processing, 
subsidies/taxes/tariffs, marketing association and considering water sources, water demand, 
structures, and institutional  issues, five research and development areas were identified. 
They were: a) drainage requirement for rice and nonrice crops in ricebased systems, b) 
techniques of quantifying water demand; c) on-fann water distribution facilities; d) develop- 
inelit of flexible supplemental water sources; and e) farmers’ support services for diversified 
cropping in turned-over systems. 
Support services to be given to farmers for diversified cropping in turned-over systems 
should depend on the demand or need. Research related to this will determine the type and 
scale of support needed to promote and implement crop diversification. 
As regards research on drainage, it was pointed out that it should be done for both rice 
and nonrice crops. 
On information dissemination and exchange, the group recommended that the conduct 
of annual workshops, the publication and distribution of the workshop proceedings and the 
IMCD Newsletter  should  continue. There  is  a  need  to  establish  a  more  responsive 
mechanism for soliciting contribution materials  for the newsletter.  In this regard, each 
member of the Steering Committee shall initiate in their respective country, the collection 
of inaterials and dissemination of the information to their counterparts. Each member was 
also requested to initiate the formation of a suitable form of national information network. 
Special leaflets may be prepared with policymakers as  the target. 
Training curricula on IMCD topics should be developed and incorporated into existing 
traiiiiiigprogramssuchasthatcoiiducted  by IRRI. IIMIshoulddevelopcurricula fornational 
and international  training programs. Training should be directed at farmers, junior tech- 
nicians and officers, particularly. 
Some kiud of evaluation of the activities of the Network should be done. Feedback from 
concerned sectors should be helpful. 
It appears that all countries have existing projects on crop diversification with  the 
correspondiiig funding. For future activities, each country may formulate its own research 
program and IIMI and the Network could help obtaiii the necessary support. Joint programs 
between two or more countries are also suggested. 
Itwas feltthateachcountryshould havea nationalcoinmitteeorsome  kindofanumbrella 




The crc.atioii of institutes like thr Fanning Systems Institutr (FSI) of the Dcpart~ncnt  ol 
Agriculture in Thailand could he another strategy. 
The national  committees should have funding support from  appropriatr. agencies.  It 
should be instrumental iii determining research priorities and translating research findings 
into action. 
It was suggested that  in  order to  get  funding  for a  national  coniminee,  a  proposal 
indicating the objectives of the coininittee should be prrparcd and submitled. This could he 
built into research and extension proposals. 
General Discussion 
Water supply during the  dry period hecoiiirs a necessary factor 10  encourage farmers to 
engage in crop diversification. There is a nred to augmrnt water, rspecially ill rua-oS-the- 
river type systems, or gravity irrigation systems, as water supply decrcases duriiig thc dry 
period. How to augment watrr for crop divcrsificatioii is a major area of concerii that weds 
to be tackled. Usiig the shallow groundwater puinp system was inelltioiled as onr way of 
augmenting water supply. However, this technology niay br coustrainrd by the fuel crisis. 
If this technology is to be used, there is a need to devise a syslem where economic and 
efficient use of water corning from the said system could he effected. 
Since IMCD is very much tied UP with crop diversification. it was clarified that it is 1101 
a '"Crop Diversification Network" hut rather  an "Irrigatioa Management for Crop Divcr- 
sification Network." If the network is 011 crop diversification per se,  it will just he duplicating 
a number of existing farming systems networks. 
The IMCD  Network has been created to facilitate research implementation and informa- 
tion exchange related to irrigation management for crop diversification with reference 10 
probleins/issues coiiiinoii to all membercounlries. On the other haad, the national committee 
or its equivalent could take charge of country-specific type of research. 
Considering the various comments related to the formation of the national committce, it 
was suggested  that  each country  may  develop its ow11  mechanism or means (such as 
committee,  institution, or network) to effectively provide the directioii of crop  diversification 
programs. 
Besides being constrained with  problems on  irrigation, rice  farmers are gening low 
incomes due to the declining price of rice. Addressing these problems, crop diversificatioii 
aims to enhance profitability of irrigated agriculture. In relation to this, the network should 
be able to  investigate  the  factors constraining  the  implementationlpromotioiis of crop 
diversification. 
Regardiiig sustainability of irrigation systems or agricultural systems. the major require- 
inelit metitioiled was the development of a flexible or adaptable system. A dynamic system 
is  likely  to  improve  its  long-term  sustainability.  Adaptability  is  an  itnportaiit  key  in 
maintaining a sustainable system. 
The importance of water  reliability  was underscored, especially  when  investing on 
high-value corps. 
JICA expressed its willingness to collaborate with the IMCD network's member agen- 
cies. Summary/Highlights of  the Second Steering Committee Meeting 
13  December 1990 
LA  Parilla Inn, Cabaiiatuaii City, the Philippines 












Dr. Jose A. Galvez, Philippines 
11. Soetiarno, Indoiiesia 
Dr. M. A. S. Mandal, Bangladesh 
Dr. R. Kulandaivelu, India 
Dr. Prakriti S. Rana, Nepal 
MI. Wong Kok Fiu, Malaysia 
MI. Jayaiitha Jayewardeue, Sri Lanka 
Ms. Anchalee Ouraikul, Thailand 
Dr. Senen M. Miranda, IlMI 
MI. Charles Aberiiethy. IIMI 
Dr. Amado R. Maglinao, IIMI 
11.  Call to Order 
The Stceriiig Committee Chairman, Dr. Jose A. Galvez, called the meeting to order at 8:OS 
p.m. 
111.  Review of the Highlights of the First Steering Committee (SC) 
Meeting 
The committee reviewed  the highlights of the first SC meeting held  in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia on  December 1-2, 1989. The highlights were approved with no  modifications. 
IV.  Business Arising from the Highlights 
Dr. Kulaiidaivelu clarified that the paper presented by  MI. Gopalakrishnan is a case study 
which is not yet complete. By changing the system operational plan, rice will be replaced 
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by groundnut. He mentioned other projects which are being implemented in India but which 
do  not address any objectives related to crop diversification. He proposed that a project with 
specific objectives on crop diversification be conducted in India in collaboration with IIMI. 
In this regard, Dr. Galvez suggested that India prepare a proposal which could be submitted 
to IIMI for consideration. Dr. Miranda said that this could be facilitated with the assistance 
of Dr. Saktivadivel of IIMI. 
Another suggestion is to expand the ongoing projects to include crop diversification. In 
this regard, the relationship with the coordinator of the All India research projecls should be 
strengthened.  The coordinator may  not be aware  that  IIMI is  doing research  on  crop 
diversification. Dr. Miranda said that this could be related to the type of networking in the 
country.  India should strengthen the national network and may evolve its own model similar 
to the NCCD in the Philippines and the FSI in Thailand. 
Dr. Mandal said that in relation to the format for the papers for the first workshop, he did 
not receive comments from all the members and therefore did not know what to do. He only 
received comments from MI. Jayewardene. He further mentioned that the plan to come up 
with proposals related to research methodologies and pilot-testing of management innova- 
tions for possible discussion during the workshop of the network did not push through. Dr. 
Miranda  referred  to some researches  that  should be done.  In this regard,  Dr. Mandal 
discussed a two-phase project he was involved in Bangladesh. Phase I was a survey-type 
study to learn the practices of the farmers related to economics, engineering, etc. They were 
able to identify 15 patterns which they analyzed and compared. Based on these, intervention 
was introduced although the farmers were allowed to do  it their way (Phase 11). Other related 
research which may be considered are a sensitivity analysis on macro variation relating to 
different price levels, marketing of rice versus nonrice crops and their influence on  water 
management, and crop diversification as an alternative to increasing water markcts. 
Dr. Maglinao mentioned the pilot-testiiigproposal which was also discussed in Malaysia. 
He said  that  it  could  also be looked  at as a research on  methodology  of transferring 
information and technologies on water management for crop diversification. He said that it 
was started in the IIMI-IRRI project in the Philippi..s but had to be cut short because of 
lack of funding. The Philippines is still optimistic that this proposal could be funded and 
implemented sometime in the near future. Mr. Wong  voiced his concern with the problems 
related to the implementation of suggested recommendations. For example, he mentioned 
the need to have an area of about 1,700  ha to implement some identified recommendations 
in Malaysia. 
MI. Abernethy made a distinction betweengeneric and na tioaal projects. Generic  projects 
could be done at the regional level, while at the national level, more specific studies may be 
conducted.  Both of these require resources and IIMI is  willing  to help,  particularly  in 
approaching some donors. What can  be done is for the different country proposals to be 
consolidated  and then  for IIMI lo submit  a  packaged  proposal  to  donors. The country 
proposals could be sent to Dr. Miranda for consolidation. 
11.  Soenarno inquired whether IIMI has a framework upon which the research could be 
based. He said that the framework will help the proponents in identifying what research 
shouldbedone. Inthisregard,Ms. Ouraikul suggestedthatastateoftheartshouldbeevolved 
to determine what research should be done. This could also be useful in the preparation of 
the implementation plan. She referred to the need to do research to address the problem of 
marketing of diversified crops. 189 
Mr. Abernethy reiterated the action to he taken, that is, to pool information, concretize 
ideas for research, whether generic or national. Dr. Miranda will consolidate all the ideas 
for the funding strategy. Examples are the earlier suggestion to have a study on  research 
methodology and pilot-testing of management innovations. The coininittee agreed to focus 
on the more specific issues on irrigation management. 
On information dissemination, Mr. Abernethy said that the papers of the just concluded 
workshop could now be produced as a publication. He also mentioned the first newsletter 
of the network, copies of which have been distributed to relevant persons and agencies. Not 
all members received their copy though. Dr. Miranda will check on this problem at IIMI 
headquarters. 
In terms of  funding, MI. Abernethy  mentioned that Japan gave about US$SO,OOO  this 
year primarily for the holding of the first workshop. At present, IIMI is no longer earmarking 
any funds specifically for crop diversification. This means that activities on crop diversifica- 
tion have to compete for funding with other activities. The committee therefore agreed to 
pass and submit a resolution to IIMI for it to consider crop diversification as a priority. As 
a protocol, a formal lener signed by Dr. Galvez should be sent with the resolution. 
Mr. Abernethy also referred to the plans he presented in the closing session of the Kuala 
Luinpur meeting. Although nothing much has been done about this, he assured the group 
that it still remains the objective of IIMI as regards the network. The intention is still there 
and with the hiring of the Project Development Officer by  IIMI, fund sourcing could be 
lacililated. 
V.  Election of Officers 
As the Vice-Chairman automatically becomes the next Chairman of the Steering  Committee, 
Ir. Soenarno of Indonesia, the present Vice-chairman, took over the chairmanship of the 
meeting. 
Before proceeding to the selection of  the. next Vice-Chairman, Dr. Miranda  aired the 
observation that the first two chairmen of the cmnininee represent countries in the Southeast 
Asia (SEA) regioii and it may be worthwhile to consider other areas. Concurring with the 
ohsewatiorl of Dr. Miranda, the coininittee unanimously voted in Dr. Mandal as  Vice-Chair- 
man. Thus, in  1992, the workshop will be in Bangladesh, probably in February or March. 
VI.  Plan for the Second Progress Review 
and Coordination Workshop 
With the arrangement that the workshop of the network is to he hosted by the country which 
the Chairman reprexiits, the next workshop will be in Indonesia. Ir. Soenarno suggested 
that it should he held about the sccond wcek of Septeniber 1991, in Yogyakarta. 
Of the  four  themes  sugge.sted by  the  workshop participants, the committee selected 
'"Promoting  Implementation of  Crop Diversification  in Rice-Based Irrigatioii  Systems." 
Some specific issues which could be presented and discussed in relation to the theme are: 190 
a) impact of research; b) application ofresearch results; c) training; and d) identification and 
alleviation of constraints. 
To firm up the outline and contents of the country reports, ideas from the members are 
expected to be sent to and received by Dr. Miranda before the end of February 1991. 
VII.  Other Matters 
The issue on accepting new member-countries was taken up. Vietnam has indicated interest 
in becoming a  member  of  the  network.  The group did  not  object to  considering the 
membership of Vietnam. In this regard, IIMI will contact and identify the relevant agencies 
which  could represent Vietnam  in the  workshop next  year. Vietnam will attend  as an 
observer at this time. 
Another issue that was mentioned was that on training, and the following points were 
mentioned: 
1.  Training should be conducted  at different levels, generic (regional) or syccific 
(national). At present IIMI  is conducting  training activities through the national 
agencies. 
JICA is willing to support international training programs and a proposal has been 
suggested.  This could be done at  the  Diversified  Crops Irrigation  Engineering 
Center, the Philippines. 
India has training on crop diversification in irrigation commands. 
Information on related trainingiworkshops conducted by other agenciesiiiistitutioiis 
will be useful. It was suggested that information on the outputs ofthe recent farming 
systems seminar in Bangkok should be obtained. 
The Central Luzon State University of the Philippines had a proposal for a training 
program on irrigation management for rice-based fanning systems, but it was not 





VIII.  Wrap-up 
Before adjournment, the  chairman in his wrap-up  comments said that it was a  fruitful 
meeting. In conclusion, he mentioned that the proceedings of the workshop will be pnblish- 
ed, and a resolution will be duly prepared to be submitted to IIMI to stress the importance 
of crop diversification and the activities of the network a new set of officers has bccn 
selected, and the venue, date and theme of the next workshop have been agreed upon. 
XI.  Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned at 10:30 p.m. Appendix A 
Workshop Program 
10 December (Monday) 
Arrival of participants and hotel check-in 
I1  December (Tuesday) 
0800  Registration 
0900  Opening ceremony 
Welcome Address : 
Statement of Objectivcs 
and Expecbtions : 
Admin. Jose B. del Rosario 
National Irrigation Administration 
Dr. Senen M. Miranda 
International Irriga tiou Management 
Institute 
Introduction of Participants :  Asst. Admin. Jose A. Galvez 
National Irrigation Administration 
Iiitroductioii of Keynote 
Speaker : 
Keyuote Address : 
Master of Ccreinoiiies : 
Ms. Jovira Corpuz 
Department of Agriculture 
Asst. Sec. Manuel M. Lantin 
Department of Agriculture 
Dr. Rodolfo C. Undan 
Central Luzon State University 
1000  COFFEEKEA BREAK 
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MI. N. Ansari, Nepal 




MI. Virgilio Cabezon, Philippines 





MI. Shahrin B. Yob, Malaysia 






12 December (Wednesday) 
Session  II: 
Chairman: 
Rapporteur:  Dr. Donald Parker, IIMI 
0800  Irrigation Management  Dr. Senen M. Miranda 
Special Papers and General Discussion 
Dr. Manuel M. Lantin, Philippines 
for Rice-Based Farming 
Systems in Indonesia, 
Bangladesh and the 
Philippines 
Issues on Irrigation 
Management for Crop 
Diversification 
0900  Research and Policy  Dr. Masao Kikuchi 193 
1000  General Discussion 
1030  COFFEE BREAK 
Session III:  Small Workshop Group Sessions 
Group A  Research and Development 
Group B 
Group C  Funding and Organization 
1100  Small workshop group briefing 
1200  LUNCH 
1330  Small workshop group sessions 
1530  COFFEEmA  BREAK 
1600 
1700  City tourishopping 
2000  DINNER 
Information Dissemination and Exchange 
Resumption of small workshop group sessions 
I3 December (Thursday) 












MI. Charles Abemethy, IIMI 
Dr. Amado R. Maglinao, IIMI 





Visit to JICA DCIEP Farm in Bulacan 
Leave for Cabanatuan City 
Arrive Cabanatuan, Check-in at La Parilla Inn and Village Inn 
DINNER and Second Steering Committee Meeting 
14 December (Friday) 
0700  BREAKFAST and Check-out 
on00 
0915 
Travel to District I, UPRIIS, CLSU 









Visit to UTRlS 
Visit to CLSU 
LUNCH at Cafe Capritzo, ( 
Travel to NIA Region 1 
Briefing at NIA Region I 
Visit SFRIS 
DINNER at Urdaiieta 
Travel to Quezon City 
15 December (Saturday) 
Departure of  foreign participants 
:Lsu Appendix B 
Workshop Groupings 
Group A.  Research and Development 
Venue:  Class Room A 
Chairman:  Dr. M.A.S. Mandal 
Facilitator:  Dr. Donald Parker 
Members: 
K.N. Raja Rao 
Suprodjo Pusposutardjo 
Ram Prasad Satyal 
Wong Kok Fiu 
Shahrin B. Yob 
Lersak Rewtarkulpaiboon 
Amado R. Maglinao 
Rodolfo C. Undan 





Group B  Information Dissemination and Exchange 
Venue:  Class Room B 
Chairman:  Dr. Prakriti S.  Rana 





Adnan Mohd Nor 







Maria Teresa Agarrado 
Fraiikliii Rainones 
Group C:  Funding and Organization 
Venue:  41h Floor Conference Room 
Chairman:  Mr. Jaynnlha Jayewardene 




Amiiiah Mohaincd Nawi 








P. Dionisio E. Reyes Appendix C 
List of Participants 
Bangladesh 
1.  Dr. M. A. S. Mandal 
Associate Professor and Head, 
Department of Agricultural Economics 
Bangladesh AgriculNral University 
M ymensingh 
Principal Agricultural Engineer and Head, 
Irrigation and Water Management Division 
Bangladesh Rice Research Institute (BRRI) 
G. P. 0. Box 911 
Dhaka 
2.  Dr. Abdul Ghani 
3.  MI. Muzibul Haq 
Chief Agronomist 
Directorate of Land and Water Use 
Bangladesh Water Dcvclopment Board 
Dhaka 
India 
4.  Dr. R. Kulandaivelu 
Professor and Joint Director (Training) 
Irrigation Management Training Institute 
"Cauvery Valagam" 
Thuvakudy, Tiruchy 620 015 








6.  Dr. Suprodjo Pusposutardjo 
Chainnan 
Deparlmeiit of Agricultural Engineering 
Bagiaii Mekauasasi Pertanian 
Universitas Gadjah Mada 
Buluksumur, 
Yogyokarta 
7.  11. Soenarno 
Director of  Irrigation I 
Directorate General for Water Resources Development 
Jalan Patirnura No. 20, Jakarta 
Nepal 
8.  Dr. Prakriti Shuuisher Ram 
Joint Secretary 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Kathmandu 
Depu~y  Director General 
Department of  Irrigation 
PANIPOKHAN, Kathmandu 
Senior Agricultural Eugiueer 
Sinall Irrigation and Water Utilization Division 
IrrigationDepartinciit 
Kalhinandu 
9.  MI. N. Ansari 
10.  MI. Rain Prasad Satyal 
Malaysia 
11.  MI. Woiig Kok Fiu 
Director of Irrigation Braiich 
Department of Irrigatioii and Drainage 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Jalan Sultan Salahuddin 
Kuala Luinpur 50626 199 
12.  MI. Mohd. Adnan Mohd. Nor 
Irrigation Branch 
Department of Irrigation and Drainage 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Jalan Sultan Salahuddin 
Kuala Lumpur 50626 
Deputy Director 
Agricultural Engineering Division 
Malaysia Agricultural  Research and 
Development Institute (MARDI) 
P. 0. Box 12.301 
Kuala Lumpur 50114 
Ms. Aminah Mohamed Nawi (Special Observer) 
Principal Assistant Secretary 
Planning and Policy Division 
Ministry of Agriculture 
Jalan Sultan Salahuddin 
Kuala Lumpur 50626 
13.  Mr. Shahrin B. Yob 
14. 
Philippines 
15.  Dr. Jose A. Galvez 
Assistant Administrator 
National Irrigation Administration 
EDSA, Diliman, Quezon City 
Assistant Secretary 
Department of Agriculture 
Diliman, Quezou City 
Director, Agriculture Staff 
National Economic Development Authority 
Pasig, Metro Manila 
Assistant Secretary 
Department of Agrarian Reform 
Diliman. Quezon City 
16.  Dr. Manuel M. Lantin 
17.  Dr. Marietta S. Adriano 
18.  Mr. Virgilio Cabezon 200 
Sri Lank 
20. 
19.  MI. Jayanlha Jayewardene 
Consultant 
Mahaweli Enterprise Development Project 
Colombo 1 
MI. Ananda Ja yasinghe 
Asst. Director of Agriculture for Extension 








Ms. Anchalee Ouraikul 
Senior Econoinist 
Agricultural Economic Research Division 
Office of Agricultural Economics 
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives 
Rajadarnnerii Ave., Bangkok 
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